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Abstract 
The Swedish Million Homes Programme, which had the construction of one million 
accommodations spread over whole Sweden from the years 1965 to 1975 as scope, is due to its 
deprived state in need of surrounding renovation measures. However, outgoing from complex market 
conditions in which three major stakeholders: the housing companies, tenants and society are 
integrated; renovation activities are so far carried out to a low extent.  
 
This report has the purpose to provide an understanding of the value that can be created by a 
renovation project of a Million Homes area towards the three different stakeholders and to thereby 
facilitate future renovation projects of the Swedish Million Homes Programme. In order to fulfil this 
purpose, the report established a value proposition for a renovation project towards the different 
project stakeholders. The research methodology in the study is both qualitative and quantitative 
based on a case study at one of Sweden’s biggest construction companies and a literature and 
empirical investigation. Outgoing from the case study, value creation in a renovation project is 
divided into the five areas (1) revenue increasing activities, (2) cost decreasing activities, (3) social 
development, (4) tenant satisfaction and (5) partnering as project concept. Each of the areas is 
investigated regarding their value creation potential and the decisive factors that the value creation 
depends on, under a literature and empirical study. 
 
Two value propositions are formulated in the report’s conclusion, which unfolds that the stakeholders 
expect a renovation project to be carried out differently. A discussion arises in the ending of the 
report around these different expectations, suggesting that the Million Homes Programme will only 
be renovated in a surrounding fashion, which considers also the solution of environmental and social 
challenges, if a housing company benefits from social value creation. Outgoing from this discussion, 
future research is suggested, taking up the identified challenge of sharing created value between the 
stakeholders. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Background: The Million Homes Programme 
The Swedish Million Homes Programme was build over the 1960s and 1970s, spread over 
whole Sweden. It has its name from the objective to provide one million new rental 
apartments due to the lack of accommodations for a growing population in this time. The 
initiative was run by the Swedish government and had disregarding of the project location 
standardized construction requirements. These requirements focused on a low-cost and fast 
way of building, which resulted in a similar, minimalistic appearance and a comparable 
technical approach in all the areas. Nowadays, about thirty percent of all Swedish 
households have their origin in the Million Homes Programme initiative (Vidén, 2012). 
Figure 1 shows the area “Rinkeby”, a suburb of Stockholm and typical Million Homes area, 
built from 1968-1971. 
 

 
Figure 1: Million Homes Area in Rinkeby, Stockholm 

Over the 40-50 year lifetime of the Million Homes Programme, the majority of the 
buildings developed due to a lack of maintenance into an alarmingly deprived state. This 
adverse development can be explained by historic industry regulation changes. Until the 
1990s, the Swedish state had a dominant involvement in the country’s rental housing 
market and impacted it by subsidization for construction and renovation activities, tax 
deduction for home-owners and housing allowances for individuals in need (Larsson & 
Seglert, 2011). These supporting measures disappeared in the light of governmental changes 
and the market shifted into a more competitive one, implying that to handle business risks 
was from there on much more the responsibility of the housing company, instead of the 
state (Hedman, 2008). Martinsson (2005) describes these cuts in the legal housing policy as 
a severe downgrading in the importance of the housing business, while it was before one of 
the most important Swedish business sectors. Hedman (2001) describes the consequences of 
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this downgrade in form of the described changes in the housing policy, paired with 
increased tax rates in the construction and maintenance business as well as less beneficial 
loans, as a drop of construction and regeneration activities. Figure 2 firstly shows the boom 
of construction projects during the Million Homes Project in the 1960s and 1970s, and 
secondly indicates how significant the decrease of housing production activities around 
1992 due to the governmental changes was. 
 

 
Figure 2: Construction activity in Sweden from 1960-2010 (SCB, 2013) 
 
Today, in the year 2013, the decrease of investments within the rental housing market 
twenty years ago has led to a multitude of challenges that are to be solved: 
 
Studies indicate that fundamental technical functionality of many of the Million Homes 
Programme buildings can be questioned (Högberg, Lind & Grange 2009; Vidén, 2012). 
Högberg, Lind and Grange (2009) state that the water and sewage pipes in many cases need 
to be changed, as there is an increased risk of leakages. Furthermore, ventilation and 
electricity systems need to be modernized in order to guarantee the tenants a reasonable 
living quality. Vidén (2012) agrees on the need to maintain the buildings with considerable 
investments in order to keep up a good living environment. 
 
In addition to a fundamental improvement of the condition of these rental apartments, the 
new European Union wide energy policy objectives put transformation pressure on the 
often energy inefficient apartments of the the Million Homes Programme areas (Högberg, 
Lind & Grange, 2009). In this policy, national wide goals until the year 2020 are formulated 
besides others as a 40% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions and a 20% more energy 
efficient usage (Näringsdepartementet, 2008). 
 
Furthermore, the to a high degree deprived state of the Million Homes Programme 
buildings lead to increasingly alarming social challenges in the areas. Öresjö (2012) agrees 
to Högberg, Lind and Grange (2009) and Vidén (2012) that energy efficiency and building 
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maintenance are high up in the prioritization list of a renovation project, but sees 
furthermore the need to focus on social aspects due to the growing social challenges in the 
areas. Exemplifying the severity of social conditions, Blomé (2010) describes in his 
research study about the renovation in the Million Homes area in Herrgården, Malmö that 
the area is strongly characterized by segregation, resulting in a considerably higher 
unemployment and crime rate than in the rest of Sweden. 
 
Lind (2013) states that compared to the American housing market, the approach in Sweden 
is to not tear down and rebuild housing estates in the end of their life cycle, but to maintain 
them over time. Therefore, although the maintenance of the Million Homes Programme was 
achieved insufficiently over the last twenty years, there is no overarching plan to tear down 
the Million Homes Programme in sight, as there is a lack of accommodations in Sweden. 
The deprived state of the Million Homes Programme, with the above described 
consequences in building reliability, energy inefficiency and social challenges calls 
consequentially for surrounding renovation measures. An overall study project from 
Industrifakta (2011) shows that the lack of sufficient regeneration and modernization 
activities in the last 20 years created a need for surrounding renovation measures, with an 
estimated required investment of 150-200 billion SEK, broken down on approximately 
300.000 rental apartments. The study report “Home for Millions” (SABO, 2009) calculates 
with a similar market size of 50 billion SEK, including only the most urgent renovation 
activities that need to be carried out in a short-term perspective. 
 
Having clarified above that the holistic picture in Sweden points towards surrounding 
renovation activities within the Million Homes Programme in Sweden, it is important to 
clarify, who the stakeholders in a renovation project are after the regulatory changes in 1992 
and the resulting withdrawal of the government. Literature and industry experts consistently 
names three main authorities, which are involved in a renovation project nowadays: 
 

1.) A private or public housing company 

The housing company is responsible for providing an accommodation to their tenants. As 
the Million Homes areas are in a highly deprived state, the housing company is concerned 
about the conditions of the buildings. On the one hand, a housing company sees the threat 
of decreasing revenues by diminishing rental income in a deprived environment and on the 
other hand increasing costs for maintaining and repairing the buildings, in order to preserve 
a rentable state. As Industrifakta (2011) indicates, around 300.000 apartments are in urgent 
need to get renovated with a total calculated investment of 150-200 billion SEK. According 
to the law of business behavior (SKL, 2010), a major concern for housing companies, even 
if owned by the municipality, should be that a renovation project is profitable. Hence, a 
housing company’s core interest lies in if future benefits for a renovation project justify the 
high initial project investment. 
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2.)  The tenants 

The majority of Million Homes areas can be characterized by difficult social and living 
conditions (Blomé, 2011). Tenants suffer from a high degree of segregation, are often 
unemployed and have a low educational level. The buying power in the areas is very limited 
and a potential rent increase due to a renovation project is difficult to handle. The tenants 
neither feel satisfied by living in apartments and buildings that are in poor in- and outdoor 
conditions, as tenant satisfaction measuring in different areas indicates (Öresjö, Blome & 
Petersson, 2012; Barlow, 2013). 
 

3.) Society 

On the perspective of Sweden as a country, the Million Homes areas are the cause of one of 
the most important social problems to solve. The high workless, crime and segregation rate 
translates into high costs for income support, expenses for police and social efforts and a 
low buying power (Lind and Lundström, 2008). Additionally, society asks for a sustainable 
development, not only regarding social and economical aspects, but also regarding 
environmental aspects, in order to ensure living qualities for the future (Vidén, 2012). 

1.2. Problem Formulation 
Outgoing from the above described urgent need to renovate the Million Homes Programme 
due to its deprived state (Industrifakta, 2011; SABO, 2009) and on the other hand complex 
multi stakeholder business environment, extensive research was carried out in order to 
facilitate renovation projects in Sweden. Conducted studies focus on describing the multi-
stakeholder network of the Swedish housing industry (Atterhög, 2001; Lind and Lundström, 
2011), in depth analysis of specific improvement potentials, such as energy efficiency 
(Högberg, 2012; Dalenbäck, 2012) and housing maintenance (Isberg, 2009), and the 
economical and social evaluation of the few already conducted renovation projects (Lind 
and Lundström, 2008; Blomé, 2010). As the Swedish rental housing industry is based on a 
regulated rental setting system, the mentioned industry network is outspread to different 
authorities. Atterhög (2001) describes the rental setting system, involved entities and 
identifies differences in the amount of rent and their causes and thereby provides an 
understanding of market mechanics under a renovation project. Lind and Lundström (2011) 
complement the understanding of how the market functions, by describing, how a housing 
company has to operate from a legal perspective. 
 
Under these considerations, Högberg, Lind and Grange (2012), Dalenbäck (2012) and 
Isberg (2011) develop expertise in order to optimize the outcome of a renovation project. 
Högberg, Lind and Grange (2012) and Dalenbäck (2012) evaluate specifically the potential 
of improved energy efficiency in buildings. While Dalenbäck (2012) demands a long-term 
perspective on energy measures, Högberg, Lind and Grange (2012) focus on the economics 
of energy measures and Högberg (2011) evaluates the potential of switching to individual 
measuring. Isberg (2009) gives insights into a different area, by drawing the impact of a 
renovation project on the reparation and maintenance costs of a housing company. 
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A different research approach has been to investigate and evaluate the few already 
conducted renovation projects under case studies. The aim was to estimate the economical 
impact of a renovation project and to develop conclusions towards project profitability. In 
different ways, Lind and Lundström (2008), Blomé (2010) and Öresjö, Blomé and 
Petersson (2012) evaluated the outcomes of renovation projects of Million Homes areas in 
the Swedish cities Malmö, Göteborg and Gävla. Larsson and Seglert (2011) expand the 
approach towards an international learning from the renovation project HOPE VI in 
Washington in relation to a renovation project in Göteborg.  
 
Despite the comprehensive research that has been carried out over recent years and the 
urgency of renovation projects, the identified potentials for creating improvement and the 
deprived state of the Million Programme buildings, renovation projects in fact were carried 
out so far to a little extent (Högberg, 2012), and previous research has identified two 
different explanations. 
 
Firstly, Öresjö, Blomé and Petterson (2012) notice that comprehensive economical analysis 
of housing renovations are rare, as it is challenging to follow up the project during the many 
years of realization and to measure the economical outcome. As a consequence, Lind 
(2012b) doubts the purely economical profitability of a renovation project for a housing 
company. In the Swedish housing market, there is hence an uncertainty, about the value that 
can be created in a renovation project and if a project in the end delivers a profitable result. 
 
Secondly, the housing market can be characterized as a complex, multi-stakeholder 
environment. In a renovation project of the Million Homes Programme, the housing 
company, the tenants and Swedish society as a whole represents major interests. Lind 
(2012a) exposes in his study that the rent setting system in Sweden might decrease the 
incentive for a housing company to invest into energy efficiency measure. Higher energy 
efficiency though is valuable for tenants and society, due to lower costs and a sustainable 
development. Consequentially, it is unclear, in which way potential values to the 
stakeholders of a renovation project exclude each other and if all stakeholders can be 
satisfied. 
 
The manager of a Swedish construction company sees similar barriers for renovation 
projects within the Swedish Million Homes Programme, when saying: 
 
“We need to gain an understanding about what value we can offer to the stakeholders of a 
renovation project and how the different values go together in one renovation project. We 
have yet to develop routines in the business area in order to ensure that a renovation 
project is a financial win-win activity for us and the clients.” (Manager in strategic 
development at a Swedish construction company) 
 
These sources within previous literature and the construction industry point out the research 
gap within the renovation industry of the Swedish Million Homes Programme. It is 
uncertainty in the market, as it is not yet clarified what values a renovation project can 
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create for the project stakeholders and on what decisive factors these values depend. It is 
furthermore unclear, how these values influence each other and in which scenario all 
stakeholders can be satisfied. 

1.3. Purpose 
The purpose of this master thesis is to contribute to the settlement of the identified 
knowledge gap and by that to expand current knowledge of value creation in a renovation 
project in order to facilitate future renovation projects of the Swedish Million Homes 
Programme. The thesis seeks for achieving an understanding of the value that lies in a 
renovation project, and the clarification of how the three different stakeholders expect a 
renovation project to be carried out. 
 
In order to reach this purpose, the thesis follows main theoretical suggestions for 
establishing a value proposition, as firstly described by Lanning and Michaels (1988). The 
concept of a value proposition is to clearly state and quantify the different values that are 
created by a product to one or more specific customer segments (Sorensen, 2012; 
Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2012). 

1.4. Research Question 
The purpose of the report translates into the following two research questions: 
 
RQ1:  How can a renovation project create value towards the stakeholders and what 
decisive factors influence the size of this value? 
 
RQ2: What value proposition does the different stakeholders: housing company, tenants 
and society, desire for a renovation project in the Swedish Million Homes Programme? 

1.5. Scope and Delimitations 
The within this report developed research result is valid for the Swedish rental housing 
market within the Million Homes Programme. The scope of the report is to identify the 
value that lays for the different stakeholders in a renovation project and to afterwards 
formulate what value proposition the different stakeholders desire as a renovation project. 
 
The thesis identifies from a construction company perspective, how a renovation project can 
create value to the project stakeholders. It furthermore quantifies the value by calculating 
the costs and benefits from previous renovation project and by identifying, on what decisive 
factors the value size depends. The report provides a qualitative statement on value creation 
from the different stakeholders’ perspectives, based on collected interview data. Within the 
report, two value propositions are developed, which consider the expectations of the 
different project stakeholders. 
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The report does not aim for making a statement regarding profitability of a renovation 
project within the Swedish Million Homes Programme. Within the report, it was discovered 
that the project stakeholders have very individual and differing project evaluation methods; 
concerning time perspective of the renting process, cost of capital and opportunity costs/ 
what happens if the apartment does not get renovated. Instead, the report establishes the 
benefit per year that a renovation project can create by taking certain project costs, 
compared to the present state. By doing so, the study achieves a comparability of the results 
and allows drawing conclusions that are based on the potential to create value in a 
renovation project instead of company or stakeholder specific key figures. The project’s 
stakeholders themselves can, outgoing from the created value, apply an evaluation method 
according to their preferences, in order to assess project profitability. 
 
The conclusion of the report may provide insights in a renovation project in the Swedish 
Million Homes Programme for different authorities in the Swedish rental housing market 
and does not demand company or knowledge related prerequisites. The report conclusion 
cannot be generalized to the global rental housing market, as the Swedish rental housing 
market underlies country-specific characteristics and regulations. Neither can the report 
conclusion be generalized to the Swedish or global new building market, as regulations only 
applies to the Swedish rental housing market. 
 

1.6. Structure of the Report 
The report is structured into different sections in order to answer the two defined research 
questions. Section 2 gives an overview on main research that has been carried out within the 
Million Homes Programme and settles a theoretical framework for the report outgoing from 
main models in the field of value proposition development. Section 3 presents the 
methodology that has been chosen in order to carry through the research. Section 4 presents 
a literature review, empirical data and analysis within each of the defined five areas of value 
creation in a renovation project. Section 5 concludes into the main findings of the report and 
answers the two research questions. Section 6 discusses these results regarding practical 
implications and suggestions for future research. 
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2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
This chapter first of all provides a more detailed view from main literature sources about 
different possibilities to evaluate a renovation project. Secondly, main literature about how 
to develop a value proposition is presented and thirdly, main literature is synthesized into a 
framework that will guide the development of value propositions in this thesis. 

2.1. Previous Studies 
Previous studies in the field mainly comprise of two approaches in this thesis referred to as 
the project evaluation approach and the area expertise approach. These are further explained 
in the two next sub-chapters. 

2.1.1. Project Evaluation Approach 
Few renovation projects in the Million Homes Environment have been carried out yet and 
correspondingly is the number of research studies that investigate the outcome of these 
projects low as well. However, there are surrounding studies on the renovation projects in 
Gårdsten - Göteborg (Lind and Lundström, 2008), Öster – Gävle (Öresjö, Blomé and 
Petersson, 2012) and Herrgården  - Malmö (Blomé, 2010). 
 
In order to evaluate the outcome of the project, financial methods in order to measure a 
project’s performance were applied in these studies. According to Berk and DeMarzo 
(2007), the net present value (NPV) method, which is utilized in the above mentioned 
renovation project studies, is defined as the difference between the present value of a 
project’s benefits and the present value of a project’s costs. In order to calculate the present 
value of a project’s costs and benefits, future cash flows are translated into the present value 
of these cash flows by considering the time value of money (Berk & DeMarzo, 2007). The 
time value of money means that 1 SEK today is more worth than 1 SEK in one year, as the 
1 SEK could be invested profitably over the one year period. In the NPV-method of 
evaluating a project cash flows in the future hence need to be computed backwards to the 
value that they have today. This financial principle is highly relevant for a renovation 
project, as the project costs are to be paid in the beginning of a renovation project, while the 
benefits of a renovation project pay off over a long time period as energy savings, lower 
reparation costs and higher monthly rents. A housing company therefore requests a certain 
return for an investment over time, which lies typically around 5%. In a simply calculation, 
this means that an investment of 100 SEK is only carried out, if the investments rate of 
return is over 5%, hence the investment created in one year a higher benefit then 105 SEK. 
 
Lind and Lundström (2008) utilize the NPV investment principle according to Berk and 
DeMarzo (2007) in order to evaluate the profitability of the Gårdsten renovation project. To 
do so, they split their analysis into two parts, the economical evaluation of the project for 
the housing company and for society. They conclude in their studies that the NPV of the 
renovation project for the housing company was around minus 200 million SEK, while the 
additional present value for the benefits of society was at around 300 million SEK. By 
utilizing the NPV method, Lind and Lundström (2008) are able to conclude into project 
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specific statements for Gårdsten and see project profitability only given in a wider, society 
context, as the renovation project meant a social upswing and thereby generated value over 
the actual monetary value for the housing company. The analysis of a single project allows 
in a good way to go into a financial scenario planning, as Lind and Lundström (2008) did in 
their report: The future cash flows can be adapted within different scenarios towards future 
expectations. In that way, the renovation project in Gårdsten is assessed for creating a value 
for society for eternity, or, in a realistic estimation, for 15 years, as the effect of the 
renovation project will likely diminish over time. Hereby, the value for society could be 
estimated for the two cases to 900 million SEK, respective 300 million SEK and the 
calculation could be continued with the more realistic time perspective of 15 years.  While 
Lind and Lundström (2008) see the limitations in their project investigation towards 
generalization, as they state that all renovation projects are unique and in their own context, 
they propose that the creation of value for the society is at least as important in a renovation 
project as the renovation of the housing company’s property assets. 
 
Öresjö, Blomé and Petersson (2012) and Blomé (2010) investigate the profitability of a 
renovation projects in Öster, Gävle and Herrgården, Malmö and have a similar method to 
Lind and Lundström (2008). By working closely together with the respective housing 
company, their costs for project realization and the savings afterwards can be assessed in 
detail and make conclusions towards project profitability possible. In comparison to Lind 
and Lundström (2008), social value creation is only considered to the extent that the 
housing company benefits from it in terms of reduced costs and increased revenues due to a 
lower destruction and crime rate. Öresjö, Blomé and Petersson (2012) conclude from their 
economical analysis that a renovation project can be justified from a housing company 
perspective, in contrast to the investigated project in Herrgården (Lind and Lundström, 
2008). As a foundation for this conclusion, the project also gets evaluated in financial 
scenarios in a 15 year perspective. In these scenarios, the required rate of return for an 
investment is getting varied from 4 – 6% to be able to conclude into project profitability at 
4% rate and the break-even point (NPV = 0) at a 6% rate. 
 
For the project in Herrgården (Blomé, 2010) sees the profitability after assessing the 
company specific balance sheet as mainly related to rental incomes and sees the scenario in 
Herrgården as realistic that rents get lowered in the future due to the increasingly deprived 
state, in case of not conducting a renovation project. Therefore the profitability analysis 
includes the scenario of having alternative costs for lowering the rents, in which case the 
renovation project is profitable. Blomé (2010) concludes in his study report on Herrgården 
that a social responsibility for the tenants was for project success and profitability of high 
importance and that considerable value for society that was created in the project due to a 
decreased crime and fire rate did not lead to an improved economical result of the housing 
company. 
 
The three study reports (Lind and Lundström, 2008; Öresjö et al., 2011; and Blomé,) all 
point out the importance of a renovation project’s social impact and refer to a loose 
connection between the value creation for society and the benefit from it for the housing 
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company that carries out the renovation project. The studies apply the financial analysis of 
the projects’ profitability by applying the NPV decision rule according to Berk and 
DeMarzo (2007) and develop in scenarios potential constellations in order for the projects 
to become profitable. Variables in the financial calculation tools vary from the time 
perspective of a project, the rate of return and potential rent levels with and without a 
renovation project. By applying these calculation tools, precise conclusions in terms of 
profitability and future uncertainty for the specific project set up in the three case studies 
were possible to make. 

2.1.2. Area Expertise Approach 
As mentioned in the introduction to this report, the Swedish rental housing market is due to 
market regulations in the Swedish housing market (Atterhög, 2011), energy efficiency 
policies from the European Union (Högberg, Lind & Grange, 2009; Dalenbäck, 2012) and 
the impact on social factors (Blomé, 2010; Gromark, 2012) anchored in a complex network 
of different impacting factors. In order to develop an in-depth understanding and to identify 
the potential in the different areas, research that was specifically dedicated towards one of 
the business environment’s elements was carried out. 

Energy efficiency 
Outgoing from the European Union wide energy policy objectives (Näringsdepartementet, 
2008) to amongst others reduce the greenhouse gas emissions by 40% and to arrange energy 
consumption 20% more efficiently until 2020, the Million Homes Programme is facing 
transformation pressure in order to contribute to these goals. The Million Homes 
Programme sums up to 30% of accommodations in today’s Swedish housing market 
(Vidén, 2012), with an average energy consumption for heating of 170 kWh per square 
meter apartment (Högberg, Lind & Grange, 2009). With the building regulations in mind 
for today, where legal requirements for energy consumption in apartments are down to 110, 
130 and 150 kWh depending on climate zone (Regelsamling för byggande, 2009) and 
values of 70 kWh per square meter are reachable, the potential in energy saving in the 
Million Homes Programme can be estimated. 
 
Högberg, Lind and Grange (2009) identify that although being stated clearly as energy 
policy objectives, the goals to reduce energy consumption and emissions are followed up by 
housing companies to a different extent. The housing companies ambitions to reduce energy 
consumption are sorted in the research study into different categories; from highly risk 
avoiding and profit maximizing to technology leading companies that have ambitious 
energy strivings. They conclude in the study that a unified response in energy efficiency 
measures from cannot be expected from housing companies. Instead, the degree of energy 
efficiency improvement depends on factors such as owner directives, the companies 
building stock and its general condition. 
 
Janson and Wall (2012) as well as Dahlenbäck (2012) see the saving potential in energy in a 
long term perspective. Janson and Wall (2012) see the danger to not reach the EU energy 
policy goal to cut energy consumption in half until 2050. They see the relation that if, as 
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Högberg, Lind and Grange’s study (2009) indicate, some housing companies do not invest 
into energy efficiency measures, others have to improve their energy consumption even 
more. They hence argue for an evenly approach of the housing companies and refer to good 
energy projects in the housing market. Furthermore, Janson and Wall (2012) argue for 
actual measures towards a so called close-to-zero consumption apartment, instead of 
supplying inefficient houses with renewable energy. It is stated that renewable energy does 
not come for free either and the future supply is uncertain. Instead, measures are necessary 
that actual reduce the consumption itself and the authors see here a discussion around the 
factors of isolation materials, window technologies and ventilation systems, which are 
derived from the above mentioned good energy projects in Göteborg and Alingsås. 
Dahlenbäck (2012) sees it in a very comparable way, arguing that much higher energy 
improvements are possible than what is actually realized in the housing market. In his view, 
energy discussions are prioritized in housing companies, but only to the extent of 
identifying “low-hanging fruits”, comparable to Högberg, Lind and Grange’s categorization 
of purely profit maximizing companies (2009). Dahlenbäck (2012) concludes by referring 
to a big potential due to improving technologies such as solar energy on the one hand and 
the still in general high energy consumption on the other hand in suggesting a change in the 
economical framework of housing companies and therefore requirement of a national plan. 
 
One additional identified issue is the introduction of individual measuring (Janson and 
Wall, 2012; Högberg, 2011b). The individual measuring brings the change that water and 
electricity consumption are not included anymore in the monthly rental charge, but instead 
on the tenant side (Janson and Wall, 2012). According to Berndtsson (2005), the saving 
potential in individual measuring lies aroud 10-20% of total electricity consumption, as the 
tenants themselves have now the responsibility and incentive, to save resources, such as hot 
water. Högberg (2011b) as a consequence suggests a split incentive system, in which both, 
the tenant and housing company achieves a cost saving by installing individual measuring, 
as otherwise the incentive to either install the system or save resources would not be given. 
 
Assessed literature sources hence suggest that energy consumption in the Million Homes 
Programme is high, while the ambition from housing companies to reduce energy 
consumption differs (Högberg, Lind and Grange, 2009; Dahlenbäck, 2012). Besides finding 
measures to reduce the energy consumption by physical actions, individual measuring can 
lead to a psychological saving, by giving the incentive to save resources for tenants and the 
housing company by lowering resource consumption (Högberg, 2011b). 

2.2. Value Proposition Development 

2.2.1. Introduction 
An approach that differs from previous research that has been carried out so far in order to 
tackle this challenge is to take a business development perspective in order to develop 
insights in the renovation business of the Million Homes Programme. According to main 
literature in the field of business development, the overall aim concerns the assessment of 
new business opportunities (Sorensen,2012; Johnson, 2006): 
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“Business development refers to the tasks and processes concerning analytical preparation 
of potential growth opportunities and the support and monitoring of the implementation of 
growth opportunities.” (Sorensen, 2012) 
 
In line with Sorensen’s definition, Johnson (2006) refers to a desired “adjacency” and 
means with that term that business development should aim for identifying and establishing 
businesses that have a relevant similarity to the core competencies of a company. In other 
words, a company wants to identify and develop new business opportunities that they can 
excel in. In the same time, the effort for establishing the new business should be as little as 
possible, by utilizing already existing synergies. In this context, market orientated business 
development refers to assessment and follow-up of business opportunities outgoing from a 
need in the market and hence the dedication, to deliver customer value (Homburg and 
Pflesser, 2000). 
 
By developing a business model outgoing from a business opportunity, a company 
summarizes concretely, how customer value is going to be created and delivered in a 
profitable way (Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2012; Margretta, 2002). Osterwalder and Pigneur 
(2012) describe a business model as containing the logic of how a company plans to earn 
money and Margretta (2002) sees it in the same way as a story that ties narratives to 
numbers. In an extensive literature review of Shafer, Smith and Linder (2005), a value 
proposition is identified as a business model element in seven of the twelve investigated 
studies. Osterwalder and Pigneur (2012) see the value proposition as the central element 
and Webster (2002) argues that the value proposition should be a firm’s most important 
organizing principle.  

2.2.2. The Value Proposition 
The indicated importance of a value proposition in a business model can be explained by 
the original definition of the value proposition concept by Lanning and Michaels (1988). 
The concept focuses on the three processes: Firstly to analyze customer groups by the 
attributes that customers consider a value, secondly to assess opportunities in each segment 
to deliver superior customer value and thirdly to explicitly chose these the value proposition 
that optimizes these opportunities. The value proposition in the view of Osterwalder and 
Pigneur’s definition (2012) in very recent studies only changed marginally compared to its 
origin, as they call the value proposition in the business model generation process the 
combination of products or services, which creates value for a specific customer segment. 
In the same way, Kaplan and Norton (2004) link corporate strategy to the creation of a 
value proposition by stating that a company’s strategy requires a clear articulation of 
targeted customer segments and the value proposition required to please them. The authors 
conclude that the clarity of this value proposition is the single most important dimension of 
strategy. Figure 3 shows the value proposition element integrated in Osterwalder and 
Pigneur’s business model generation concept (2012). 
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Figure 3: Business Modell Canvas (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2012) 

Just as Lanning (1998), who can be seen as the originator of the value proposition concept, 
all the major literature agrees on the purpose of a value proposition as the establishment of a 
combination of values towards a specific customer segment (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2012; 
Barnes, Blake & Pinder, 2009). 
 
According to Lanning (1998), the advantage of the establishment of a value proposition is 
that it represents the relation between the different values towards the customer and defines 
hence exactly what the organization fully intends to make happen in the customer’s life. 
Osterwalder and Pigneur (2012) also points out the importance of a combination of different 
value elements and complements the theory by stating that values can also be formulated in 
a qualitative fashion, while Barnes, Blake and Pinder (2009) see a value highly related to 
quantitative data, as they refer to the value definition, which equals benefits subtracted by 
costs. In a summary, Barnes, Blake and Pinder (2009) describe the concrete goals that a 
value proposition aims to achieve: 
 

• Measurable, specific proposed results 
• A description of what will happen for the customer 
• Experiences that are believed the customer will value 
• What is and is not delivered – and to whom 

 
While the business development approach with the initial step to establish a value 
proposition has been identified as a gap within the evaluation of a renovation project in the 
Swedish Million Homes Programme, different case studies were already carried out in other 
industries (Barnes, Blake and Pinder, 2009; Ballantyne et al. (2011). Barnes, Blake and 
Pinder (2009) develop a value proposition for a new product of Intel. The market is 
categorized as a multi-stakeholder environment in which Intel wants to place its new 
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offering. The establishment of a value proposition in this complex environment enabled the 
evaluation of different value compositions and scenario planning towards an optimized 
value proposition. Interdependencies within the value proposition got facilitated to identify, 
which lead towards the formulation of different potential business scenarios, as described in 
theory by Sorensen (2012). Ballantyne et al. (2011) worked in their studies with twelve 
mid-career executives on the creation of a value proposition in their respective industry. 
The feedback from the executives was that the value proposition formulation forced them to 
confront hidden constraint and interdependencies between their firms and their 
stakeholders. As a consequence of going through this process, the executives stated that 
they gained insights in firm-stakeholder relations and partly even created acceptance within 
the firm for a business activity, as the value proposition provided clarity and an overarching 
understanding. 
 
In order to construct a value proposition, four suggestions from literature can be related to 
each other. As presented in Figure 4, Barnes, Blake and Pinder (2009) developed a step-
wise model, in which all steps can impact the resulting value proposition. 
 

 
Figure 4: The value proposition builder (Barnes, Blake & Pinder, 2009) 

Sorensen (2012) describes the development of a value proposition as the activity prior to the 
executive decision to pursue a business opportunity. He sees necessary activities as the 
development, analysis and assessment of records, the facilitation of dialogues between key 
people, the development of a hypothesis and the prioritization of various potential and 
actual scenarios. Sorensen (2012) sees the utilization of a toolbox in order to pursue these 
steps as necessary and describes comparable to the value proposition builder (Barnes et al., 
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2009) the conduction of a market and company analysis and the matching of these findings 
in a SWOT framework in order to develop the end value proposition. 
 
Osterwalder and Pigneur (2012) describe their business model generation concept, in which 
the value proposition element is anchored as central element, in 5 different phases, each of 
them linked to different activities. The five phases are mobilization, understanding, 
designing, implementation and maintaining. The activities linked to the phases 
understanding and designing are directly connected to the creation of a value proposition. In 
these two phases, Osterwalder and Pigneur (2012) describe, similarly to the other two 
models from Barnes, Blake and Pinder (2009) and Sorensen (2012), required activities as a 
market analysis, potential customer study, conduction of expert interviews and the 
collection of ideas and opinions.  
 
Furthermore, Osterwalder (2013) have developed a specific framework connected to the 
canvas model in figure 3, which focuses specifically on the value proposition towards 
defined customer segments. The model involves an assessment of value from the customer 
side and product side, as shown in figure 5. The customer side that is illustrated to the right 
in the model involves an assessment of customer needs or jobs and what makes them 
satisfied (gains) and dissatisfied (pains). The product side that is illustrated to the left in the 
model, involved the development of the product or service in a way that solves customers 
problems by maximizing the factors that make them satisfied and minimizing the factors 
that make them dissatisfied.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Gain creators 
 

Pain relievers

Products 
and 
services

Gains

Pains

Customer 
jobs

Figure 5: The Value Proposition Canvas (Osterwalder, 2013) 
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2.3. Value Proposition Development Framework 
The review of main literature in the previous sub-chapter leads to the identification of what 
needs to be done in order to develop a value proposition towards the different stakeholders 
in the renovation industry. The framework for developing a value proposition within this 
report is shown in figure 6. 
 
First of all it is essential to identify the customer segments to whom the value proposition 
should be offered as proposed by Osterwalder and Pigneur (2012); Osterwalder (2013); 
Barnes, Blake and Pinder (2009); Lanning and Michaels (1988). Secondly, the development 
of a value proposition involves an identification of the possible values that are created and 
delivered through the offered products and services. Barnes, Blake & Pinder, (2009) argues 
that a company’s offering should be valued in terms of benefits and costs. Similarly, 
Osterwalder and Pigneur (2012) highlight that values preferable should be related to 
quantitative numbers. Thirdly, the development involves an assessment of how customers 
perceive the values that are created. Osterwalder (2013) propose to identify customer’s 
gains and pains with a product or service in order to assess their perceived value. Fourthly 
outgoing from identifies values and aligned with Osterwalder and Pigneur (2012); 
Osterwalder (2013); Barnes, Blake and Pinder (2009) the value proposition should be 
developed towards identified target customers. Lanning and Michaels (1988) highlights that 
the value propositions should be chosen that optimize the possibility to deliver superior 
value towards a specific customer segment further supported by Osterwalder (2013) that 
propose a value proposition that minimize customer pains and optimize customer gains. 
Similarly, Barnes, Blake and Pinder (2009) highlight that the value proposition must be 
better than others, credible and believable in order to capture superior value.    
 
The four broad steps on what needs to be done to create a value proposition are illustrated in 
Figure 6. 
 

 
Figure 6: Approach for developing value proposition 
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3. METHODOLOGY 
The purpose of this chapter is to present applied methodology more in detail and to give the 
reader the possibility to judge whether the research and data collection have been done in an 
appropriate way. The chapter firstly presents the background to how the research was 
initiated and then goes through the research process in chronological order.  

3.1. Background 
The background to this thesis topic arises from the fact that a big Swedish construction 
company had an incomplete picture of the different values that they could deliver in 
renovation projects and a limited understanding about how they could make more business 
happen in the field. Therefore, the initial aim within the thesis was to investigate the 
different values that are created in the renovation industry and relate it to the company’s 
internal capabilities in order to solve this issue. The idea was to develop a complete 
business model, which would enable the renovation of the Million Homes Programme by 
following the business model canvas approach established by Osterwalder and Pigneur 
(2012), as visualized in Figure 3. During the initial phase of the process, it became clear that 
the main problem with the business model was the limited knowledge about what could be 
presented as the core of the business model – the value proposition. As neither literature 
covered a comprehensive view on the value that lies in a renovation project, the thesis 
limited its scope and focused on providing a deeper knowledge about the values that are 
created and on the development of a value proposition towards the relevant stakeholders. 

3.2. Research Process 
This thesis seeks to create an understanding of values that lie in a renovation project and 
differences in how the three main stakeholders in the renovation industry desire a 
renovation project to be carried out. Due to limited research in the area and the few 
available case examples of previous renovation projects, the investigation has undertaken 
what can be classified as an explorative research that by combining a case study, qualitative 
and quantitative data from previous projects and literature intents to develop new 
knowledge and theory. As the aim has been to develop new knowledge from observing 
reality, the research approach can be classified as inductive, following the definition of 
Collis and Hussey (2009, p. 8). After the final problem formulation got established in a case 
study, a theoretical framework was developed to guide the modeling process of the value 
proposition. The framework connection to the research process is illustrated in Figure 7, 
which is further described in the upcoming parts of the methodology. The research process 
involved the following steps presented in chronological order as they occurred: 
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Theoretical framework 

 

 

Step	  1:	  Identification	  of	  target	  customer(s)	  
Step	  2:	  Identification	  of	  possible	  values	  

	   Step	  2:	  Identification	  of	  possible	  values	  
Step	  3:	  Identification	  of	  values	  as	  
perceived	  by	  target	  customer(s)	  
Step	  4:	  Creating	  a	  value	  proposition	  that	  
deliver	  superior	  value	  
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Figure 7: Overview of theoretical framework and research process 

 
• Case study at a construction company 

A case study was carried out at a construction company in order to gain deep 
knowledge in the renovation field. In the end of the case study a workshop was 
conducted together with experts in the field, from which the problem formulation and 
research questions were established to cover the identification of values that is in a 
renovation project and the development of value propositions towards relevant 
stakeholders. Moreover, the case study identified target customers in the industry and 5 
different value creation areas in the value proposition. These 5 areas formed the basis 
for the literature and empirical investigation. 
 

• Theoretical framework 
Main literature about value propositions was investigated in order to develop a 
framework to guide the development of value propositions for a renovation project. 
Step 1 in the framework: to identify target customer(s) was done during the case study. 
Step 2: to identify values that are created was done in the case study and further 
investigated in the literature and empirical study. 
Step 3 – identification of values as perceived by customers and step 4 – development of 
a value proposition, was investigated in the literature and empirical study. 
 

• Investigation 
A literature and empirical investigation was carried out based on the 5 areas in order to 
identify values and their decisive factors and monetary size (step 2), how values are 
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perceived by customers (step 3) and develop value propositions that deliver superior 
value in line with step 4 in the framework.  

Each of the steps in the research process will be further explained in the next sub-chapters. 

3.3. Case Study at the Construction Company 
A case study is according to Collin and Hussey (2009, p.82) a methodology that is used to 
explore a single phenomenon in a natural setting using a variety of methods to obtain in-
deep knowledge. Yin (2003) extends the statement by claiming that a case study goes 
beyond exploring a single phenomenon to understand it in its particular context. It is 
commonly agreed upon that a case study could involve multiple methods that might be both 
quantitative and qualitative to get the best possible data. (Collis & Hussey, 2009; Yin, 2003; 
Eisenhardt, 1989). In this research, the case study was seen as appropriate due to the 
following reasons: first of all, the construction company that was studied, was considered to 
be one of very few sources that could provide forefront information about the renovation 
industry. As the renovation industry involves complexities such as multiple stakeholders 
and market regulations and is heavily influenced other policies, it was important with a 
methodology that allowed a close studying of the industry to make it possible to understand 
its complexities. Secondly, the construction company was the initiator of this thesis project, 
which made it possible to utilize their resources and gain deep insights in the industry in a 
very time-efficient way. Thirdly, the case study made it possible to get help from employees 
at the construction company that have worked in the field for many years. This made it 
possible to together in a workshop to define customer segments (step 1 in framework) and 
map up the possible values that are created through a renovation project (step 2 in 
framework) to form a foundation for the literature and empirical investigation.   

3.3.1. Initial Understanding 
In order to gain an understanding of the renovation business field, multiple methods were 
used to gather relevant data. The focus was to gain in-deep knowledge of the business to 
make it possible to understand and evaluate the complex renovation industry. The most 
used methods were meetings and interviews, which were carried out with relevant 
employees within the business field, such as people working with strategic development, 
business development, social development and architects. Furthermore a full-day renovation 
conference was attended, in which employees from many different positions and fields were 
involved such as partnering experts, business developers, site managers, area managers etc. 
In addition to this, internal documents were studied and informal conversations were held 
with people in order to get a good understanding of the business field. Field trips were also 
carried out to the areas of the million homes programme to get a practical feeling for the 
areas. Figure 8 summarizes all applied methods to gain understanding for the business field.  
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3.3.2. Workshop 
After the process of understanding the industry, the initial approach was to develop a 
complete business model that would lead to more renovation projects for the construction 
company. During two workshop sessions a canvas model, proposed by Osterwalder and 
Pigneur (2012) visualized in Figure 3, was developed together with two experts working 
with strategy and business development at the construction company. The participants of 
the workshops were chosen based on expertise and will to participate. The workshops were 
carried out in front of a canvas model that had been put up on a wall to be visible to 
everyone. In short, the workshop procedures was to first have a brainstorming activity with 
the purpose of generating new ideas and make them visual on the wall, and then together 
structure the generated ideas. The working method with the canvas model on the wall and 
generated ideas on post-its are visualized in Figure 9. Ideas were generated in all of the 
areas connected to the business model, including the definition of target customers and 
stakeholders, key activities for the company, key partners, key resources, customer 
relationships, and channels to reach the customers. As earlier described the scope of the 
thesis was changed in the workshops, to scope the main problem with the business model, 
which was the value proposition.  In this area, many ideas of possible value creation was 
identified. The structuring of the ideas aimed to follow the MECE principle, meaning that 
each area was constructed to be mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive (Rasiel, 
1999). The ideas were categorized into five broad areas of value creation that formed the 
basis for further investigation.  
 
The reason why the five areas were developed in a workshop with only company 
representatives is due to the fact that construction companies are in the forefront in the 
industry and even teach housing companies how to procure renovation projects. Possible 
limitations with the approach are that the areas could be based on biased information that 
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Figure 8: Applied methods in the Case study 
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only fit the construction company’s preferences or that the limited perspectives in the case 
study made it hard to follow the MECE - principle. In order to mitigate this risk these 
limitations were through about during the workshop and furthermore, the five areas were 
not set in stone after the workshop. Instead, all conducted interviews initially covered open-
ended questions about what values the interviewee saw as important in a renovation project. 
In this way, the investigation opened up for value creation activities that were not covered 
in the five areas.  
 

 
Figure 9: Business model canvas workshop 

3.4. Value Proposition Framework 
A theoretical framework is a collection of theories and models from literature (Collis & 
Hussey, 2009). As the problem formulation and research questions in this study were 
developed in the workshops at the construction company to involve the modelling of value 
propositions, it was necessary to create a framework to guide the modelling process. The 
value proposition framework (see Figure 10) was synthesized as described in chapter 2 from 
main literature in the field. As the framework only covers general principles of developing a 
value proposition, the next part will elaborate how this was done in the specific context of 
this master thesis.    

 
Figure 10: Value proposition framework 

Step 1 - to identify target customers and identify values in the value proposition, was done 
during the case study at the construction company together with employees that have been 
working in the field for many years. As the initial aim of the thesis to develop a business 
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model also involved a definition of customers and values, this step was done as part of the 
workshop before the final research questions were established 
 
Step 2 – to identify values involves identifying the values their monetary size and what they 
depend on (decisive factors). The identification of values was initiated at the workshop at 
the construction company and further investigated by the literature and empirical study. As 
neither previous literature nor the construction company had a clear view about what values 
that are created in a renovation project, the main part of the report has been concerned to 
investigate this issue through a literature and empirical investigation around the five areas 
developed in the workshops as part of the business model. This investigation is further 
presented in chapter 3.5.  
 
Step 3 – to identify of how target customer perceives values was done as part of the 
investigation by assessing what gains and pains the different stakeholders had for the 
different values. Thus, each identified value is investigated in terms of how the different 
stakeholders perceive the value as satisfactory (gain) or dissatisfactory (pain)  
 
Step 4 - The modeling of a value proposition towards target segments was done by 
analyzing how the stakeholders perceived the different values and matching together values 
in a way that maximize the perceived value for the customers. A value proposition was 
created to maximize the perceived value for a housing company and another to maximize 
the value for tenants and society.  
 

3.5. Investigation 
As part of step 2 and 3 in the value proposition framework, the five areas were investigated 
by a literature and empirical study. The idea was to compile aspects that have already been 
covered by researchers but also contribute to the creation of new knowledge by collecting 
empirical material. Both the literature and empirical investigation focused on identifying 
what value there is in a renovation project, the size of these values and what they depend 
on, and how different customers and stakeholders perceive the values. A conscious choice 
has been to collect both qualitative and quantitative data in line with value proposition 
development theory (Barnes, Blake & Pinder, 2009 & Osterwalder, 2013) and also in line 
with an exploratory research (Collis & Hussey, 2009).  
 
The qualitative data was seen as necessary to understand and capture the complexity of the 
different values while the quantitative data has been used to explore the values in monetary 
numbers. The thought behind this approach is that a qualitative statement is more valuable 
and understandable if it is combined with quantitative data. Although there is not enough 
data available to find statistical significance in the data, it can still give an idea about the 
monetary size of each value to provide a deeper understanding for value creation in line 
with the purpose of the study. To provide a monetary size of values also make it possible to 
compare values with each other and assess what decisive factors that actually have a 
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significant impact in the value creation. The alternative of only studying qualitative data 
would have made it very hard to grasp the total picture of value creation in a project.  

3.5.1. Literature Study 
Literature reviews has been done in each of the five identified value areas from the case 
study to capture previous contributions in the field. The idea has been to collect as much 
data as possible in the different areas, however the available data has been limited in some 
parts, in which the thesis has relied more on data from the empirical study. The sources of 
the literature study have been mainly from well-known journals through the search function 
at KTH in databases such as Science direct and Emerald etc. Furthermore, reports published 
by the Swedish Association of Public Housing Companies (SABO) have been studied as 
they are in the forefront in the thesis topic. A limitation with using information from SABO 
is that they represent interests of their members and therefore might provide biased 
information. Aware of this possibility, information was subjectively evaluated and checked 
with another source in cases were it was possible. Moreover, from the subjective evaluation, 
the information seemed very objective. 

3.5.2. Semi-structured Interviews 
Merriam (1994) claims that the decision to use interviews as a method for data collection 
should be based on a careful consideration of what kind of information you need and if 
interviews are the best way of achieving this goal (Merriam, 1994). As previous literature in 
the renovation field was limited and provided few business case examples of renovation 
projects, interviews was seen as necessary in order to investigate what values are created 
and get information regarding actual carried out renovation projects. Hence, the conducted 
interviews have had a two-folded goal, firstly to understand the different stakeholder’s view 
of values and related implications in the renovation field, secondly to get more specific 
quantitative and qualitative data regarding carried out renovation projects. As interviews 
was structured both with open-ended questions and pre-determined questions the interview 
approach could be classified as semi-structured using the definition of Bryman and Bell 
(2007). According to DiCicco - Bloom & Crabtree (2006) semi structured interviews are 
appropriate when trying to understand the world of the respondent and opinions and beliefs 
of particular matters and situations. This is in line with the interview aim in this research to 
understand the interviewee’s view of value creation in a renovation project.  

Interview details 
The idea with the interviews was to collect information from as many stakeholders in the 
renovation industry as possible and to interview housing companies about carried out 
renovation projects. In total, ten formal interviews with twelve different people have been 
conducted for this thesis, for which a detailed description can be found in Table 1. Seven 
interviews were held with industry experts and other stakeholders due to the desire to gain 
knowledge in the field from as many relevant perspectives as possible. Furthermore three 
interviews were held with three different housing companies to discuss and attain data from 
specific renovation project. Nine of the interviews were held face to face, while the 
interview with Thomas Samuelson was held through a videoconference due to the far 
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distance to meet. The interviews varied in time between 50 min and 1,5 hours and all 
interviews were recorded with permission from the interviewee to make research more 
reliable. All interviews were transcribed word by word after the interviews to facilitate the 
data analysis. 
 
 
Table 1: Detailed list of interview contacts 

Interviewee Position  Company Date Duration 

Johan Flyckt Employee 
The Tenant’s 
organisation 

2013-04-03 1h 30 min 

Hans Lind Expert KTH 2013-04-04 1h 
Business developer 
at a construction 
company 

Business developer Construction company 2013-04-09 1h 

Thomas Samuelson 
Senior consultant 
and CEO, Founder 

Prifloat AB 2013-04-19 1h 30 min 

Martin Lindvall 
Rikard Silverfur 

Policy director 
Policy expert 

Fastighetsägarna 2013-04-23 1h 5 min 

Therese Berg 
 
Stefan Björling 

Accommodation 
and Law Manager. 
Property developer 

SABO 2013-04-24 1h 20 min 

Business developer 
at a construction 
company 

Business developer Construction company 2013-04-25 50 min 

Amra Barlow 
Market manager 
Järva 

Svenska Bostäder 2013-04-25 1h 10 min 

Bror Jonsson 
Property 
development  

Väsbyhem 2013-05-02 1h 15 min 

Mats Winkler Property Manager Stena Fastigheter 2013-05-06 1h 45 min 
 
One of the main sources of criticism against interviews as a research method is that 
interviews are biased by nature and therefore not trustworthy. However, bias is not always a 
problem when it comes to research. According to Kvale (1996), biased information can 
serve the purpose of an investigation if one takes it into account that biases is personal 
opinion based on personal experiences. Moreover he states that biases may highlight 
specific aspect of the phenomena investigated, bringing forwards and contributing to a 
multi-perspective construction of knowledge (Kvale, 1996, p. 286). In this study, it was a 
conscious choice to interview different stakeholders in the industry. First of all, the opinions 
from different perspectives made it possible to provide a more comprehensive picture of 
value creation. Secondly the fact that all relevant stakeholders were interviewed also made 
it possible to compare opinions to each other to evaluate their objectivity. An important 
notion is that the information from the interviews has also been analyzed in from the 
perspective that they are reflections and personal opinions. 
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Interview procedure 
For each interview a questionnaire was prepared to ensure that important aspects were 
covered during interviews. Questionnaire was not sent out to the respondents, as it was 
important to not guide thought and opinions about values too much. The questioning 
procedure was to open up interviews with open-ended questions to get overall information 
and capture new ideas about possible values, and during the interview ask more specific 
questions about the five identified areas. How big share each of the values had in one 
interview was modified with regard to the interviewees’ individual expertise. Furthermore 
the questions from an interview to another developed over time as new interesting 
knowledge was attained from interviews or other sources. A limitation here is that people 
were not asked the same questions. However, the study aimed to identify all values created 
from a renovation project, therefore if a new idea was given in one interview this was 
further explored in another. Furthermore as a few questions were very well answered in 
some interviews the focus was switched a little bit to other interviews in order to get an 
overarching picture. Whereas this might be a limitation towards the reliability of data it was 
a conscious choice as the purpose of the study was to create an understanding of the field, 
thus explore all possible value creation activities.  

3.5.3. Data Analysis  
The qualitative data from the interviews has been analysed by initially reading and studying 
the transcribed data several times in order to get an understanding and overview of the data. 
This is important because it is not before establishing a familiarity to the data that one can 
see what is relevant or not (Collis & Hussey, 2009). The second step was to reduce the data, 
which is a form of data analysis that sharpens, sorts, focuses, discards and reorganizes data 
(Collis & Hussey, 2009). This step was important as the open-ended questions resulted in a 
lot of irrelevant data that is not connected to the answering of the two research questions. 
As the third step, data was restructured according to the five values that were identified in 
the case study at the construction company. It was seen as important to not remove data just 
because it didn't fit to the five areas as new drivers and values was of interest to discover as 
well.  The qualitative data was initially structured according to the five value areas and then 
evaluated in order to come up with the monetary size of the 5 areas and what the value 
depended on (decisive factors). Furthermore it was analysed how the different stakeholders: 
housing company, tenants and society perceived the different values that were created as a 
way to illustrate the difference in what the stakeholders perceive as a value. The value 
elements where then combined to create two value propositions: one that maximizes the 
perceived value for a housing company and one for society and tenants.  
 
One possible sources of criticism towards the analysis of quantitative data could be that 
generalizations have been made in some areas based on rather limited information from few 
sources. As few renovation projects have been carried out and that there is limited 
information regarding these the generalizations was still made as a way to give an 
indication about the quantitative value. In these cases it has been clearly stated that the 
generalization should only be seen as an indication of the size of the value and not as a fact.     
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3.6. Ethical Considerations 
It has been very important to throughout this process do research in an ethical manner. This 
means that ethical considerations has been made at all times and included measures during 
interviews such as informing respondents about the purpose of the study, informing them 
about how their contribution will be used and asking for permission to record interviews. 
Confidentiality has also been offered and accepted in cases were respondents didn't want to 
share certain information in this report. The construction company that initiated the thesis 
topic and where the case study took place have wished to be anonymous, which has been 
fully respected in the thesis. 

3.7. Research Limitations 
Research limitations are covered throughout the whole methodology. This part will 
summarize these and evaluate the credibility of the research. The credibility of the findings 
in this study can be assessed through the concepts of reliability and validity. A research that 
is reliable should according to Collis and Hussey (2009) generate the same results if 
reproduced. Limitations with the study in terms of reliability are that semi structured 
interviews were used and that different focuses were applied in each interview, making it 
difficult to reproduce the same results. Moreover, a possible limitation with the qualitative 
data is biases among the interviewed persons or writers as they might have forgotten 
important facts, misinterpreted facts or consciously or unconsciously leaved important 
details out. Biases were also a possible limitation with the interviewees, as they had 
different stakes in a renovation project. Furthermore, a small amount of quantitative data 
was based on estimations from respondents, implying a low reliability. As available data 
has been limited, the estimated data is still included in the report but with a clear statement 
that it is based on an estimation. Validity is the extent to which the research findings 
accurately reflect the phenomena under study. As the methodology included a case study 
and semi structured interviews that made it possible to gain in- deep knowledge in the 
investigated area that implicates a high validity. Furthermore, generalisations have been 
made in some of the areas in which the quantitative information has been very limited. This 
implies a low validity in these areas. However, it still provides a basis for further research 
by providing a direction and an increased understanding for value creation in the areas, 
which was the purpose of the study. 
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4. INVESTIGATION 
This chapter will introduce the five areas that were formulated under a case study at a 
Swedish construction company and then present the carried out investigation that lead to the 
final identification of values, their decisive factors and how customers perceive them. 

4.1.  The 5 Areas  
The initial value proposition for a renovation project towards a housing company was 
formulated under a case study at a Swedish construction company. The value proposition 
consists of five main areas, in which the construction company sees the opportunity to 
create value for a housing company under the process of a renovation project. The five 
areas are revenue-increasing activities, cost-decreasing activities, tenant satisfaction, social 
welfare and partnering.  

Revenue Increasing Activities 
As the rental income of a housing company is regulated by the Swedish housing policy, the 
rent level of an apartment is connected to its users value. The construction company 
therefore sees the option to increase the users value of an apartment and the whole living 
area in order to increase rent incomes of a housing company. In addition, the amount of 
rented out space can be increased, either by constructing completely new buildings or by 
increasing the rental space of existing buildings, for example by reconstructing the 
basement.  

Cost Decreasing Activities 
A housing company is facing certain costs when renting out an apartment to tenant. As a 
renovation lead to new equipment and installations a renovation project lead to decreased 
costs for a housing company through lower operations and maintenance costs and a energy 
consumption reduction.  

Social Welfare 
Many of the Swedish Million Home areas are characterized by a high rate of segregation, 
unemployment and criminality. The company already made experiences with employing 
interns and educating locals under a construction project and wants to assess the potential in 
providing a higher degree of social welfare to the area under a renovation project, which 
typically goes on over several years. 

Customer Satisfaction 
When renovating an apartment, a tenant should feel satisfied with the increase in living 
quality and appreciate the new standard. In Sweden, vacancy rates are close to zero and 
long waiting queues exist to almost all accommodations. The question is, if there is a value 
in providing living quality to the tenant, as costs due to vacancies do not exist. Ideas of the 
company lie in this area in that the tenant gets uncomplicated to handle when he/ she is 
satisfied and takes good care of the housing company’s assets. An investigation has to 
determine, if there is any monetary value in this area. 
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Partnering 
The housing company works in their projects with the partnering principle and sees the 
opportunity, to cut down the project time, to save costs by open discussions between the 
project stakeholders and to share the project risk. By running a partnering project, in which 
the company has core capabilities, value might be created, compared with conventional 
project approaches.  
 

4.2. Structure of Investigation 
The investigation is presented with a separate chapter for each of the five areas. Each 
chapter follows the structure outlined in Table 2.  
 
Table 2: Structure of investigation 

 
 
 
In each area, a literature study is first presented in order to provide context and elaborate on 
previous contributions in the area. Then, conducted interviews with industry stakeholders 
are presented followed by a presentation of data from carried out renovation projects. The 
data from carried out projects compose of mainly quantitative data as a way to facilitate the 
analysis part. As a last point the data is analysed in order to come up with what values that 
are created, how big these values are and what they depend on, and how the target 
customers: housing company, tenants and society perceive the values, in order to facilitate 
the creation of two value propositions towards a housing company and tenants/society.  

Area	  of	  
invesHgaHon	   Literature	  

Interview	  data	  

Project	  data	  

Analysis	  
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4.3. Revenue Increasing Activities 

4.3.1. Introduction 
In the process of renting out an apartment, a housing company gain revenues from tenants 
through rent and fees from other services such as parking space and garages. As a 
renovation project requires a housing company to invest big capital, it is in most cases 
crucial that a renovation payback increasing revenue streams. A breakdown of revenues that 
a typical housing company has gives a good overview of potential revenue streams from a 
renovation project. 
 
Revenues for a housing company mainly comprise of rental incomes from tenants (85 %) 
and rent from other premises (12 %). Rental incomes from parking spaces and garages are 
rather low, only representing a 2 % share, while other incomes such as claimed damages 
and service fees together represents 1 %. Rent incomes can be explained either as net rent 
income or gross income. Net income represents the actual rent income that a housing 
company get during a year while gross income represents the income that the company 
potentially could get if all apartments and premise are rented out. The difference can be 
explained by vacancies, or other kinds of rent losses. See Figure 11 for a revenue 
breakdown for an average SABO company.  
 

 

Figure 11: SABO economical statistics 2011 (SABO, 2011) 

As illustrated in Figure 11, rental income from apartments and other premises represents the 
main portion of a housing company’s total revenues. In order to increase these revenue 
streams there are two possibilities, either to increase the rent per rentable area or to rent out 
more space.  
 
The first option is often seen as an obligatory consequence of a renovation project as it 
represents the best financing potential of a renovation project. To what degree it is possible 
to increase the rent is however uncertain, as the Swedish rental system is regulated and 
dependent on user’s value, further covered in the literature and interview part of the chapter.  

Rent	  
apartments	  

85%	  

Rent	  
premises	  
12%	  

Garage	  and	  
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Other	  income	  
from	  tenants	  

1%	  
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The second option implies a minimization of vacancies and/or making a housing area 
denser by reconstructing or building new in an established housing area. These potentials 
are brought up in the interview part of the chapter.  

4.3.2. Literature Study 
The Swedish system for pricing rental apartments 
As mentioned it is important to understand the Swedish rental setting system in order to 
identify the potential for increasing rents after a renovation. The Swedish Tenancy Act (12 
chapter in Jordbalken) is the law that regulates the relationship between landlord and tenant. 
Some parts of the law prevail regardless what is stated in the tenancy agreement, while 
other parts leave freedom to the contract. The Swedish Tenancy Act (55 § first and second 
paragraph) regulates how to set rents for rental apartments.  The same rules apply no matter 
if it is a private landlord or municipal landlord who has entered into negotiation agreements. 
The main law say that any rent must be reasonable, meaning that it cannot be significantly 
higher than the rent for comparable apartments when it comes to user’s value. The Swedish 
Tenancy Act also includes a rule for rent escalation as a protection for the tenant from a too 
heavy escalation of rents (Swedish Courts, 2013a). The two main deciders of rental increase 
– the user’s value rule, and the rent escalation rule are further discussed.  

User’s value 
User’s value is the practical value from the standpoint of the tenant. It is how tenants in 
general value the dwellings properties and benefits that determine the user’s value. 
Individuals’ different perceptions of values and benefits should not change the user’s value, 
thus it is independent from the tenants that are living in a specific house or apartment.   
The following factors are examples that affect the user’s value (Swedish Courts, 2013a). 
 

Apartment properties Apartment benefits Other 

Size 
Degree of modernity 
Plan arrangement 
Location within the housing 
Reparation standard 
Soundproofing 

Elevator 
Wash house 
Garbage chutes 
Storage areas 
Building maintenance 
Garage 
 

Location 
Wider environment properties 
Proximity to transportation 
 

Consequently comparable apartments when it comes to user’s value should have about the 
same size, same number of rooms, and same degree of modernity. They must also be 
located in about the same distance to the city centre and have a comparable living 
environment as a whole. Furthermore the rent should be completely interdependent from 
housing company’s costs including their production costs, maintenance costs and operation 
costs. This implicates that a landlord cannot charge a higher rent only due to that they have 
had extraordinary high costs. 
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In a report from Lind (2000), it is suggested that the rental setting system has become a rent 
negotiation system instead of a user’s value system. Up until about ten years ago the rents 
for public housing companies’ apartments followed an assessment of the costs the company 
would receive during next year. Negotiations then took place with the union of tenants 
about how reasonable the cost was and how it would be shared within the housing stock. In 
recent years, however, Lind (2000) argues that it has become more common for the union of 
tenants to begin with an analysis of what costs tenants can handle based on society’s 
economic development and cost of other accommodations. For the housing company to 
reach this acceptable level of rent, they may have to reduce their costs by for instance 
transferring some work tasks to the tenants. Variations in the local solutions are widespread 
(Lind, 2000). 
 
There is an exception to the user’s rule when it comes to new construction, that makes it 
possible for the landlord and tenant organization to agree in higher rents than the user’s 
value rule would allow. A condition for this is that the agreement must include all dwellings 
in the house or all dwellings in that part of the house that has been converted. Furthermore, 
none of the residential apartments can be rented out when the landlord and tenant 
organization make the agreement. Tenants cannot get the rent tested under user’s value 
rules until it has been more than 15 years since the first residential tenant moved into the 
house or in that part of the house that has been converted. These provisions are intended to 
stimulate the production of new dwellings. (Swedish Courts, 2013a) 

The rule of rent escalation  
The rent escalation rule is a safety rule to prevent the tenant from rent increases that 
effectively forces them to move. However, the rule shouldn't either discourage motivated 
rent adjustments within a reasonable time. What is considered as a significant rent increase 
differs from each individual case and depends on the overall state of the rental market. 
Normally it implicates an increase of 10 % or more. (Swedish Courts, 2013a) 

Rent negotiations after a renovation project 
A renovation project most times lead to a substantial increase in user’s value of an 
apartment or premises and therefore also lead to rent increases. The level of rent increase is 
negotiated after the renovation project is carried out. As a housing company have to invest 
money in renovation activities before their return is determined, that leads to a great 
uncertainty and risk for a housing company to carry out a renovation project.  
 
The rent negotiation between housing company and tenants looks different depending on if 
the rental property is covered by a bargaining order. If the rental property has a bargaining 
order that means that the landlord cannot raise the rent for a new tenant without agreeing 
with the tenant’s organization. If the landlord and tenant’s organization does not agree, and 
therefore the negotiations break down, the landlord may negotiate directly with their 
tenants. When the rental property is not covered by a “bargaining order” the landlord can 
theoretically ask for any rent whatsoever. However, the rent still have to follow the 
reasonable rule and a tenant that who has accepted an unreasonable rent, can get it lowered 
for the future by the rent tribunal. If rent negotiations or any other factors lead to a dispute 
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between landlord and tenant or between tenants, they can let the rent tribunal to mediate the 
dispute. This may for example involve disputes over terms, sales or second-hand rentals. 
The tenancy disputes that are not handled by the Rent tribunal are resolved in the Supreme 
Court. (Swedish Courts, 2013b) 

4.3.3. Interview Data 
The interview data will present respondents’ opinions and views regarding possible revenue 
streams created through a renovation projects.  

Ambition with renovation projects 
First of all, the respondents have different ambition with renovation projects. The private 
housing company Stena Fastigheter only undertakes measures that have a high rate of 
return, while the municipal companies Väsbyhem and Svenska Bostäder put more emphasis 
on their responsibilities towards the public good. With the Järvalyftet project, Svenska 
Bostäder had the ambition to involve their tenants in the renovation process and only 
increase rents to a level that all tenants could afford to pay. Väsbyhem, however, did not 
mind replacing tenants and were instead driven by owner’s directives to be leading 
construction in the municipality and to improve energy efficiency.  
 
Björling (2013) sensed that private companies to a larger extent have the goal to renovate 
comprehensively and increase the rent as much as possible, while municipal companies 
have a higher emphasis on taking care of the tenants. The argument was based on the 
assumptions that tenants often move within the same municipality; therefore the 
municipality would still have to take care of tenants if they couldn't pay the rent. Lind 
(2013) further support that private companies value profitability more than municipal 
companies. He suggests studying private companies to get an idea of what renovation 
measures that are profitable. In his view, the private companies focus on operation and 
maintenance costs to keep the tenants that can pay for themselves. During renovations, they 
focus on the low hanging fruits, thus the measures that have a high return in terms of lower 
costs or increased revenues. This means that they only undertake small investments, as 
heavy investments are not as profitable.   
 
Furthermore, the respondents’ different renovation ambitions are reflected in the results of 
each project. Stena Fastigheter considered the Kvarngärdet project to be profitable, while 
the Järvalyftet projects by Svenska Bostäder was consider as not profitable from a strict 
economical point of view. Barlow (2013) from Svenska Bostäder presented a financial 
model explaining that 2/3 of the Järvalyft project was financed by rent increase and 
lowering energy costs and that 1/3 was considered as maintenance debt, meaning that they 
have a debt towards tenants due to many years of very limited maintenance activities in the 
neighbourhoods. Lind’s (2013) view of maintenance was that it doesn't exist as tenants have 
accepted the low maintenance standards by paying the rent. According to him the presented 
model is another way of saying that the project was not profitable. 
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Revenue streams 
In the interviews the following potential revenue streams were discussed: higher rent per 
square meter, renting out more space, and building garages, parking lots or other premises. 
All respondents agreed to that rent increase was the most contributing revenue stream. 
Densification was mentioned in both a positive and negative terms while the building of 
new garages, parking spots, and other premises were considered to have low revenue 
potential. Rent increase and densification was further discussed: 

Increase rents  
In terms of possible revenue streams from a renovation project all respondents mentioned 
that it is essential to have an understanding of the Swedish rental setting system, that 
constitutes of the user’s value system and the rule of rent escalation.  
 
In theory the user’s value system seem straightforward, however, according to Flyckt 
(2013) and Winkler (2013), it is in practice always a negotiation about how important 
different factors are for the user’s value. Mentioned as an example of a common dispute, 
housing companies find that the location of the apartment or premises in terms of distance 
to the city centre should be reflected more in the user’s value than the tenants’ association 
think (Flyckt, 2013). If disputes are not solved between the tenants’ association and housing 
company, these disputes needs to be solved in the rent tribunal or Supreme Court where the 
process according to Flyckt (2013) and Winkler (2013) takes time and the outcome is hard 
to predict. Winkler (2013) sees the unpredictable outcome of rent adjustment as the major 
risk with a renovation project. According to him the uncertainty of rent adjustment is about 
plus or minus 10 % from expected.  
 
In order to avoid a complicated rent-setting process, Flyckt (2013) propose that rent 
increases and renovation measures should be discussed with the tenants early in a project 
As en example, this was done in Järvalyftet, which according to Flyckt (2013) and Barlow 
(2013) led to an easier going rental-setting process. In terms of how much rents could be 
increased the respondents showed as earlier mentioned different ambitions as Stena 
Fastigheter was aiming for profitability when Väsbyhem and Svenska Bostäder was more 
concerned about the tenants social situation. Additionally, Lind (2013) think it is important 
that a housing company consider what tenants they want to have when deciding on the 
ambition for rent level. According to him, a too high rent level can lead to that the only ones 
that can afford living there are people that get economical help from society.  
 
The second part of the Swedish rental setting system is the rule of rent escalation. 
According to (Björling, 2013) the rule is often applied during a few years after a renovation 
in order to make the heavy rent increases possible to handle for the tenants. As an example 
of this, tenants at Väsbyhem have their rents escalated for three years when they move back 
into their homes after a renovation (Jonsson, 2013). From the perspective of a housing 
company, the rent escalation rule, if applied, leads to revenue losses the years after a 
renovation. On the other hand, tenants that move to the renovated housing area from the 
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outside have to pay full rent immediately (Jonsson, 2013). Hence, in terms of revenues for a 
housing company it is better the more tenants are replaced after a renovation project.  

Increase space rented out 
There are mainly two ways of increasing the space that is rented out through a renovation 
project: either by rebuilding the property that is renovated or to combine a renovation 
project with building new dwellings in the same area.  
 
There are different opinions about rebuilding houses as a way of increasing revenues. In the 
project in Väsby, an apartment house were rebuilt with two additional floors, however, the 
effort was according to Jonsson (2013) very costly. On the other hand, Winkler (2013) 
considered the rebuilding of apartments in the project at Kvarngärdet as profitable. In this 
project, they managed to rebuild common space into apartment space in a way that 
increased the rentable space by 4 %. Whether it is a good idea to rebuild a renovation 
property is stated by Winkler (2013) to be a question of opportunity that needs to be 
assessed from case to case. Jonsson (2013) at Väsbyhem would not consider a similar 
rebuilding project as was done in Väsby as it involves a high degree of uncertainty.   
 
To combine a renovation project with building new dwellings in the same area can be seen 
as very cost efficient from the municipality’s point of view as compared to building up a 
completely new area. This is because infrastructure and other services are already built in an 
old established area. For a private company as Stena Fastigheter, they don't see the same 
obvious advantages, as they don't finance infrastructure and other services as the 
municipality does. According to Winkler (2013), the benefit of building more space differs 
from case to case. If they own the land it might be a good idea, but it can sometimes also be 
more expensive depending on the location of the area. As an example, building denser in 
the centre of Stockholm where there is a very limited space would be more expensive 
compared to building a new area outside Stockholm where there is a lot of free space 
(Winkler, 2013). Moreover, Winkler (2013) also state that the benefit for them depends 
very much on what rents that will be possible to charge in the new built apartments. 
According to him the idea behind rental setting system for new apartments was that the 
rents should be based on cost and a required rate of return. However, the problem is that the 
tenants association and housing companies cannot agree on what rate of return a company 
should have or even on how a company should count returns (Winkler, 2013). 
 
According to Lind (2013), another issue with building denser is that houses in Sweden are 
built with too high quality leading to very high rents. As few people are interested in paying 
a high rent in a less attractive area, he currently sees this potential as a rather limited. 
However, Björling (2013) mentioned that SABO might have a possible solution to this 
problem in terms of procured houses that are possible for housing companies to buy for a 
very low price, 12-13000 SEK per square meter compared to a normal cost of 20 000 SEK 
per square meter. Björling (2013) think this solution will drive densification in the future as 
it makes it possible to build with lower costs to attract the people that want to live in these 
areas but cannot afford a very expensive living.   
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4.3.4. Project Data 
In the following part, quantitative data from renovation projects is presented, which gives 
insights in how previous projects have increased revenues through renovation projects.    
  
The chapter will provide information regarding:  

1. Characteristics of the studied projects 
2. Previous project’s achievements to increase rents  
3. Previous project’s achievements to rent out more space  

Relevant information regarding the studied projects 
In this part, relevant information regarding the studied projects is presented.  
 
Table 3: Relevant information about the studied projects 

Project Location Relevant info about the studied projects 

Nystad 7, 
Järvalyftet  

Akalla, 
Stockholm 

The main focus of the project was to lower 
energy consumption.  

Trondheim, Järva 
lyftet 

Husby 
The building was complemented with an 
additional floor. 

Backa röd Gothenburg 
Backa röd is a pilot project for knowledge 
building for future renovation projects.  

Brogården Allingsås 
High ambitions towards energy efficiency. 
They calculate with very high energy 
prices 

Väsbyhem  
Upplands 
Väsby 

High ambitions towards energy efficiency 

Kvarngärdet Uppsala High focus on profitability 

Gårdsten, Solhus 1 Gothenburg Vacancies was lowered from 30 % to 0 %  
 

Increase rent income  
In order to investigate the potential of increasing the rent income the presented projects 
have been studied in terms of investment cost and rent increases.  
 
Table 4: Data from projects 
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Rent before 
renovation (SEK/m2) 825 809 694 734 900 900 659 

Rent after renovation 
(SEK/m2) 1 020 945 938 1 036 1 200 1 359 704 
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Rent income increase 
(SEK/m2) 195 136 244 302 300 459 45 

Rent income increase 
(%) 24 % 17% 35% 40% 33 % 51 % 7 % 

Total cost in 
(SEK/m2) 13 270*** 14 600 14 500 19 800 19 400* 13 000 5615 

Cost Energy 
efficiency SEK/m2 2 140 3 490 3000 5600 3500*  2 600** 1 070 

Cost refurbishment  10 700 12 900 11 500 14 200 15 900 10 400 4 545 

Payback time 
(refurbishment) 55 y 95 y 47 y 47 y 53 y 28 y 100 y 

Considered as 
profitable by housing 
company? 

No No No Yes - Yes Yes 

*17 600 BTA, 3200 BTA. Re-calculated to Atemp as 1.1 * BTA  
** Estimated to about 20 % of total costs by Winkler (2013) 
*** Calculated to reflect same unit of measure: Atemp  
 

Potential to rent out more space 

Väsbyhem project 
Väsbyhem rebuild a house to have two more floors, increasing the number of apartments from 
66 to 107. The total cost /m2 turned out to be 50 % more expensive compared an average 
refurbishment in their same area. Jonsson (2013) at Väsbyhem would not consider rebuilding a 
house in the same way again due to the high costs. Cost for the rebuilding is demonstrated in 
Table 5.  
 
Table 5: Väsbyhem project 

Number of 
new 
apartments 
(72 m2) 

Number of 
renovated 
apartments 
(80 m2) 

Total cost Total cost 
BOA / m2 

Average cost 
BOA / m2 Difference 

41 66 250 million 
SEK 30 400  22 000 50 % 

Kvarngärdet 
In the project at Kvarngädet carried out by Stena Fastigheter, the rentable space was 
increased by 4 % by building in general space into apartment space. This was according to 
Winkler (2013) profitable.   

4.3.5. Analysis 
The introduction of the chapter show that the major revenues for a housing company 
comprise of rent from apartments, rent from other premises, and a small share of other 
incomes such as rent of parking spaces and garages. In interviews with housing company 
representatives and other stakeholders in the renovation industry it became evident that the 
main revenue stream that can be changed by a renovation project is the rent income. Other 
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mentioned possibilities such as renting out more other types of space and renting out more 
parking spaces were not considered to have good revenue potential, as these are already a 
struggle to rent out today. In terms of increasing rent incomes two possibilities was 
identified, namely to increase the rent per square meter and to increase the space that is 
rented out. The aim of this analysis is to evaluate the potential value of these possibilities 
with the basis in presented literature, interview data and project data.      

Increase the rent per square meter 
In terms of increasing the rent after a renovation project, a majority of respondents stress 
the importance of understanding the rental setting system in Sweden and its main 
component of the user’s value system. Literature brings up a rather simple picture of the 
user’s value as the value of comparable apartments whereas the interviews with housing 
company representatives and the tenant’s association give insights into the complexity of 
determining how important different factors are for the user’s value. Furthermore, Winkler 
(2013) at Stena Fastigheter brings up the uncertainty to calculate the rent increase potential 
before project initiation and stress the fact that this issue is the major risk for Stena 
Fastigheter with a renovation project. Altogether, this suggest that the user’s value of an 
apartment is not a fixed value as it always needs to be determined by a negotiation, in one 
way supporting Lind’s (2000) argument that Sweden’s rental system is rather a rent 
negotiation system rather than a user’s value system.  
 
In order to assess the potential to increase rents after a renovation project, the earlier 
presented data projects have been studied. Among the studied projects, rent increases were 
on average 30 %, ranging from 7% in Gårdsten to 51 % in Kvarngärdet. The results are 
visualized in Figure 12.  
 

 
Figure 12: Rent increase of the studied projects 

Furthermore, rent increases have been compared to their respective cost of refurbishment in 
Figure 13. Cost of refurbishment is referred to the cost that lead to the increased rent, 
estimated in this case to be the total cost of renovation measures minus the cost of 
investments in energy efficiency.  
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Figure 13: Rent increase and refurbishment cost 

As expected, Figure 13 show a pattern between money that the housing companies invest in 
refurbishment measures (X-axes) and rent increases (Y axes). As each renovation project is 
unique and require different measures some variation in the results was expected.  However, 
the spread is rather big in some cases, as an example the projects Kvarngärdet and Nystad 
involves about the same investment, but the rent was increased more than the double 
amount in Kvarngärdet compared to Nystad.  
 
In order to understand the value of rent increasing activities it is interesting to assess what 
the rather big differences in the figure originates from.  
 
The project in Kvarngärdet by Stena Fastigheter achieved the highest rent increase in 
percentage and also in relation to the underlying investment. One possible explanation to 
this could simply be due to their high ambition towards profitability as was determined in 
the interview with Winkler (2013). According to Winkler (2013), Stena Fastigheter only 
undertakes measures that are strictly profitable, which stands in contrast to the other studied 
projects that focused on other parameters. Furthermore, Lind (2013) argues that private 
housing companies should be studied in order to determine how a profitable renovation 
project should look like. Following his argument the results of the Kvarngärdet project 
could be seen as a benchmark for a profit-maximizing project.  
 
Moreover, the housing companies behind the renovation projects in Gårdsten and 
Brogården considered them to be profitable. However, the circumstances of both cases 
makes it fair to assume that the overall profitability did not only result from rent increases. 
In Gårdsten vacancies was lowered from 30 % to 0 % after the renovation while Brogården 
calculated profitability with a very high estimated energy price. What further support this 
argument is that both are far away from Kvarngärdet in terms of rent increase per 
investment.  
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The two sub projects in Järvalyftet, Nystad and Trondheim increased their rents less than 
the other projects in terms of percentage and also in relation to investment cost. What 
differs these projects from the others is that the ambition was very much on social aspects 
and involving the tenants in the renovation process. Trondheim also differs by the fact that 
they rebuilt the building to have one more floor, something if compared to Nystad seems to 
have been more costly and led to a lower rent increase. Nevertheless, the ambition in both 
projects was to have a good dialogue with tenants and only increase rents to a level that 
made it possible for them to stay in their homes. The level of rent increase in relation to 
investment could therefore be seen as benchmark towards what tenants are willing to pay. 
Although it leads to a rather low rent increase for a company, it might also have a positive 
impact on the tenant’s behaviour and lead to lower costs for a housing company.  
 

Increase area rented out by densification 
From interviews it has been determined that there are mainly two realistic ways of 
increasing the space that is rented out after a renovation: either by rebuilding apartments or 
building new apartments in established areas. As the interviewed companies mentioned 
examples of both costly and profitable examples of rebuilding, it seems as this potential 
varies a lot from case to case. Stena Fastigheter managed to rebuild houses in Kvarngärdet 
so that the total area that was rented increased by 4 %. According to them this rebuilding 
was profitable. However when Väsbyhem rebuilt one house to have two more floors the 
project got over 50 % more costly per square meter compared to a normal refurbishment 
project. Combining a renovation project with building new seems to be cost efficient from 
society point of view as infrastructure and other facilities are already established. However, 
Lind (2013) stated the potential issue that people are not interested to pay the high rents of a 
new apartment in a old area. In this context the solutions presented by SABO and other 
solutions aimed at building cheaply could be seen as a good opportunity.  

4.3.6. Summary 
The area “revenue increasing activities” was first established during the case study at a 
construction company, as it was a strong belief that a renovation project could lead to 
increased revenues for a housing company. From the investigation it was determined that 
the value is mainly composed of the possibility to increase rent incomes or renting out more 
space by combining a renovation project with building new or rebuilding apartments.  
 
Furthermore, the investigation determined decisive factors that influence how big the value 
potential is in the area. In determining the rent increase, one decisive factor is the rent 
negotiation process that according to Winkler (2013) can make rent incomes differ with +-
10 % compared to expected outcome. When it comes to the idea of combining a renovation 
project with building new apartments, the value is limited by tenant’s will and financial 
potential to pay the high rent of the new-built apartment. Moreover the possibility to build 
cheap in order to keep down the rents would potentially increase the value in this area. The 
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value in rebuilding apartments seemed to be very risky since it could lead to very 
unexpected costs. Finally, the two latter mentioned values are very case dependent.  
 
The values of the area and decisive factors that was determined are shown in Table 6. 
 
Table 6: Value elements and decisive factors for revenue increasing activities 
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Value Element Decisive factors 

Rent increase - Rent negotiation 

Build new in 
established areas 
(densify) 

- Peoples will and possibility to pay high rents 
- Possibility to decrease building costs 
- Case dependent 

Rebuild houses 
- Risk 
- Case dependent 

 
From the studied projects, it was possible to determine that the different ambitions in the 
projects had a great impact on the values that were created. The private housing company 
Stena Fastigheter focused on achieving high rent increases while the municipal companies, 
in particular Svenska Bostäder, focused on the tenant’s satisfaction, meaning that rents were 
only increased so that they could cope with it. Based on these two types of ambitions a 
rough estimation can be made about the value of rent increases for a housing company. The 
project in Kvarngärdet can be seen as a benchmark for value creation when the ambition is 
short term profits through rent increases, while the project in Järva, can be seen as a 
benchmark towards a rent increase that are more durable or society and tenants are able to 
and willing to pay. The value creation between these two strategies varies a lot in terms of 
increasing revenues and investment cost, resulting in different gains and pains for the 
stakeholders in the respective cases. 
 

Value proposition for a housing company 
 
Table 7: Value potential of revenue increasing activities desired by a housing company 

Attractive value proposition for a housing company Impact on stakeholders 

Value Element	   Value for housing company	   Housing	  
company	  

Tenant	   Society	  
~ Benefit ~ Cost 	  

Rent increase 450  
SEK/m2 

10 400  
SEK/m2	   J 	   L 	   L 

 
Gain for the housing company: The collected data indicate that with a one-time investment 
of 10 400 SEK/m2, a housing company can increase annual rent income by 450 SEK/m2 
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through increasing the user’s value of the apartments. Such rent increase represents a high 
percentage, in the case of Kvarngärdet about 50 %. 
 
Pain for tenants and society: Heavy rent increases with about 50 % will lead to unhappy 
tenants. Possibly many tenants cannot afford to stay and have to find another 
accommodation. The approach will neither solve any social problems, more likely create 
new problems, as some tenants will not afford their current living nor have many 
opportunities to find new. 
  

Value proposition for tenants and society 

  
Table 8: Value potential of revenue increasing activities desired by tenants and society 

Attractive value proposition for society Impact on stakeholders 

Value Element	   Value for housing company	   Housing	  
company	  

Tenants	   Society	  
~ Benefit ~ Cost 	  

Rent increase 150-250 
SEK/m2 

10 700 – 15 900 
SEK/m2	   L 	   J 	   K 	  

 
Gain for tenants and society: Rents will only be increased to a level that tenants could 
afford to pay meaning that the majority of tenants will be happy and stay in their renovated 
apartments. As a result, no new social problems are created. 
 
Pain for housing company: As the focus is to keep tenants happy, the housing company will 
need to invest between 10 700- 15 900 and limit rent increases to a level that tenants are 
willing and can afford to pay, about 150-250 SEK/m2 annually. This will make it hard to 
get a renovation project economically viable through rent increases.   
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4.4. Cost Decreasing Activities 

4.4.1. Literature Study 
In the process of renting out an apartment, a housing company has to undertake different 
actions that require an investment of resources and therefore result in costs for the company. 
Briefly, the housing companies have to provide living standard, services and functions to 
the people who live in these apartments. 
 
It can be seen that a building loses value with increasing age, mainly due to consumption, 
switch of interest of possible investors and tenants and technical backlog (Institutet för 
värdering av fastigheter & Samfundet för fastighetsekonomi, 2008). This implies according 
to Isberg (2009), that on the one hand the rental income from the building decreases and on 
the other hand operational and maintenance costs increase. Both factors contribute to a 
worsened net operating income. In the attempt to avoid a decrease in net operating income, 
housing companies are willing to take on costs in order to keep the building value stable. 

 
Figure 14: Rent and cost development (Institutet för värdering av fastigheter & Samfundet för 
fastighetsekonomi, 2008) 

Costs for housing companies can be separated into O&M, Operations and Maintenance 
costs (Isberg, 2009 & Alzubaidi, 1999) and upgrading costs (Isberg, 2009). O&M costs are 
continuously occurring and secure the well functioning of the housing units over time. 
Isberg (2009) describes that the achieved profit from hiring out an apartment is determined 
by the rent income, subtracted by the O&M costs to keep the apartments and surroundings 
in adequate conditions. O&M costs preserve the value of a building over time. Upgrading 
costs on the other hand have the purpose to increase the value of a building compared to 
when it was built. An upgrading investment results in an enhancement of the living standard 
compared to the original state of the building (Institutet för värdering av fastigheter & 
Samfundet för fastighetsekonomi, 2008). 
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Outgoing from that, two different cost drivers are of interest regarding renovation projects 
in the million homes program environment. Firstly, the O&M cost structure is to be 
identified in order to determine, if the on-going operation and maintenance costs can be 
reduced by a renovation project. Secondly, the upgrading costs for increasing the living 
standard and thereby the rent income have to be specified in order to find out, if an 
upgrading investment is profitable for the housing companies. The upgrading costs are dealt 
with in the revenue improvement part of the report, where the potential to increase 
profitability from raising the rent is discussed. In this chapter, the focus lies on the 
opportunity to decrease contributors of the existing O&M cost structure of a housing 
company in the million housing programme by a renovation project. 
 

O&M cost break down 
A cost break down is a good way to get a better overview of a company’s cost structure and 
assess how changes to specific cost elements affect a company’s total operating 
performance. To give a general overview of all the elements in O&M costs and their share 
of a housing company’s total costs, statistics from 232 SABO members have been used. In 
Figure 15 their cost structures are presented as a percentage of their average O&M costs 
(622 SEK / m2). The statistics have two main elements that are operating costs (68 %) and 
maintenance costs (28,5 %). Property tax is presented as a separate element but can also be 
seen as an operational cost such as in research by (Isberg, 2009). Land charge is not 
included in Isberg’s (2009) definition. When the report from now on refers to O&M costs, it 
means to the four elements in Figure 15: operational costs, maintenance costs, property tax, 
and land charge. 
 

 
Figure 15: O&M cost break down (SABO, 2011) 

Operational costs 
The prevalent definition of an operational cost is based on the continuous availability of a 
service. Fredriksson (1999) defines operational costs as a result of the actions that are 
required so that an entity has always the functionality that it is designed for. The non-
interruptive functionality is also pointed out in the definition of Svensk byggtjänst, who 
says that operational costs have the purpose to ensure functionality of a property object 
proportionally to its age, performance capability and wear and tear (Isberg, 2010).  
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An average cost breakdown of 232 SABO member’s operational costs are shown in Figure 
16. A description to each operational element follows according to definitions by SABO, 
(2011). 
 

 
Figure 16: Cost break down of operational costs (SABO, 2011) 

Administration costs 
Administration is a support function for all operations and maintenance required to manage 
the organization. Administration costs are separated between what is associated with the on-
going operation and with the overall management. In operational costs only administrative 
costs connected to on-going operations are included.  

Heating  
Heating includes numbers from district heating, oil, electricity or gas for heating, indoor 
climate and hot water.  

Electric energy  
Electric energy involve cooling, ventilation, operation of the property installations and 
lighting in common areas.  

Water 
The Water part involve the total consumption of warm and cold water excluding the cost of 
heating the water.  

Garbage 
Garbage involves the collection of garbage. The cost of garbage collection has grown over 
the last five years. This is partly due to increased garbage rates and partly due to the 
increased amount of garbage. Between 1992 and 2008 the amount of garbage has increased 
by 50 % in Sweden.  

Property maintenance, cleaning and reparations 
Property maintenance includes activities that are performed each year and recurring during 
the year. Activities that are performed at longer intervals than one year is seen as a pure 
maintenance cost. Property maintenance activities involve taking care of the property, 
operational monitoring, cleaning, and sanitation. There are huge differences between 
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companies’ property maintenance costs and reparations costs. This difference can be 
explained by that companies record different actions as reparations and property 
maintenance.  

Other 
Involves insurance, written off accounts receivable, money to the tenant’s organisation etc.  

Maintenance costs 
The definition of maintenance comprise of measures aimed at restoring the function of a 
object, an interior design or equipment. Planned maintenance is included in the long-term 
plan for a property typically ranges from 15 to 30 years. Planned maintenance could be 
activities such as: 

• Maintenance of the building exterior, such as maintenance of facades and roofs 
• Maintenance of the building interior, such as construction, painting and floor work 

in the premises. 
• Maintenance of installations such as parts replacement and renovation of the 

installation equipment, pumps etc. 

There are differences between planned maintenance and an investment. In comparison to a 
investment, planned maintenance is an operation done on a building in the form of a 
reparation or restoration and not replaced in its entirety. Investment is then defined as the 
replacement of a entirety. 

Property tax 
Property tax includes property tax, both on property and land. The average property tax is 
20 SEK/square meter in Sweden, but as high as 23 SEK/square meter in the Stockholm 
region.  
 

Energy savings 
Background 
Energy in terms of heating and electric heating together stands for on average 35 % of a 
company’s total operating costs (Figure 17). Since buildings in the million homes 
programme are in big need for improving energy efficiency, there is also a potential for 
companies to save energy costs. Furthermore a reduction of energy use in buildings is also 
essential for Sweden to reach the country’s environmental goals, such as reducing green 
house gas emissions and reducing energy consumption (SABO, 2009). Thus, energy 
efficiency can be regarded not only as an economical issue but also as an important 
environmental issue.  
 
This chapter will give an overview of the area of energy from both these perspectives, 
starting with an overview of Swedish environmental policies towards energy efficiency. 
The second part will give an understanding of how lower energy consumption translates 
into cost savings, while the actions a company can undertake to reduce energy consumption 
will be presented in the third. The fourth and fifth part will present how housing companies 
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currently are thinking about energy investments and what they need to consider when 
investing.  

 
Figure 17: Energy cost as part of total O&M costs (SABO, 2011) 

Sweden’s energy efficiency objectives 
As mentioned, energy efficiency is important for Sweden as a country since they aim to be a 
leader in the world meeting the climate change threat towards our planet. A starting point 
for Swedish energy and climate policy are common measures within the EU. In January 
2008 the European commission presented an ambitious climate and energy strategy, in 
which Sweden was one of the countries driving the high aspiration. The EU climate and 
energy goals imply a 20 percent reduction in green gas emissions, a 20 percent share of 
renewable energy sources. These objectives are to be reached by 2020 compared to the level 
of 1990. Furthermore EU has energy efficient goals for buildings aiming at a 20 % 
reduction by 2020 and a 50 % reduction by 2050 compared to their levels of 1990. With this 
background in mind Sweden developed their own energy and climate policies with the 
objective to achieve a 40 % reduction of green gas emissions in the non trading sector, a 50 
% share of renewable energy and a 20 % more efficient energy usage (by 2020 compared to 
1990) (Prop: 2008/09/162) There are even more ambitious goals on local levels in Sweden 
such as through the “Skåne-initiative”, in which the members agree to lower their energy 
consumption by 20 percent between 2007 and 2016 (SABO, 2009) 
 
According to Zaljeska-Jonsson (2011), there are strong indications that the energy 
consumption of new building will reach the national energy efficiency objective, however it 
seems to be more problematic to reduce the consumption in the existing building stock. 
Furthermore, new buildings only add a few percent annually to the total building stock, 
which is why the primary potential for energy efficient measures lies within the existing 
building stock and the million homes programme (Högberg, Lind & Grange, 2009). 
 
Table 9: A summary of energy objectives in EU and Sweden 

2016 Sweden EU 
Energy consumption reduction 9% 9% 
2020     
Share renewable energy 50% 20% 

9%	  

25%	  

66%	  

Q&M	  costs	  

Electric	  heaHng	  

HeaHng	  

Other	  O&M	  costs	  
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Share renewable energy within the transportation 
sector 

10% 10% 

Energy consumption reduction 20% 20% 
Reduced green house gas emission 40% 20% 
 

Energy efficiency translated to cost savings 
It has been determined that energy stands for a significant portion of a housing company’s 
O&M costs and that the energy consumption in the million homes programme currently are 
high. In order to identify cost savings potential it is important to determine the relationship 
between energy reduction and cost savings in which mainly two important issues need to be 
considered: First of all it is important to determine how big part of the total price that is 
fixed costs as the fixed part is not depending on the energy consumption. This means that 
the cost reduction is only 12,5 % at a 25 % reduction of energy consumption if the price is 
comprised to 50 % of a fixed component. Secondly, the current price level of energy is 
important. The higher the price of energy is before an investment, the more a certain 
percentage of energy reduction would translate into cost savings. To determine more precise 
how energy efficiency translates into cost savings the most common sources of energy in 
multi-dwelling houses will be studied: district heating and electric energy.  

District heating 
District heating is the dominating source of energy in multi-dwelling homes. In the year 
2011: 22,2 TWh of district heating was used in Sweden, which represents 92 % of the total 
energy consumption for heating and hot water in multi-family homes (Swedish energy 
agency, 2011). District heating has a price structure that promotes energy efficiency 
investments. This means that there are little or no fixed components in the cost. The 
variable part of the district-heating tariff is usually divided into a fully ambulatory and in a 
semi-variable component that is dependent by the previous year's output level. This means 
that a cost reduction from lower energy consumption can be delayed with up to three years. 
Due to the high portion of variable costs in district heating it can still be considered as an 
efficient way of reducing cost for energy (Nils Holgersson Gruppen, 2011). The statistics 
from the same source show that a company that lower their use of heat by 25 % reduce 
average costs by 24 %.  
 
The potential for cost savings are about the same in Sweden when considering the 
percentage savings, however statistics from Nils Holgersson Gruppen (2011), show that 
price levels of energy varies a lot which leads to that cost savings in money differs more. As 
an example a 25 % reduction in Karlskrona gives twice the money (85 öre / kWh) savings 
as the same percentage reduction in Luleå (44 öre /kWh). Due to fairly high prices of 
district heating in Stockholm a energy reduction of 25 % gives back on average 82 öre / 
kWh. 

Electricity 
The electricity cost are composed by three parts: elnät, elhandel and tax. Different parts of 
Sweden have a different composition of variable and fixed costs. In Stockholm the variable 
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costs are of fairly big portion, which makes an investment in lower energy costs rather 
profitable in that sense. According to (Nils Holgersson Gruppen, 2011) a 25 % lower 
energy consumption gives a 20 % reduction in costs in Stockholm. This number can be 
compared to the Swedish average of 18 % or Skellefteå where the savings potential is only 
15 %. In terms of money the savings from a 25 % energy reduction varies between 99 öre / 
kWh in Luleå and 151 öre /kWh in Malmö. In Stockholm the savings are on average 143 
öre /kWh. 

Actions to improving energy efficiency in multi-dwelling homes 
Since the building sector is pointed out as having a great potential of energy saving, the 
upcoming renovation of the Million Homes Programme could be seen as an opportunity to 
undertake energy efficiency measures to reach the ambitions objectives. (Högberg, Lind & 
Grange, 2009)  The measures that can improve energy efficiency in a building can be 
divided into three main categories: 1 Measures that reduce heat leakage; 2 Measures that 
limit the energy distribution; 3 Measures that recover energy (Isberg, 2010). 
 
Table 10: Examples of measures to reduce energy efficiency (Isberg, 2010) 

Main classification Part classification 

1. Measures that reduce heat leakage 

Isolation of outer walls 
Isolation of basement floors 
Isolation of roofs 
Replacing windows 
Sealing leaks in the walls 
Measures to thermal bridges 

2. Measures that limit the energy distribution 
FTX ventilation installation 
Install exhaust air heat pump 
Install waste water recovery 

3. Measures that recover energy 

Adjustment of temperatures 
Optimization of installations 
Individual metering 
Installing energy efficient equipment 
(flushing) 

 

Housing companies current initiatives towards energy efficiency 
As the current rate of energy investments among housing companies probably will not make 
Sweden to reach it environmental target it is interesting to understand how these companies 
are looking upon energy investments. In research by Högberg, Lind and Krange (2009), 16 
housing companies were interviews - both private and municipal, about their thoughts and 
commitments towards energy efficient investments. They further categorize these 
companies into three different groups depending on their initiatives to invest in energy 
efficiency. The distribution of these groups gives an indication how housing companies are 
currently thinking about energy efficiency investments, as shown in Table 11. 
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Table 11: Overview of housing company’s energy efficiency measures (Högberg, Lind & Krange 
2009) 

Company 
Categorization 

Share 
(%) 

Private or public Other information 

Strict Profit 
Maximizing 
Company 
 

32 % Private • Non or very low set energy efficiency objectives 
• Aim to reduce energy consumption though saving 

measures 

Little Extra 
Company 
 

54 % Private and public • Energy efficiency objectives given in numbers 
• Have made efforts to reach objectives 
• Have guidelines to upgrade technical equipment to 

more energy efficient alternatives 
Ambitious 
Company 
 

15 % Only public  • Clear and ambitious energy objectives 
• Ambitious examples of what has been done to 

achieve objectives 
• Believe they will achieve objectives 

Investment in Energy efficiency 
As indicated there is a potential to reduce energy consumption in multi dwelling buildings, 
however companies have different determination towards energy efficiency investments. 
This section will look into what a company should consider when making any investment 
and also possible explanations why companies are not undertaking big investments.  
From an economic perspective a profit maximizing company should undertake investments 
that when compared to alternatives have the highest Net Present Value. Choosing an 
alternative is equivalent to receiving its NPV today (Berk & Demarzo, 2010). According to 
Jaffe and Stavins (1994), a number of cost-effective energy efficiency investments are not 
currently used. The potential explanations for this can be divided into two different groups: 
1) Market failures that cause non optimizing behaviour; 2) observed behaviour are privately 
optimal, so called non-market failures or market barriers. (Jaffe and Stevens, 1994)  

Market failures 
Market failure is a concept within economical theory describing a free market in which the 
allocation of goods or services is not efficient. In other words that is when there exist 
another possible outcome where the market as a whole could be better off. According to 
Jaffe and Stevens (1994) there are several sources of potential market failure that can 
explain the low adoption rates when it comes to energy efficiency. Among more a few of 
these are the lack of knowledge about energy efficiency technology, incorrect pricing of 
energy, the learning curve of adapting to a new technology, and incentive problems. 
According to Lind (2012a) the most important incentive problem is probably split incentive 
problem. For example, if heating and water are included in the rent that a tenant pay there 
are no incentives for the tenant to reduce energy consumption. On the other hand, if the 
tenant pays for heating and water, the housing company has no incentive to reduce energy 
consumption. In research by Högberg (2011a) housing companies were among more 
questioned about obstacles towards energy efficient investments. The results indicated that 
many housing companies see the mentioned barriers in different ways, which indicates that 
it might be hard to target a few obstacles to increase the energy efficient investments.   
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Market barriers 
Market barriers can be referred to as factors that make an investment less appealing or not 
profitable to the company. These can be that there are hidden costs that were ignored in 
profitability calculations such learning and adoption costs of new technology. Another 
barrier might be in the way companies carry out investment calculations, either by what 
calculation method they use or by applying a too high discount rate that make an investment 
appear unprofitable when it in fact is profitable (Jaffe and Stavins, 1994). Imperfections in 
the capital markets that result in limited investment resources are also a plausible barrier to 
companies. (Högberg, 2011a). Additionally, even if an investment is profitable on average, 
the heterogeneous population e.g. by energy consumption, geography or other conditions 
might make an investment unattractive for the individual firm or user.   

Energy Prices development 
One important barrier towards investing in energy efficiency is the uncertain price 
development of district heating that has been between 2.5 and 5,2 % annually since 2000. 
Prices has increased with 51 % in total since 2000, which is significantly more than KPI, 
which has increased with 21 % during the same period (Nils Holgersson Gruppen, 2011). 
Since energy efficiency investments results in a lower demand for district heating, this 
implies a challenge for the district heating industry to keep their revenues. Housing 
companies fear that prices of district heating will increase further as housing companies 
require less energy due to energy efficient investments.  

4.4.2. Interview Data 
The interview data will present respondents opinions about cost savings from a renovation 
project.  

Energy Costs 
According to Björling (2013), energy efficiency is one of the major questions in a 
renovation project. This is also something that was implied in the studied renovation 
projects as all three projects managed to lower energy consumption by at least 50 %. In the 
project by Väsbyhem, the whole renovation was mainly focused on achieving the energy 
efficiency objectives of 75 KWh per square meter. However, according to Jonsson, (2013), 
a downside with such objective is that houses provide different potential for energy savings 
and that too much effort might be needed to achieve the objective in the houses with the 
least potential. He suggests for future renovations that different objectives are set depending 
on the type of house. Energy efficiency was also of high focus in the Järvalyft project as the 
aim was to find out the potential for energy reduction in houses. (Barlow, 2013)  
About the potential for energy efficiency investments Björling (2013) states that it varies 
very much from case to case. What always can be done is an adjustment of the current 
energy system to make it work to its full potential, for example by eliminating energy leaks. 
Among actions that are perceived as profitable are isolation of a poorly isolated roof and 
replacement of windows when they are bad, however, investments in a FTX system were 
considered as difficult to make profitable (Björling, 2013). Another important aspect of 
energy efficiency investments is that renovation projects many times are initiated due to 
high costs of leaking strains. As replacement of the strains is a requirement the extra cost 
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for undertaking energy efficiency investments at the same time can be seen as relatively low 
(Björling, 2013). 
 
Another common measure in a renovation project is to install individual metering and 
charging (IMC) of hot water. This was done in the renovation projects in Kvargärdet and 
Väsby and has led to a substantial change of tenant energy consumption behaviour in both 
areas leading to lowered energy consumption (Winkler 2013, Jonsson, 2013). In the 
movement from inclusive to exclusive rent with IMC, rents have been adjusted down with 
the standard cost for hot water (Winkler 2013, Jonsson, 2013). According to Jonsson 
(2013), the IMC is a simple measure for a housing company that requires a relatively small 
investment. Winkler (2013), however, mentions the perceived issue of agreeing with the 
tenants’ association about IMC. According to him, IMC is accepted in Uppsala but still an 
on-going dispute in Stockholm. On the other hand, Flyckt (2013) mentions that Stockholm 
accepts the installation of IMC if a housing company has undertaken substaintial measure to 
improve energy efficiency. The reason for this is according to Flyckt (2013) that it shouldn't 
be possible for a housing company to instal IMC in order to avoid undertaking energy 
efficiency investment. The advantages of installation of IMC was considered to be mainly 
environemntal as it leads to a change in consumer behaviour (Jonsson, 2013). However, 
Winkler (2013) also mentioned it could be favourable to a small extent for a housing 
company. 
 

Other costs 
All interviewed companies experienced lowered property maintained costs and reparation 
costs after a renovation project. Jonsson (2013) could present numbers on that Väsbyhem’s 
reparation costs had been significantly lowered much due to the replacement of strains. 
According to Björling (2013), high costs for leaking strains are also the main reason behind 
why a company initiate a renovation project. As leaking strains neither are covered by 
insurance due to a high deductible in the contract, this can lead to a substantial saving for 
housing companies. The high deductible only makes it possible to utilize insurance when 
leakages are very big (Jonsson 2013, Björling, 2013). Lind (2013) has the opinion that the 
right time for an investment in new strains is when it is better than the alternative cost of 
reparations. With no regard to any specific project, Lind (2013) has the impression that 
many Swedish housing companies renovate to early.  
 
Property maintenance costs are also decreased by a renovation project, as new installations 
and equipment need less maintenance and service from employees. The järvafältet project 
experienced lowered costs but couldn’t present any numbers whereas both Stena Fastigheter 
and Väsbyhem saved about 100 SEK per square meter and year. Winkler (2013) carefully 
pointed out that Stena Fastigeheter’s cost reduction only applies for the upcoming 15 years 
as they expect property maintenance costs to normalize by then.  
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4.4.3. Project Data 
In the following part, quantitative data from renovation projects is presented in order to give 
insights into the opportunity to decrease costs through refurbishment activities in a 
renovation project.  
 
The chapter will provide information regarding:   

1. A housing company’s cost structure 
2. Decreasing energy costs 
3. Decreasing other costs 

A housing company’s cost structure 
Table one gives an overview of the average costs a SABO company has. Lower quartile 
represents the average costs of the 25 % of companies with the lowest costs. Upper quartile 
represents the 25 % of companies with the highest costs.  
 
Table 12: Summary of average cost of operations (SABO, 2011) 

Activity 
Average cost 
Sweden  

Average cost 
Stockholm 

Lower quartile 
Stockholm 

Upper quartile 
Stockholm 

Total Operational costs 423 SEK /m2 458 SEK /m2 427 SEK/m2 491 SEK /m2 
    Administration cost 53 SEK /m2 67 SEK /m2 47 SEK/m2 98 SEK /m2 
    Heating 108 SEK /m2 114 SEK /m2 103 SEK/m2 119 SEK /m2 
    Electric energy 37 SEK /m2  42 SEK /m2 33 SEK/m2 45 SEK /m2 
    Water 34 SEK /m2  31 SEK /m2 28 SEK/m2 40 SEK /m2 
    Garbage 21 SEK /m2  23 SEK /m2 20 SEK/m2 27 SEK /m2 
    Reparations 59 SEK /m2 73 SEK /m2 52 SEK/m2 70 SEK /m2 
    Property maintenance and 
cleaning 

83 SEK /m2 83 SEK /m2 
68 SEK/m2 

92 SEK /m2 

    Other 29 SEK /m2  25 SEK /m2 17 SEK/m2 30 SEK /m2 
Maintenance costs 
(Stockholm) 177 SEK /m2 173 SEK/m2 

143 SEK/m2 
244 SEK /m2 

Property tax (Stockholm) 20 SEK /m2 23 SEK /m2 20 SEK/m2 25 SEK /m2 
Land charge (Stockholm) 2 SEK /m2  9 SEK /m2 4 SEK/m2 19 SEK /m2 
Total cost of operations  622 SEK /m2 663 SEK/m2 594 SEK/m2 779 SEK /m2 

 

Energy 
In terms of energy savings the focus has been to find data on energy savings and investment 
costs. Furthermore numbers on energy consumption before and after the installation of 
individual metering has been investigated. 
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Table 13: Energy consumption before and after renovation 
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Annual Energy consumption before 
renovation (kWh/m2) 

164 214 178 177 180 190 263 

Annual Energy consumption after 
renovation (kWh/m2) 78 94 52 58 75 85 145 

Difference  
86 120 126 119 105 105 118 

Improvement (%) 
52 % 56% 70% 67% 58% 52-58 % 47% 

Cost savings according to the 
studied companies (SEK/m2) 86 92 87 200 - - 53 

Cost for energy investment 
(SEK/m2) 2140 3490 3000 5600 5000 2600 1070 

Payback time (years) 
15	   18	   34	   28	   -‐	   -‐	   20	  

 

 
Energy consumption with individual metering 
Two project examples from Stena Fastigheter and Väsbyhem provided information 
regarding how much they could lower energy consumption after a renovation project. This 
is compared with numbers from Högberg (2011b). 
 
Table 14: Energy consumption with individual metering 

Svenska bostäder Väsbyhem 1000 lgh 
(Jonsson, 2013) 

Högberg (2011b) Stena Fastigheter 
(Winkler, 2013) 

Significant lower - 17 % 15-30 % - 30 % 
 

O&M costs and reparation costs 
From the studied projects it was determined that two other cost parts decrease from a 
renovation project, namely overall O&M costs and reparation costs.   
 
Table 15: General Q&M cost savings 

 Väsbyhem (Jonsson, 
2013) 

Stena Fastigheter 
(Winkler, 2013) 

Operation and maintenance costs before 
renovation 

400 SEK/m2  

Operation and maintenance after 300 SEK/m2  
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renovation 
Difference (%) 100 SEK/m2 (25 %) 100 SEK/m2 (valid for 15 

years) 

 
Table 16:Reparation costs 

 Väsbyhem  
Cost for reparations before renovation 54 SEK/m2 
Costs for reparations after renovation 18 SEK/m2 
Difference (%) 36 SEK/m2 (50 %) 

  

4.4.4. Analysis 
With the cost structure from the introduction part as a basis, the investigation has first of all 
focused on identifying which of these costs that are significantly affected by a renovation 
project. From interviews and literature studies it has been possible to determine that the 
main costs that can be changed are energy costs, reparation and service costs, and other 
costs referred to as social costs, covered in the social development part of the report. Energy 
costs decrease due to energy efficiency investment as a way of meeting owner directives of 
reducing the environmental footprint or/and to reduce energy costs. Reparation and service 
costs decrease naturally due to that the renovation object gets a better standard. It is also 
possible that a renovation project lead to lower so called social costs, such as costs for 
graffiti, cleaning and disruptions etc. however, these costs will be covered in the social 
development part of the report. The aim of the analysis is to evaluate the potential value of 
energy and reparation costs with the basis in presented literature, interview data and project 
data.       
 

 
Figure 18: Costs that are affected by a renovation project 

Energy costs 
Literature and interviews with company representatives and industry stakeholders reveal 
two aligning motives behind investing in energy efficiency, namely to reach national energy 
efficiency objectives and to reduce costs. The first motive stems from national objectives to 
reduce the carbon footprint from more efficient energy usage by 9 % until 2016 and 20 % 

Sources	  of	  cost	  
savings	  from	  a	  

renovaHon	  project	  

Energy	  (heaHng	  
and	  electrical	  

heaHng)	  
General	  O&M	  costs	   ReparaHon	  costs	   Social	  costs	  
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until 2020. As the key to reaching these objectives primary lies in undertaking energy 
efficient measure in the existing housing stock that makes the presumably upcoming 
renovations of the million homes programme a good opportunity to undertake such 
measures as also argued by Högberg (2009; 2011a). A majority of the studied data projects 
had a focus on energy efficiency improvements. In Figure 19 their respective energy 
consumption before and after renovation is compared with each other with the green line 
representing the energy efficiency improvement in percent. Evaluating the results of the 
project, all of them have achieved a high level of improvement, ranging from 47 % in 
Gårdsten to 70 % in Brogården. Looking at their current level of energy consumption, six 
out of the seven projects would even qualify for the energy standards of a new built house 
that is at least 90 to 120 SEK/kWh.  

 
Figure 19: Energy consumption before and after renovation 

The second motive for a housing company to invest in energy efficiency is that it leads to 
lower costs. In order to make an assessment of this potential, the relationship between cost 
savings and investment cost can be studied of the earlier presented data projects.   
Studying the data projects it is first of all noticeable that energy savings are differently 
converted into cost savings. As an example Brogården assumed to have a cost reduction of 
1,5 SEK per reduced kWh, while the Gårdsten project resulted in cost savings of 0,5 SEK 
per reduced kWh. Possible reasons for this are, as covered in the literature part of the 
chapter, that different geographical areas have different price levels for energy and different 
degrees of variable costs. Other possible explanations to the variation is that the projects 
were carried out in different years implying that different energy prices where used for the 
calculations and that the cost saving in some projects might include the cost savings from 
installing individual metering technology. Altogether the differences suggest that the 
presented numbers on cost savings are not comparable to each other. Therefore data will be 
recalculated to be based on the same assumptions regarding the conversion between energy 
savings and cost savings. In this way the parameter of price level and price structure are 
excluded from the analysis to find other decisive factors. 
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Re-calculation 
In Table 17, the average cost savings per saved kWh is calculated based on a weighted cost 
from electricity and district heating. The weight is based on an average SABO company’s 
energy cost distribution and numbers on cost savings are from the investigation by Nils 
holgersson gruppen (2011). As it turns out the average saving in Sweden is 86 öre per kWh, 
however, incentives for energy investments vary depending on geographical location. As an 
example incentive for energy investments compared to average are lower in Luleå (0,58 
SEK/kWh) and higher in Stockholm (1 SEK/kWh). The energy cost saving is further 
recalculated in Table 18 based on the price level and price structure in Stockholm.  
 
Table 17: Cost savings from energy efficiency investments 

 Cost savings (öre/kWh) Weighted Cost 
saving  

(öre/kWh)  
Electricity  

(26 %) 
District heating 

(74%) 
Stockholm 143 82,1 1 SEK 
Gothenburg 134 66,7 84 
Malmö 151 75 95 
Luleå 99 44,1 58 
Sweden Avarage 128 70,7 86 

 
 
Table 18: Recalculating Cost savings from energy efficiency investments  
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Cost savings 

(price: 1 
SEK/kWh) 

86 
SEK 

120 
SEK 

126 
SEK 

119 
SEK 

105 
SEK 

105 
SEK 

118 
SEK 

Cost 2 140 
SEK 

3 490 
SEK 

3 000 
SEK 

5 600 
SEK 

5 000 
SEK 

2 600 
SEK 

1 070 
SEK 

Investment cost / 
cost savings 

25 
 

29 
 

24 
 

47 
 

48 
 

25 
 

9 
 

 
 
In order to identify decisive factors, the recalculated cost savings are compared with the 
investment cost in Figure 20.  
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Analysis 

 
Figure 20: Cost savings compared to investments cost of data projects 

 
As shown in Figure 20, the connection between investment cost and annual cost savings is 
weak. As an example Gårsten and Brogården reached the same annual cost saving although 
Brogården invested over five times as much money per square meter. As Björling (2013) 
pointed out that the potential for energy investments vary from case to case, that can explain 
the general differences between projects. However the big difference in investment cost at 
Gårsten must have another explanation, presumable that energy efficiency measures get 
more expensive the more energy efficient a house is. As the Gårsten project was highly 
inefficient it was possible to undertake very cost efficient measures and easily reduce the 
annual cost savings by 50 %. It is furthermore possible to find support for this argument 
among interviews and in literature. As examples Jonsson (2013) stated that a downside with 
a high ambitious energy savings objective is that it might require too much effort to manage 
the last kWh of savings. In research by Högberg, Lind and Grange (2009), it was also found 
out that strict profit maximizing companies only sets none or very low set energy efficiency 
objectives. That indicates that a profit maximizing company sees better economy only 
undertaking zero or low amounts of energy efficient measures.  
 
Among the other project with a rather low investment per saved energy cost (see Table 18) 
are Nystad, Backa röd, Trondheim and Kvarngärdet. As Kvarngärdet is the only project 
among them that had a clear focus to maximize profitability for the housing company that 
makes it interesting to compare the differences between these. In Trondheim the same 
explanation apply as for Gårdsten, that the energy level was high in the beginning and that 
the target consumption was fairly high. For Nystad and Kvarngärdet, both projects 
undertook rather limited investments and did not achieve very low energy consumption in 
the end. The project in Backa röd stands out from the rest, achieving the lowest energy 
consumption through rather low investments. The reason for this achievement has not been 
possible to determine. Possible explanations are that the numbers given are lacking or that 
case dependent circumstances influenced the project.  
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Other cost savings 
From interviews with company representatives it is clear that other costs that get lower from 
a renovation project are reparation costs and other maintenance costs. The numbers that 
were given to this indicate cost savings of about 100 SEK for property maintenance costs as 
was experienced by Väsbyhem and Stena Fastigheter. Furthermore, Amra (2013) mentioned 
lower costs but couldn’t quantify it in specific numbers. The potential for savings when it 
comes to reparation costs can mainly be related to less water damages, estimated to about 
40 SEK / m2 in the Väsbyhem project. As not many sources would or could provide data 
regarding such values, the estimation should be seen rather as a direction than a fact. As a 
benchmark to see how reliable this number is, cost structures of SABO companies can be 
studied. In Table 12 in project data part, companies’ upper and lower quartile of costs is 
presented. In a rough estimation the upper quartile could represent the costs of a “bad” area 
and the lower quartile a “good” area. Comparing the differences in costs between the 
quartiles minus the affect of energy saving, the difference is 157 SEK/m2.  Although this 
number is based on very rough assumptions, it adds reliability towards the value that was 
given by the investigation of 140 SEK/m2. 

4.4.5. Summary 
In the investigation it was determined that the major costs that can be lowered by a 
renovation project are energy costs, O&M costs and reparation costs. It was determined that 
the value for a housing company to invest in energy efficiency depends on the price 
structure of electricity and the actual price level of electricity at the location of the 
renovation object. The value increases the more the price structure is variable and the higher 
energy prices are in the area. Furthermore the value of reducing energy costs also depends 
on the renovation object’s energy consumption before the renovation. As the marginal cost 
to improve energy consumption gets more expensive the lower the energy consumption is 
that implies that more value can be created if the object has a high-energy consumption 
before the project. For the same reasons it gets more expensive per saved SEK the higher 
ambition a project have to lower the energy consumption, hence a high ambition provides 
less value than a lower ambition. Furthermore it was determined that other cost savings 
from O&M costs and reparation cost are about 140 SEK/m2. This number was comparable 
to the difference between the lower and upper quartile of all SABO companies O&M costs. 
The cost for lowering the O&M costs have not been possible to separate from the costs of 
refurbishment, therefore these costs are counted to be included in the chapter “revenue 
increasing activities”. The decisive factor for O&M costs are by logic explained to be the 
state of the renovation object before a renovation project. This can be determined by 
studying and comparing current O&M costs to the average shown in Table 12. Doing that it 
is important to also keep in mind that companies have different focuses on O&M costs. 
 
 
Table 19 summarizes the different value elements and their decisive factors 
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Table 19: Summary of cost decreasing activities 
C

O
ST

 H
U

N
T

 

Value elements Decisive factors 

Energy savings 

- Price level of electricity 
- Price structure of electricity 
- Level of energy consumption before 
renovation 
- Environmental ambition vs. 
Profitability ambition 

O&M cost savings 
- State of the renovation object before 
renovation 

 
From the literature review and empirical investigation it was possible to determine that the 
different ambitions in the project have an impact on the values that are created. According 
to literature and interviews, private housing companies focus on maximizing their own 
profits with renovation projects. This would lead to that they undertake rather small energy 
efficiency investments with a high payback in terms of decreasing energy consumption. 
Among the studied companies it was more difficult to determine the differences. The 
Gårdsten project created most value but that was considered to be due to the high initial 
energy consumption in the area. Among the other project with a rather low investment per 
saved energy cost (see Table 18) are Nystad, Backa röd, Trondheim and Kvarngärdet. 
Väsbyhem and Brogården invested about twice the money as the others for the same 
payback.  
 
The analysis showed that the value of energy reduction could be lifted to two different 
levels depending on if the ambition is to deliver value towards a housing company or 
towards tenants and society. In terms of other cost savings no difference was identified 
between the two ambitions. The value creation with the two ambitions of energy reduction 
is further presented together with gains and pains of the different stakeholders. As the value 
varies very much with geographical location the examples will be presented as if the 
apartment was situated in Stockholm.  The analysis showed that the benefit presented in the 
tables would only be about half if the renovation object was in Luleå. Furthermore the 
investment costs would only be half for the same savings if the renovation object had 
energy consumption before the renovation that is similar to the project in Gårdsten.  
 

Value proposition for a housing company 
 
Table 20: Value potential of cost decreasing activities desired by a housing company 

Attractive value proposition for a housing company Impact on stakeholders 

Value Element	   Value for housing company	   Housing	  
company	  

Tenant	   Society	  
~ Benefit ~ Cost 	  
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Energy reduction 105 
SEK/m2 

2 600  
SEK /m2	   J K 	   K 

Other cost savings 
140 SEK/m2 -	   J 	   K 	   K 

 
Gain for housing company: A value proposition towards a housing company implies that 
rather limited investments are made (about 2 600 SEK/m2) in activities with a high rate of 
return (about 105 SEK/m2).  
 
Gain and pain for tenants and society: The investments reduce energy consumption, which 
is good for society; however, the improvement is small compared to the optimal solution. 
The same argument goes for tenants, as lower energy consumption lead to lower costs for 
them. Hence, tenants get lower energy costs, but not as much lowered as would be possible 
with another a higher renovation ambition 
 

Value proposition for tenants and society 
 
Table 21: Value potential of cost decreasing activities desired by tenants and society 

Attractive value proposition for tenants and society Impact on stakeholders 

Value Element	   Value for housing company	   Housing	  
company	  

Tenants	   Society	  
~ Benefit ~ Cost 	  

Energy reduction 86-126 
SEK/m2 

2 100 –  
5 600  
SEK /m2	  

K 	   J 	   J 	  

Other cost savings 
140 SEK/m2 -	   J 	   K 	   K 	  

 
Gain for tenants and society: Energy investments are made in order to reduce the energy 
consumption substantially, which leads to a great contribution for society in terms of 
lowered environmental emissions. Furthermore tenants have their energy costs reduced 
more than in the value proposition attractive towards a housing company.   
 
Pain for housing company: The marginal cost of energy efficiency investments gets higher 
as energy consumption gets lower. This leads to that a housing company generally need to 
invest more money only to reach a marginally higher benefit. The case examples varied a 
lot but indicated many times a higher investment cost, compared to the Kvargärdet project.  
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4.5. Promoting Social Welfare 

4.5.1. Literature Study 
Social development can be related to the approach of promoting social welfare, or social 
well-being (Midgley, 1995). Hence, society, or parts of the society will obtain a higher 
degree of social well-being, if social development is performed successfully. In order to be 
able to evaluate the importance of social development, it is hence firstly necessary to define 
social welfare. Midgley (1995) proposes three elements in order to fully grasp the scope of 
social welfare. It is firstly the degree to which social problems are dealt with, secondly the 
extent to which needs are met and thirdly the degree to which opportunities for 
advancement are provided. In a similar way, Jacobs and Asokan (1999) define social 
development theory as the upward ascending movement to greater levels of energy, 
productivity, complexity and enjoyment in order for the society to reach its goals and 
objectives. As possible measurements for the degree of social development is in different 
studies the local unemployment rate, crime rate, poverty and school enrolment investigated 
(Homfeldt & Reutlinger, 2008; Else & Raheim, 1992). Another approach is to combine all 
these indicators as a single index for social development. The United Nations Research 
Institute introduced the ‘level of living’ of societies (Baster, 1972), which gets further 
developed into the ‘Physical Quality of Life’ Index by Morris (1979). The reason for the 
research in social welfare is according to Midgley (1995) a distorted development, meaning 
that economical development happens in much higher velocity than social development, 
leading to a divided society of rich and poor. While there were impressive economical 
growth rates achieved in many parts of the worlds, the examples of parts of the society that 
were not able to profit from this economical growth are countless. Although Sweden is 
always mentioned as one of the countries with the highest state of social well-being, urban 
areas, especially within the million homes programme, show signs of a less socially 
developed state. According to articles from Blomé (2010) and Larsson and Seglert (2011), 
these areas are representatives of unemployment and crime rates far higher than the average 
in Sweden. These indicators point at a relatively low social welfare in these areas. 
 
The principle of social development is not the only theoretical model that aims for 
providing social welfare. According to Midgley (1995), there are further ideologies, with 
social work and social administration as the most famous alternatives. Social work can be 
seen as providing social welfare out of goodwill and is often in the context of charity. Social 
work relies on its focus on direct intervention and the reliance on educated professionals to 
deal with social problems. Midgley (1996) draws possible impacts from social work on 
economic development, arguing that social work is not only an act of charity, but rather 
pays back the initial investment by economical development. Particularly that social work 
has the potential to create long-term employment and business opportunities to low income 
and special-needs clients. As an example, the self-employment program described by Else 
and Raheim (1992) had not only economical growth as a consequence, but also the creation 
of self-respect of individuals, who suddenly managed to earn their own income. 
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Social administration is compared to social work a structured and standardized process to 
promote social welfare. Governmental social programs have the purpose to utilize economic 
growth in order to promoting social well-being by providing monetary support and services 
(Midgley, 1995). Cheyne, O’Brien and Belgrave (2005) define social administration as 
superior actions that affect the well-being of members of a society through shaping the 
distribution of and access to goods and resources in that society. Hence, social welfare 
comes with economical development, but the two processes are separated from each other. 
 
Social development can be clearly differentiated from the two earlier described principles 
by the approach, to achieve economical and social development at the same time. 
According to Midgley (1995), the focus is directed towards development, with social and 
economical aspects forming two sides of the same coin. The guiding principle behind it is 
that social development cannot happen without economic development, while economical 
growth has no purpose, if not serving as a supplier of social welfare for the society. The 
Copenhagen Declaration (United Nations, 1995) gives insights on the main goals of social 
development, as it is defined that it should foster on a basic level a peaceful living of 
societies and the fulfilment of basic needs. On a more advanced level, also referring to 
Midgley’s definition of social welfare (1995), social development should facilitate self-
development of individuals, which then again have the ability to contribute to economical 
development and the social well-being of the society as a whole (Homfeldt & Reutlinger, 
2008). 
 
From a literature perspective, it can be stated that there is a need for social development in 
most of the Million Homes environments. Exemplifying, according to a study of Blomé 
(2010), 98% of tenants in Herrgården, a million homes district in Malmö, are foreigners, 
who are facing a language barrier and have very limited access to education. This results in 
a high unemployment rate, leading among other factors to a high willingness for criminal 
behaviour. Hence, the need for a higher social well-being in the environments of the million 
homes programme can be made obvious by very clear drivers. Following the findings of an 
empirical study of Lind (2008), a low social welfare can be translated into emerging costs 
as a result of, for example governmental income support for unemployed individuals or the 
reparation costs of crime and destruction incidents. Furthermore, an intellectual capacity of 
individuals who do not have access to educational institutions is missed out. 

4.5.2. Interview Data 
The interviewed stakeholder and experts of a renovation project, particularly in the million 
homes programme, have different opinions and views, about how the social problems in the 
areas can be solved. Furthermore, their insights differ towards what value a social 
development brings firstly for the housing company and secondly for the society as a whole. 

What measures can be taken in a renovation project towards a social 
development? 
In general, two different kinds of measures are commonly named in the relation to social 
development. Either actions are possible that focus on a good cohesion and social skills of 
the living environment, here social work activities are foremost described by different 
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experts. The even bigger area that is discussed is to implement measures that socially 
develop as many tenants as possible to a better social welfare state. In this area, 
employment and educational opportunities are in the focus of interest. 
Within the first area of social work, Barlow (2013) from Svenska Bostäder describes social 
activities in the context of the renovation project. Tenants got invited to a barbecue, where 
they had the opportunity to exchange ideas and contribute to the project contents. Berg 
(2013) from SABO describes the same activities in a renovation project in Öster and draws 
implications on the cohesion of the commune, as people get to know each other and build 
trust and responsibility. Jonsson (2013) from Väsbyhem sees a need for social skills 
especially for the younger parts of a million programme environment and expands these 
social activities towards tailored ones for young people. In their renovation project, a two 
week long summer project within basic construction involved the young people. Here, he 
sees even the possibility of a construction company to contribute. 
 
The second and more controversially discussed area of providing social development is the 
creation of work places and education within a renovation project. Winkler (2013) from 
Stena Fastigheter describes a project, in which construction companies employed some 
local work seeking individuals and that the craft academy worked together with the 
commune in order to provide construction related education opportunities. A business 
developer from a construction company (2013) thinks in the same way when explaining the 
possibility of a construction school under a renovation project. She sees it from her 
experience as given that people from the million homes programme are motivated to take 
on educational and working activities and sees a great demand for these opportunities in the 
areas. Winkler (2013) then again argues that especially young people need to be taken care 
of and refers to the offering of at least summer jobs. Flyckt (2013) from 
Hyresgästföreningen even states that there are already educated people available in the area 
that are seeking work and can efficiently be integrated into a renovation project. 
 
Lindvall (2013) from Fastighetsägarna argues that social problems, such as unemployment 
and segregation, might be improved by measures under a renovation, but absolutely not 
solved. Not everybody will get a job and the segregation problem is on a higher level, 
which often begins with a language barrier. He does not see how this problem can be 
impacted by a renovation project. Instead, Lindvall (2013) complements the discussion by 
demanding additional social administration. The social development problem should not be 
context of a competitive renovation project. Instead, tenants who are not able to afford the 
higher rents afterwards, should be supplied with additional social services in order to enable 
a higher social welfare in a renovated area. Barlow (2013) from Svenska Bostäder and a 
business developer from a construction company (2013) question these views by referring 
to renovation examples in which a high amount of local people found employment and the 
instalment of a construction school under a renovation project led to the employment and 
thereby social integration of local, before long time workless people. 
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What value does social development have for a housing company? 
According to the consulted industry experts, there is a value in a successful social 
development for a housing company, as the company’s costs for operations and 
maintenance decreases. A business developer from a construction company (2013) and 
Silverfur (2013) see a decrease in damages caused in the housing areas, which the housing 
company would have to pay. Winkler (2013) from Stena Fastigheter adds to the discussion 
that a housing company has deductibles, when it comes to damages in the area, which are 
not covered by insurance. Hence, damages and violent destruction are real costs for a 
housing company. 
 
A benefit from social is however evaluated as unrealistic. Silverfur (2013) from 
Fastighetsägarna argues that a social development in the million programme environments 
as a consequence of the efforts of the housing companies leads to a value creation at fire 
brigade and police departments, as they are required less often, when the crime rate is 
reduced. However, the housing companies are not getting rewarded for this value creation 
in a monetary fashion. Furthermore, Jonsson (2013) from Väsbyhem presents that they 
applied for a share of the 1.2 billion SEK fund for sustainable city development by running 
a comprehensive renovation project, but never received any monetary incentive for 
realizing the project. 
 

What value does social development have for society? 
The value of a social development for society is controversially discussed by the experts. 
Lind (2013) argues that the problem of unemployment and crime is a global one. He sees 
the potential of a social development by having a renovation project therefore much more 
on a regional benefit level: Problem households will move away when confronted with 
higher rents after the renovation and take social problems with them to other areas. So the 
problems that are resulting from a lack of social welfare will continue to exist somewhere 
else but at the renovated area. Barlow (2013) and a business developer from a construction 
company (2013) argue in this position that according to their experience, social problems 
were not simply moved somewhere else but instead taken care of. Long time workless 
individuals found employment as a consequence of a renovation project and educational 
opportunities were offered to the areas and utilized from them, which resulted in 
employment as well. They come to the result that value was created for society, as social 
payments that were financed from tax money were saved. Winkler (2013) from Stena 
Fastigheter adds that a lower unemployment rate does not only affect the image of an 
environment, but also led to a lower crime rate, which is also connected to the reduction of 
costs that society would have to carry otherwise. Jonsson (2013) breaks down the 
discussion from a national to a municipal level and sees value created for the municipality, 
as people from outside the area moved into the municipality due to the renovation project. 
He sees these people as a contribution to economical growth of the area, contribution to the 
generation of tax money and revenues for local companies. 
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4.5.3. Project Data 
Few renovation projects in the Swedish Million Homes Programme have been carried out 
with the purpose to socially develop the renovated area. These project datasets below 
summarize the estimated benefits and costs of a social development in the respective areas. 
Furthermore, the prevalent conditions in the areas and the activities that were taken are 
described in order to determine the decisive factors for the value in social development. 
 

Affären Gårdsten – Göteborg 

 
Benefit for society 
 
Lind and Lundström (2008) present in their study an estimation of the monetary benefit that 
lies in social development and that was caused by the comprehensive renovation of the area. 
Table 22 represents the monetary values that they identified were created in a socio 
economical context by the renovation project and did therefore not impact the balance sheet 
of the housing company Förvaltnings AB Framtiden. In order to calculate the monetary 
benefit per square meter of apartment, the data given in the report of Lind and Lundström 
(2008) were divided by the amount of in total renovated apartments (2700) and the average 
amount of square meters for a million programme apartment (77m2).  
 
Table 22: Benefits created in a socio economical context by the renovation project. (Lind & 
Lundström, 2008) 

Decisive factor Yearly benefit/m2 
Higher employment rate 115 SEK 
Higher tenant well-being 29 SEK 
Reduced crime rate 19 SEK 
Impact on surrounding areas 12 SEK 
Higher tenant budget 8 SEK 
Sum 183 SEK 

Higher	  employment	  rate	  
According to Lind and Lundström (2008), 100 tenants found employment due to the 
renovation project in Gårdsten. The monetary benefit is determined in two different 
methods. Both methods, how high the persons’ salary is and how much the income in the 
area increased compared to other areas delivered comparable results. The results of the two 
methods consist of the both that these persons do no longer request unemployment aid and 
furthermore can increase their buying power and thereby strengthen the economy. 

Higher	  tenant	  well-‐being	  
A higher self-fulfilment and self-respect outgoing from education and job opportunities lead 
to a higher social well-being and is an incentive for participating more in society. It results 
in a higher willingness for making investments and thereby contributing to economical 
strength as a consequence. In the renovated Gårdsten, Lind and Lundström (2008) estimate 
this benefit to be at around 2000 SEK per apartment and year. 
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Reduced	  crime	  rate	  
Baltgren (2011) describes the development of the crime rate at Gårdsten as less than half the 
amount it was before the renovation project. Lind and Lundström (2008) assess the crime 
statistics of Gårdsten before and after renovation and identify the development of different 
levels of severity of crimes: car crimes, housebreaking, violence crimes.  They assign these 
levels of severity to monetary values by referring to Dubourg and Hamed (2004), who 
developed statistics in England and Wales on the economical and social costs of different 
crime acts. 

Higher	  tenant	  budget	  
Outgoing from the introduction of individual measuring of electricity and water, a 
household can save money on supplies. Here, the monthly rent got lowered, while tenants 
themselves have to pay for their individual water and electricity consumption. According to 
Lind and Lundström (2008) there is a difference of 50 SEK per month and apartment by the 
introduction of individual measuring that a household saves. This saving expresses an 
increased household budget and therefore is an additional benefit in a renovation project. 

Impact	  on	  surrounding	  areas	  
The improved standards of a housing estate due to a renovation project results in a higher 
image of the whole region and thereby positively influences the property value and safety in 
surrounding areas. Lind and Lundström (2008) see the size of the renovation project as 
proportional to the impact on surrounding areas and therefore estimate per renovated 
apartment a monetary benefit of 1200 SEK per year and apartment. On the other hand they 
argue that the benefit for the specific environment Gårdsten is higher than the estimated 
1200 SEK per apartment, but that on the other hand a certain amount of problem 
households move away to other areas, causing social distress then there. This implies that 
safety standards and the image of other housing environments get decreased and is therefore 
negatively impacting factor in the estimation of the 1200 SEK. 

Costs for the housing company 
 
Lind and Lundström (2008) draw in their studies the picture that by having a 
comprehensive renovation project that affects a whole living area, the consequences will be 
the creation of socio economical value according to their identified value fields. According 
to their studies, not certain campaigns in social development have created the described 
socio economical value, but the renovation project as a whole achieved the turnaround of 
rundown, stigmatized living area.  
 
Baltgren (2011) focuses in his study on actions in the Gårdsten renovation project, which 
were specifically contributing to the described socio economical value creation. The actions 
are summarized in Table 23. 
 
Table 23: Actions in order to provide social development (Baltgren, 2011) 

Actions in order to provide social development  
Social Inclusion: Bus connection to Gothenburg centre 
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Renovation of schools 
Renovation of kinder gardens 
Renovation of homes for elderly 
Construction of new, detached buildings in order to create building diversity 

 
Larsson and Seglert (2011) specify in their report about the renovation project in Gårdsten 
further actions that contributed to a social development in the area. These are summarized 
in Table 24. 
 
Table 24: Actions in order to provide social development (Larsson & Seglert, 2011) 

Actions in order to provide social development  
Creation of a job agency for the tenants 
Employment of locals during the renovation project 
Establishment of local businesses 
Vocational training in retail, restaurant business,  and construction 
Music school 
Social events: Sailing and ski trips, movie clubs 
Building of an educational network 

 
According to the from Baltgren (2011) and Larsson and Seglert (2011) defined actions, a 
surrounding and persistent social initiative was required in Gårdsten in order to turn around 
the area and to create the social value, as specified above from Lind and Lundström (2008). 
The infrastructure in the housing area concerning job and education opportunities was 
completely restructured, which required a significant share of the total investment of 4545 
SEK/ m2 in refurbishment actions. 

Costs for society 
 
As several industry experts stated during the conducted interviews within this study, it is 
very unclear, how society could pay for the benefit that is created in a social development of 
the Million Homes Programme for society. At least a first potential additional revenue 
stream for a housing company by promoting social welfare could be the measure to employ 
local workless individuals. Swedish employment service is willing to subsidize the salary 
payment for a before workless person. Hence, to realize a renovation project by to some 
extent employing workless people, is not only a measure to promote social development, 
but also has the potential to decrease salary costs of the responsible construction company. 
The following Table 25 represents the monetary incentive that the Swedish employment 
service pays for employing an unemployed person (Arbetsförmedlingen, 2013). 
 
Table 25: Monetary incentives for employing an unemployed person 

Age of person Salary for 
person 

Time perspective Subsidiary per month Per year 

20-26 20.000 min 6 months 
max 12 months 

6.284 SEK 75.408 SEK 

27-54 20.000 min 1 year 12.568 SEK 150.816 SEK 
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max 5 years 
55-65 20.000 min 1 year 

max 10 years 
12.568 SEK 150.816 SEK 

 

Herrgården – Malmö 
 
Herrgården is a part of Malmö’s dominant million programme district Rosengård. In the 
year 2006, 22% of the apartments in Herrgården were acquired by the housing company 
MKB with the purpose to run a comprehensive renovation project. Blomé (2010) describes 
in his study the outcome of this renovation project in terms of social development.  

Benefit for the housing company 
 
Blomé (2010) quantifies in his study the additional operating and maintenance costs due to 
Herrgården’s socially undeveloped state.  In order to receive insightful results, he compares 
the development of different social costs with the same costs of a socially well-functioning 
area. Table 26 contains information about the development of these yearly costs per square 
meter of apartment. The industry wide average of 77m2 area for an apartment in the million 
programme was utilized to calculate these numbers. 
 
Table 26: Additional operating and maintanance costs (Blomé, 2010) 

Social O&M costs Herrgården Reference 
 Year 1 Year 4  
Total apartment destruction 13 SEK 0 SEK 1 SEK 
Graffiti 14 SEK 2 SEK 1 SEK 
Destroyed windows 2 SEK 5 SEK 4 SEK 
(Fire damange) 9 SEK 1 SEK 20 SEK 
General destruction 4 SEK 3 SEK 3 SEK 
Disturbance 16 SEK 8 SEK 8 SEK 
Unpaid rent 5 SEK 4 SEK 2 SEK 
Management of unpaid rent 6 SEK 2 SEK 1 SEK 
Total sum 60 SEK 24 SEK 20 SEK 
Yearly monetary benefit 60 SEK – 20 SEK = 40 SEK 

 
Overall, the benefit in socially developing Herrgården lies in savings of operation and 
maintenance costs. These costs decreased from year 1 to year 4 in Herrgården by 36 SEK 
per year and square meter apartment space. Furthermore it can be assumed according to 
Blomé (2010) that the costs per year will further decrease towards the reference project, if 
the turnaround of the area from a deprived state towards a socially well-functioning state 
continues to happen. The benefit of a social development for the housing company in 
Herrgården can thereby be estimated to 40 SEK per year and square meter. Blomé (2010) 
furthermore does not see the social projects as the only driver for this positive development, 
but rather an additional besides the renovation project itself. The fire costs are not 
considered in the total sum of the cost savings, although it can be recognized that they 
decreased considerably from year 1 to year 4. On the other hand, fire costs relied on 
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exceptional events, such as in the reference project and it is therefore conclusive in a limited 
way. 
 
The savings in operations and maintenance MKB from the described social development in 
the Herrgården area, with the assumptions made, can be estimated at 40 SEK per year and 
square meter. Blomé (2010) considers in his study that this benefit could last for around 15 
years, considering the wear and tear over time in a living area. 

Benefit for society 
According to the study of Blomé (2010), Herrgården has experienced a social downswing 
since the beginning of the 1990 with a dramatic deterioration from 2006 on. The alarming 
situation in Herrgården can partly be explained by the amount of people that are living 
there, as the number has steadily increased. According to police reports, there is the 
potential for a high number of unreported inhabitants in the area. Remarkable is the 
difference in the key figures of the local crime rates and fire amounts between the estates 
that are owned by the housing company of MKB (22%) and to the rest of Herrgården. The 
benefit for society of the social development in the apartments of MKB outgoing from 
Blomé (2010) is represented in Table 27. In his study, the benefit of educational 
opportunities, tenant well-being and employment, as evaluated by Lind and Lundström 
(2008) are recognized as important issues, but were not evaluated. Instead, the benefit of a 
reduced crime and fire rate due to the social development were estimated in this case. 
 
Table 27: Monetary benefit of social development in the apartments of MKB (Blomé, 2010) 

Decisive factor Costs for MKB apartments Costs Rest of Herrgården 
Reduced fires ~0 SEK 37 SEK 
Reduced crime rates 56 SEK 151 SEK 
Total sum 56 SEK 188 SEK 
Yearly monetary 
benefit 

188 SEK – 56 SEK = 132 SEK 

 

Reduced	  fires	  
In Herrgården, the amount of yearly fires developed from 2006 to 2009 from 19 to 102. In 
the rest of Malmö, this number developed over the same time from 752 to 845. Blomé 
(2010) calculates the social cost for a fire damage with an average of 10k SEK per hour that 
a fire has to be put out and an average fire time of 4,87 hours. Per hour costs include the fire 
department’s staff and material costs for an average rescue operation. The standard fire rate 
in Malmö is 21.5 fires, while Herrgården itself has an average fire rate of 108 in the past 
two years. Outgoing from these numbers, the costs per apartment square meter in 
Herrgården and Malmö can be calculated to 37 SEK, respectively 8 SEK per year. Blomé 
(2010) states in his report that the amount of fires in MKB housing estates went towards 
zero. While this is an indicator of how well the area got socially developed, the benefit 
calculation considers Malmö as valid reference, because the amount of fires in MKB estates 
could approach Malmö averages again, after the social campaigns are terminated after 2009. 
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Hence, the generated benefit amounts 37 SEK – 8 SEK = 29 SEK per year and square meter 
apartment. 

Potential	  in	  reducing	  crime	  rates	  
Blomé’s study (2010) considers different acts of crime that were committed in Herrgården 
and in Malmö. Between 2005 and 2009, the total amount of crimes develops from 542 to 
840 in Herrgården, and from 55738 to 62066 in whole Malmö. Crimes are characterized as 
violent crimes (100k SEK), burglary (30k SEK), car crime (20k SEK), vandalism (10k 
SEK) and theft, threat, other (5k SEK). These costs consist of the required police activity 
and administration related issues. Outgoing from two crime differentiations in Blomé 
(2010) in the years 2005 and 2009, the quantity distribution of crimes is given in this report 
as following in Table 28. 
 
Table 28: Number of crimes in Herrgården between 2005 and 2009 (Blomé, 2010) 

Characterization of crime # 2005 # 2009 
Violence crime 29 75 
Burglary 8 9 
Car crime 37 172 
Vandalism 89 229 
Theft, threat 229 335 
Yearly benefit 151 SEK (2009) – 56 SEK (2005) = 95 SEK 

 
Compared to the median crime rate of the last 12 years in Herrgården, the year 2005 
represents an average year, while the dramatic worsening of the social situation in 
Herrgården (Blomé,2010), led to a extreme crime situation in 2009. The social costs 
difference between 2005 and 2009 are drawn in Table 28, as an additional expense due to 
criminality in a deprived area compared to a socially well functioning area. This implies 
that by socially developing the area of Herrgården, a benefit of 95 SEK per square meter 
lies in the reduced crime rate within the area. 

Costs for the housing company 
 
The housing company MKB actively worked with the social development in the area by 
introducing campaigns that give the tenants there the possibility to participate in social life. 
Table 29 summarizes the measures that were taken according to Blomé (2010) in order to 
socially develop the area in Herrgården. 
 
Table 29: Measures to provide a social development (Blomé, 2010) 

Actions in order to provide social development 
Social projects 
Meeting house for younger people 
Annual festival 
Summer jobs for youngsters with rewards 
Children involvement in certain renovation activities (flowers, nest boxes)  
Educational network of schools, private companies and non-profit organizations 
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Blomé describes in his report (2010) that the above described measures were a key towards 
integrating the tenants in Swedish society and giving them access to a higher variety of 
opportunities to enhance their social welfare. In order to create these activities, investments 
were required which focused on the establishment of a network of non-profit organizations, 
schools and private businesses. Another cost was the sponsorship of actual project 
realizations. Furthermore, a person was acquired and full time employed in order to manage 
these social activities. Table 30 summarizes the costs for providing the social development 
in Herrgården outgoing from Blomé (2010) per square meter and compares them with a 
reference project that does not provide social activities. 
 
Table 30: Social costs in Herrgården outgoing from Blomé (2010) 

Year Herrgården Reference 
2006 13,5 SEK 1,3 SEK 
2007 13,5 SEK 1,3 SEK 
2008 7,5 SEK 1,3 SEK 
2009 7,5 SEK 1,3 SEK 
Sum 42 SEK 5 SEK 
Onetime costs 42 SEK – 5 SEK = 37 SEK 

 
Overall, an additional investment of around 37 SEK per square meter was required, which 
equals a total investment in social projects in Herrgården of around 1 Million SEK, in order 
to run the before described social projects. After the first two years, most projects were 
successfully ongoing and costs in salary could to a certain extend be saved. Therefore the 
costs for social projects decrease to about a half per year after 2007. 
 

Öster in Gävle 
 
Öster is a million programme housing district in Gävle, which is located between the main 
city and a new, attractive living environment close to the sea. Öster itself is due to 
infrastructural outline to a high degree isolated from its surroundings. The housing 
environment consists of 735 apartments, of which are two thirds 1-room and 2-room 
apartments instead of the in other million homes districts very common 3-room apartments 
(Öresjö et al., 2012). The average apartment size hence is adapted in Öster to 60m2. There 
is only one street available to accessthe area and a close by highway can be seen as a barrier 
to the city centre. As Öster was characterized by the common social problems and 
stigmatization of a Million Homes Programme environment, a surrounding renovation 
project was executed in order to bring up the area and integrate the different parts of the city 
in a better way. The social problems can be summarized in having had a high degree of 
immigration, apartment turnover, vacancies, a high crime rate and a bad image before the 
renovation project (Öresjö et al., 2012). 

Benefit for the housing company 
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Öresjö et al. (2012) have studied in their report the economical consequences of a social 
development in the area of Öster for the responsible housing company Gävlegårderna. In 
order to do so, the development of the operation and maintenance costs after the renovation 
project were studied and divided into cost parts for overall renting processes and specific 
social costs. Table 31 contains these social costs, quantified per square meter apartment for 
the year 2001 (before the renovation project) and year 2010 (after the renovation project) 
(Öresjö et al., 2012). 
 
Table 31: Social O&M cost development in Öster (Öresjö et al., 2012). 

Social O&M costs Year 2001 (before renovation) Year 2010 (after renovation) 
Gross negligence 2 SEK 2 SEK 
Graffiti 3 SEK 1 SEK 
Destroyed windows 13 SEK 1 SEK 
General destruction 5 SEK 4 SEK 
Disturbances 15 SEK 11 SEK 
Management of unpaid rents 2 SEK 0 SEK 
Total sum 40 SEK 19 SEK 
Yearly monetary benefit 40 SEK – 19 SEK = 21 SEK 

 
Summarizing the table above, the social development in Öster contributed to a reduction of 
operation and maintenance costs that amounts to yearly and is therefore a benefit for the 
housing company of yearly 21 SEK per apartment square meter. 

Costs for the housing company 
 
The social development process was based on the own initiative of the local tenants and the 
idea was to support these initiatives with professional guidance and monetary support by the 
housing estate Gävlegårdarna. The projects can be summarized into social events and the 
creation of business opportunities. On the one hand, there have been international 
celebrations, crayfish parties and Lucia celebrations hosted. On the other hand, meeting 
places were created in the basement of some houses, where tenants were responsible for the 
activities and apartments were converted into local stores and businesses. Table 32 
compares the costs of social initiatives with the total investment per square meter 
apartment. 
 
Table 32: Comparison between costs for social initiatives and total investment cost  

Total investment  3000 SEK 
Investment in tenant inclusion 67 SEK = 2% 
Social development projects 33,5 SEK = 1% 

 
The total investment in tenant inclusion in Öresjö et al.’s report (2012) can roughly be split 
equally towards investment into living quality and social development. The costs for living 
quality are taken up in the living quality section of the report. 
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With a share of 1% or 33,5 SEK per square meter, the investment of social activities holds a 
small share compared to total renovation investment. The social investment went to one 
third into administration and expenses and to two thirds into the salary of social project 
leaders. Öresjö et al. (2012) point out the difficulty to find the specific driver for the social 
development in the area. Instead, the authors say that a combination between the physical 
renovation and social initiatives led to an improvement of social welfare, which can in the 
end be measures in cost savings in Table 32. They emphasize though that the social 
initiatives were a crucial impacting factor towards a social improvement in the area. 

Fisksätra 
 
Blomé (2010) describes in his report about Fisksätra that the housing company Stena 
Fastigheter implemented “relationship administration” in the year 2003. 

Benefit for the housing company 
 
By focusing on social welfare of their tenants, the social operations and maintenance costs 
of the housing company developed in the year 2008 as presented in Table 33, compared to a 
Million Homes Programme reference area. 
 
Table 33: social O&M cost development in Fisksätra (Blomé, 2010) 

Social O&M costs Fisksätra (2008) Reference (2008) 
Gross negligence 0 SEK 10 SEK 
Graffiti 0 SEK 1 SEK 
Destroyed windows 2 SEK 4 SEK 
General destruction 5 SEK 4 SEK 
Disturbances 2 SEK 6 SEK 
Management of unpaid rents 1 SEK 1 SEK 
Total sum 10 SEK 26 SEK 
Yearly monetary benefit 26 SEK – 10 SEK = 16 SEK 

 
Table 33 shows that the benefit of a social development in the area is at yearly 16 SEK per 
square meter, as operation and maintenance costs are decreased in comparison to a regular 
Million Homes Programme environment. 

Costs for the housing company 
 
Towards social development, the taken actions are presented in Table 34. 
 
Table 34: Actions to provide a social development in Fisksätra (Blomé, 2010). 

Focus on youth: graffiti group, cleaning group, summer jobs, summer camps 
Cohesion between the tenants: Sponsoring of social activities – library, meeting places 
Extra jobs: stair hosts 
Network of social authorities: police, municipality, schools, tenant association 
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“Relationship administration” involves an effort towards both, living quality and social 
development. The efforts for improving living quality are presented in the next section of 
the report and total costs for working with “relationship administration” are cut in half 
between the two areas. The costs for the living company in order to run these social 
activities are summarized in Table 35. 
 
Table 35: Costs to run social activities (Blomé, 2010).  

Initiative Fisksätra (2008) Reference area (2008) 
Social project costs 3 SEK 1 SEK 
Personnel 1 SEK 0,5 SEK 
Stair hosts 0,5 SEK 0 SEK 
Sum 4,5 SEK 1,5 SEK 
Additional costs 4,5 SEK – 1,5 SEK = 3 SEK 

 
The yearly costs in order to run these very basic social initiatives as part of the “relationship 
administration” are compared to a comprehensive renovation project vanishingly small. 

Järvalyftet, Stockholm 
 
According to Barlow (2013), the renovation project Järvalyftet had a focus on increasing 
social welfare of the tenants. 

Benefit for society 
 
The project worked with comprehensive measures on an improvement of opportunities for 
the tenants. The variety of businesses got broadened during the renovation project by super 
markets and specialized stores. 
 
The renovation project itself and the increased opportunities after the area transformation 
led to the employment of at around 100 before workless locals. According to the article 
from Lind & Lundström (2008), the employment of a workless person has a society value 
of 240k SEK/ year, due to reduce social costs and increased buying power. As 5500 
apartments got renovated in Järvalyftet, an employment of 100 persons leads hence to a 
yearly value per apartment square meter of 57 SEK. 

4.5.4. Analysis 
Table 36 provides an overview of the monetary benefits that were created due to a social 
development in the different renovation projects. 
 
Table 36: Overview of the benefits from social development 

 Herrgården Öster Gårdsten Järvalyftet Fisksätra 
Benefits for society 
SEK/m2 
Employment   115 57  
Crime reduction 95  19   
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Fire reduction 29     
Tenant benefits   37   
Area image   12   
Benefits for a housing company 
SEK/m2 
Before  60 40   26 
After  20 19   10 
Saving 40 21   19 

 
In order to get a better understanding of how the values within the social development of a 
deprived area is connected to a renovation project, Figure 21 shows two different scenarios 
of a social development, outgoing from the collected data in Table 36 and the information 
from the conducted interviews. 
 

 
Figure 21 Social development 

The collected data suggests two different ways, about how to work with social development 
in a renovation project. The first strategy is to focus on small social investments, which 
mainly lead to a reduction of the housing company’s operation and maintenance costs. The 
second strategy is to have a focus on social development measures in order to turn a socially 
deprived living area around. The value that is thereby created can then be differentiated into 
value for society and cost savings in operation and maintenance costs for the housing 
company. 
 
1. Reduction of O&M costs – yearly average benefit for a housing company of 27 SEK/ m2 

due to 
-‐ Decrease of violent destruction in the housing area 
-‐ Decrease of disturbances in the housing area 
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Studies in Herrgården (Blomé,), Fisksätra (Blomé et al.,) and Öster (Öresjö et al.,) suggest 
that basic actions towards a social development have the potential to improve a housing 
company’s O&M cost structure. The investigated areas show an average yearly cost saving 
of 27 SEK/ m2. As problem households and especially young tenants are given support in 
their development, in all the three projects the costs decrease for violent destruction (broken 
windows, graffiti general destruction) and the handling of disturbances. 
 
2. Turn-around strategy – yearly benefit for society of 150-250 SEK/m2; yearly benefit of 

27 SEK/m2 for a housing company due to 
-‐ Reduction of unemployment rate 
-‐ Reduction of crime 
-‐ Increase of tenant well-being 
-‐ Decrease of destruction and disturbances 

 
Lind and Lundström (2008) investigated the benefit that the Herrgården renovation project 
generated for society. With comprehensive measures, social welfare of the tenants was 
improved significantly. This resulted in the employment of workless people, a reduction of 
the local crime rate and both a higher tenant buying power and willingness to invest money. 
The yearly value for society was calculated to 183 SEK/m2. In addition, a housing company 
can estimate a reduction of their operation and maintenance costs due to a lower degree of 
destruction, following strategy 1, of in average 27 SEK/m2. 
 
A big challenge lies in the problem of benefit creation for society, as today, a housing 
company mainly covers the costs for these benefits. A housing company is not profiting to 
the full extend from their efforts of turning around a socially deprived area with social 
development measures, while a housing company as the actual value creator does not profit 
from it in a monetary fashion. 
For example, Blomé’s study in Herrgården (2010) suggests that a certain degree of police 
and fire brigade costs can be saved with this basic degree of social development. After the 
renovation project, fire damages did not occur in the area anymore, resulting in cost savings 
at the fire department, which can be calculated to yearly 29 SEK/m2. 
 
According to Silverfur (2013, pers. comm.), a housing company here creates a benefit for 
society, from which the housing company does not directly profit. Despite creating a benefit 
in Herrgården of 29 SEK/m2, there are no routines established, by which a housing 
company could participate in this created benefit. This implies that a housing company has 
no other incentive than goodwill to create the benefit for society by a surrounding social 
development in their housing area. 

4.5.5. Summary 
The area social development was defined under the case study at the construction company 
as one of the five areas, as a Million Homes Programme is often characterized by a high 
degree of segregation and difficult social conditions. The idea was that a renovation of the 
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areas might have the potential to improve these social challenges and thereby create value 
for a housing company and society. 
 
The investigated projects and conducted interviews firstly made it possible to understand, 
which the decisive factors are that determine how big the potential benefit in social 
development in a Million Homes Programme is. The decisive factors are shown in Table 
37. 
 
Table 37: Decisive factors for social development 
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Decisive factors 
 
- Crime rate 
- Unemployment rate 
- Level of education 

 
The decisive factors allow measuring the degree of social development in an area (Homfeldt 
& Reutlinger, 2008). In a socially bad developed area, with a high crime and unemployment 
rate, there is a high benefit potential in social development. If the crime and unemployment 
rate in an area that is supposed to be renovated is already very low, then the potential in 
social development in this area is also low, because there is little to improve. 
 
The investigation allows making a statement about how high the value of a social 
development in a Million Homes area for the housing company and society might be. This 
value largely depends on the applied strategy of social development, as developed in the 
analysis. Social development can either focus on value maximization for the housing 
company (strategy 1) or value maximization for society (strategy 2) and a value proposition 
can therefore be translated into either towards a housing company or the tenants and 
society, resulting in gains and pains for the stakeholders in the respective cases. 
 

Value proposition for a housing company 
 
Table 38: Value proposition in social development desired by a housing company 

Attractive value proposition for society Impact on stakeholders 

Value Element	   Value for housing company	   Housing	  
company	  

Tenants	   Society	  
~ Benefit ~ Cost 	  

Social development 27 
SEK/m2 

35 
SEK/m2	   J 	   L 	   L 	  
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Gain for the housing company: The collected project data suggests that with a reasonable 
one time investment of ~35 SEK/m2, a housing company can decrease its operating and 
maintenance costs due to a decrease in violent destruction and disturbances, which results in 
a yearly benefit of in average 27 SEK/m2 and in the best case of 40 SEK/m2. 
 
Pain for tenants and society: The disadvantage for society with this value proposition is 
considerable, as almost the whole benefit potential is missed out. Social development is 
only achieved to a very limited extent and social distress due to unemployment, crime and 
the lack of education remains after the renovation project. The potential benefit in a social 
development for society of ~150-250 SEK/m2 is missed out. 

Value proposition for tenants and society 
 
Table 39: Value proposition in social development desired by tenants and society 

Attractive value proposition for society Impact on stakeholders 

Value Element	   Value for housing company	   Housing	  
company	  

Tenants	   Society	  
~ Benefit ~ Cost 	  

Social development 
75 
SEK/m2 

high 
	   L 	   J 	  

J 	  
100-‐200	  
SEK/m2	  

 
Gain for tenants and society: The precise benefit of a comprehensive social development in 
a Million Homes area is difficult to estimate. Outgoing from collected data in different 
renovation projects, the yearly benefit of a decreased crime and unemployment rate can 
each be estimated to ~75 SEK/m2. The benefit in lifting the image of the area can also be 
considered in terms of an increased buying power and property value. A roughly estimated 
yearly benefit of 100 - 200 SEK/m2 is faced by yearly costs of ~50 SEK/m2, as the 
Swedish employment office “Arbetsförmedlingen” pays for the employment of workless 
people. These costs are carried hence by society. 
 
Gain for the housing company: The costs of ~50 SEK/m2 that society pays in the form of 
“Arbetsförmedlingen” supports the housing company that employs the before unemployed 
locals in a renovations project. To the from strategy 1 calculated benefits of 27 SEK/m2 that 
are also created in this value proposition, the housing company hence gets another ~50 
SEK/m2, summing up to ~75 SEK/m2. 
 
Pain for the housing company: In order to socially turn around a Million Homes area, a 
housing company is facing considerable costs, while benefits stay on the same low level. 
Industry experts indicate in the interview that a housing company does not benefit enough 
from surrounding investments in a social development of the area. The benefit that is 
created for society is in the same time not a benefit for the housing company. Hence, a 
housing company has little incentive, to invest into business creation, education or the 
employment of locals. 
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4.6. Tenant Satisfaction 

4.6.1. Literature study 
Having in mind that unsatisfied tenants result in additional costs for a housing company by 
lower rents, high moving rates or in the worst case vacancies, one of the central efforts of a 
housing company is to have a high level of customer satisfaction. This level of satisfaction 
can be measured by a Customer satisfaction Index (Yueksel and Rimmington, 1998). 
 
A renovation project is a good opportunity in order to improve customer satisfaction and it 
is therefore of great interest, to find out, which actions should be in the centre of efforts. 
While a Million Programme environment is often described as an unsafe area with low 
social standards, it is not obvious to see what factors the tenants and involved people really 
see as the biggest areas of improvement in order to enhance their living quality. 
 
Therefore, this section aims for giving an overview on what the factors for customer 
satisfaction in different Million Programme areas are. Furthermore, patterns will hopefully 
be identified, in order to guide construction companies in their efforts to offer customer 
satisfaction by realizing a renovation project. Finally, the report aims for describing 
improvement potentials according to how much they influence the living quality, compared 
with the investment that is necessary to realize the improvement potential. 

4.6.2. Interview data 
The information from the interviews with the different stakeholders that are involved in 
renovation projects or hold expertise about the business can be structured in four different 
areas. These four different areas represent different perspectives on living quality that is 
impacted by a renovation project and what value it might contain. 

Ways of improving tenant satisfaction in a renovation project 
The interviewed experts are representing different perspectives, when it comes to the value 
of having satisfied tenants and the way of how to achieve tenant satisfaction. 
Amra Barlow (2013) from Svenska Bostäder differentiates between physical qualities and 
social qualities. In terms of physical changes in the area, she sees the contribution to the 
area safety as a key success factor and describes changes in locking systems and laundry 
machine locations as measures. According to her, the achieved living quality contributes 
even to user value and therefore impacts increases in rent. Redesign the whole area in 
refreshing measures towards making everything safer and look attractive will therefore 
contribute to a housing company’s revenues. On the cost side, satisfies customers will not 
want to move and a low turnover rate holds costs for the company down. Furthermore, 
people will take better care of the area, if they feel comfortable, resulting in lower company 
expenses for repairing damages and cleaning efforts. The counter side of these company 
values that can be captured by creating living quality, she says, is that living company is not 
created by the standard renovation measures. While a company focuses on functionality of 
the houses, tenants focus much more on design and that everything inside and outside looks 
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nice and clean. She therefore argues for an expansion of renovation activities towards an 
attractive environment. 
 
A business developer from the studied construction company (2013) differentiates this 
argumentation by referring to Maslow’s pyramid of needs. She claims that a nicely working 
new kitchen does not affect a tenant satisfaction considerably, if underlying needs are 
unfulfilled, such as feeling safe. She therefore argues for a prioritization of living quality, 
where a secured living is treated before focusing on an attractive environment. A social 
upgrade of the areas is in her view extremely important in order to impact a housing 
company’s financials, as explained by Barlow (2013). 
 
Lindvall (2013), industrial policy boss from Fastighetsägarna is critical towards the 
incentive of maximizing customer satisfaction for a housing company, as the connection to 
a company’s profitability is not clear to him. Especially a high degree of additional 
operation and maintenance in order to have highly satisfied customers is in his view 
unprofitable. On the other hand, Winkler (2013) from the private housing company Stena 
Fastigheter saw an improvement of customer satisfaction outgoing from renovation projects 
itself, despite higher rental costs for the tenants. The comprehensive indoor and outdoor 
renovation measures as a whole is the responsible driver for that according to him. Mats 
Winkler explains that a special attention also went towards creating a save environment, 
especially the route from public transportation access to the apartments. Here they worked 
with lighting and gardening measures. Jonsson (2013) from Väsbyhem even sees a core 
contribution to tenant satisfaction in the outdoor renovation. In their renovation project, this 
part of the renovation became a success and contributed to the acceptance of much higher 
rents afterwards. In his view, rent discussions often are accompanied by how satisfied the 
tenants are with the renovation project. 

 

Achieving tenant satisfaction during a renovation project 
The consensus between the consulted industry experts is that tenants can be taken care of in 
three different ways under a renovation project. Either it is possible for them to stay in their 
apartments or they move into another empty apartment or temporary pavilions are installed 
in order to create a living place during renovation. 
 
The first option of having people living in the apartments that are getting renovated is in a 
comprehensive renovation project basically impossible, as it comprises often of bathroom 
and kitchen renovations. However, if the actions allow tenants to stay at the apartments, 
Jonsson (2013) from Väsbyhem has some key qualities in mind that a construction company 
should possess. To these key activities, he counts compliance with renovation times, to 
furthermore not use any of the clients’ facilities and to not go to unrelated places in the 
apartment. He argues that if a renovation does not happen in a structured way, the number 
of complaints gets out of control and it will always be the housing company that 
experiences a lack of trust and potentially a higher turnover as a consequence. Winkler 
(2013) and Jonsson (2013) both point out that the time of a renovation project gets 
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considerably prolonged, if working with tenants that stay in the apartments, due to 
inefficient processes and complaints and that it impacts the costs of the project thereby. 
 
Between the experts, there is a discussion between the other two main strategies of handling 
the tenants. Barlow (2013) from Svenska Bostäder explains that they work with reserved 
empty apartments for a renovation project. The acceptance from tenants is much higher to 
move into empty apartments than into pavilions, which she calls barracks. She sees it as 
unrealistic to stay there longer than six month, while a big renovation could easily take up 
to a year for an apartment. Although fewer apartments are rented out under the renovation 
as a consequence, she says that compared to the costs for renting pavilions, there is not a big 
difference, as they have additional operations and maintenance costs as well. To organize 
these empty apartments is then up to the housing company, which therefore well in time 
only rents out a certain number of apartments on a timely limited basis, to make sure that 
they are empty when the renovation starts. Winkler (2013) from the private housing 
company Stena Fastigheter agrees with that way of organizing the tenants and further 
reveals that a construction company does not have any contact with the tenants in a 
renovation project with them. Here, a project has much more the characteristics of a new 
production for a construction company, as the focus lies on the actual construction activity 
instead of a consideration of the tenants. 
 
Compared to Barlow (2013), Jonsson (2013) sees the solution of pavilions as a good and 
realistic one. According to him, these pavilions actually provide a reasonable living 
standard. In addition, tenant acceptance for this solution is high, as it is connected to a lower 
rent due to a smaller living surface and a number of extra and free services, such as 
broadband, telephone and television. On the other hand, he considers as well that the 
pavilion solution brings high costs with it, as they are expensive and the moving of tenants 
has to be considered in a compensation payment, which also applies for the solution with 
empty apartments. Overall, he does not point out that the pavilions stand for a cost efficient 
solution, but much more meet the demands of the tenants under a renovation project. 
 
Berg (2013) from SABO then again argues that challenges could be to find a solution for 
older people, who might not find their new apartments and that schools and kinder garden 
should still be reachable. She sees the advantage of the solution with empty apartments 
compared to pavilions that in the best case, tenants only need to move once, from an old 
apartment to a renovated apartment. 

The communication with tenants 
According to different experts in the area of renovations, there are certain guidelines, which 
can differentiate from company to company, for how communication to the tenants gets 
successful. Furthermore, the experts argue for the consequences of having a good 
communication to tenants towards value creation under a renovation project. 
 
All experts agree on establishing structures, by which the communication channels reach to 
the lowest level of a tenant hierarchy, the individuals that are living there. Berg (2013) from 
SABO argues that there is no alternative to the instalment of reconstruction coordinators. 
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She describes these communication specialists as the connection between the tenants and 
the construction company. In this way, she sees communication happening in a personal, 
effective way in small corridor meetings, in which the consequences of the renovation 
project get communicated to the individuals. On the other hand, she doubts that meetings in 
too big groups are equally effective. Therese Borg sees the advantages of having a good 
level of communication to the tenants in a better renovation project execution. She refers to 
an example, in which an individual refused to leave the apartment when the project was 
supposed to start and the construction company forgot to also get allowance for entering the 
living areas and not only for renovating. A lawsuit like this implies a project delay of three 
month according to her. Winkler (2013) from the private housing company Stena 
Fastigheter however describes the process of getting the allowance for renovating an 
apartment as less complicated and puts hence less focus on communication efforts. He 
argues that if a renovation does not aim for providing luxury standard afterwards, a housing 
company gets direct approval for carrying out a renovation project. However, he also 
reflects over a complicated and costly process of raising the rent after a renovation project 
due to disagreement of tenants, which might be caused partly by a lack of communication 
under the project. Here he says that for one project, the trial took four years and although 
the rent is getting paid retroactively except of the first three month, the whole trial process 
consumes considerable resources. 
 
Väsbyhem’s Jonsson (2013) and Svenska Bostäder’s Barlow (2013) both describe the 
installment of coordinators under a renovation project comparable to the description of 
Therese Borg. Both describe the creation of a representative project group that consists of 
tenants and members of Väsbyhem respectively the renovation coordinators as a measure to 
create trust and facilitate communication towards tenants to update them about progress and 
following actions. Both also agree in the point that a construction company has to work in 
the same way in their communications in order to successfully carry out the project. Barlow 
(2013) sees the need to have personnel that is capable in working together with people, 
Jonsson (2013) stresses the importance of having the knowledge of how to work in a 
renovation environment, not only at a management level of a construction company, but 
also at a practical, working level. He refers to an example, where communication worked 
out very badly: Although announced to the tenants, the construction company did not show 
up at the apartments on the promised day. The housing company then has to take the blame 
for the incapability of the construction company, resulting in a bad relation between them. 
Hence, he is eager to see a concept of how tenant communication is realized when a 
construction company offers project realization. 

 

The need to let tenants take decisions 
In terms of how much the tenants should be involved in the decision-making, the opinions 
of different industry experts differ on a broad spectrum from as much involvement as 
possible to a very limited involvement. 
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Barlow from Svenska Bostäder (2013) was leading the Järva dialogue with the tenants in 
the Järva lyftet project, arguing that tenant satisfaction is highly influenced by the 
opportunity to decide themselves about renovation actions. She refers to the first stage of 
Järva lyftet, in which the housing company tried to simply push through the renovation 
project that they were aiming for, which resulted in a protest of the tenants and a complete 
renovation stop. Svenska bostäder was forced by tenant resistance to involve them to a 
much higher degree in a renovation project and the first failed project attempt resulted in a 
considerable loss of resources. She points out that even the ability to impact small actions, 
such as garden shaping or playground design, can make a big difference in customer 
happiness and openness towards a renovation project. 
 
Flyckt (2013) from Hyresgästföreningen argues in the same way, when saying that it is 
impossible to come with a standardized renovation approach to a million programme 
district. According to him, tenants’ needs differ and the willingness to accept higher rents 
after a renovation project is determined by if these individual needs are met in a renovation. 
He therefore sees an impact of tenant involvement on future income of the housing 
company in terms of additional rents. Flyckt (2013) furthermore refers to one example in 
which the housing company wanted to invest in providing a saver environment, until it got 
obvious that the tenants did not feel unsafe. He sees therefore the key of a successful 
renovation project in coming with a white paper approach to the tenants and changing under 
a renovation very specifically the factors that the living people want to have changed. He 
sees furthermore of key success factor to come into the project at an early stage in order to 
process a tenant dialogue. 
 
Berg from SABO (2013) explains a successful white paper approach in the renovation 
project in Öster, Gävle. She explains that the housing company discussed in groups with the 
tenants possible changes and outlined a renovation project outgoing from these meetings. 
She argues that the tenants involvement has led to a better environment overall, in which 
tenants value the property and houses much more and less gets therefore destroyed. She 
even sees a contribution of the tenants’ involvement regarding the positive development of 
safety in the area, lower vacancies and social cohesion, as people got to know each other 
under this involvement phase of the project. 
 
A business developer from a construction company (2013) states that there is a trade-off 
between the involvement of tenants and costs for a renovation project. At some point, when 
major needs of the tenants are identified, it is necessary to say stop. A serious dialogue, in 
which the focus lies on the outcome of the renovation project, is at some point more 
productive, than collecting countless numbers of comments from tenants about their 
perspective on a renovation. 
 
Jonsson (2013), construction and maintenance boss at Väsbyhem gives insights in their 
comparable approach: At their projects, tenants already got satisfied by the higher standard 
in the environment after the renovation, unrelated to their personal wishes and ideas 
regarding a renovation. Nevertheless, he saw the importance of involving the tenants, as it 
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saved costs in one concrete example, where Väsbyhem thought about reconstructing a 
tunnel in order to increase security impression. According to the tenants, this was not 
necessary and in the end, only lighting was improved there. On the other hand, he states 
Bror Jonsson states that even if some tenants are unhappy about a relatively high rent 
increase or attributes of the renovation projects, they took these decisions as a housing 
company in order to decrease project uncertainty regarding key outcomes. 
 
Lind (2013), professor within construction and building economy at KTH, represents the 
view in this discussion that the requirements of the tenants need to be integrated in the 
business model of a renovation company. A standardized approach for a good result is 
required, as it is not possible to let the tenants decide too much, outgoing from the need to 
act as a business. The tenants represent according to him a vast amount of different 
perspectives and these cannot be handled in an efficient way. 
 
Björling (2013), engineer from SABO, then again sees the advantages of these different 
views in getting apartments by renovating with high and potentially attractive variation for 
future tenants, but also refers on the other hand to higher renovation and maintenance costs 
due to lower standardization. 
 
Winkler (2013), real estate boss from Stena Fastigheter, adds his consideration of inefficient 
project processes and a too high variety of selection possibility impacting project 
profitability. Instead, Stena Fastigheter had the approach to get the commitment of the 
tenants to a renovation project by showing them reference apartments and asking then about 
concrete improvement suggestions. He saw the advantage of limiting the amount of tenant 
opinions, as they are getting confronted by a finished project of high quality. 

4.6.3. Project Data 
Herrgården, Malmö 
In Herrgården, the housing company MKB renovated in a comprehensive fashion 22% or in 
absolute value 294 apartments of the whole Herrgården district. Blomé (2010) has the 
approach to measure the success of the project in a monetary fashion and estimates 
therefore the value side outgoing from different parameters and the effort or cost side that 
was required in order to create this value. He estimates the yearly monetary results of the 
project and indicates that these calculations might be valid for a period of 15 years, until the 
renovation efforts need to be renewed due to wear and tear. 

Benefit for the housing company 
 
Parts of the cost savings that are specified in Blomé’s report (2010) can be assigned to an 
improved living quality in the area in Herrgården that MKB renovated. In addition, the 
housing company recognized that the involvement of the people living there in the 
renovation project led towards a higher awareness of the values in a property, increased 
caretaking of the tenants themselves of the area and important knowledge exchange 
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between the tenants and the housing staff (Blomé, 2010). Table 40 lists this cost 
development. 
 
Table 40: Cost savings from improved living quality (Blomé, 2010) 

Cost driver MKB Rest of Herrgården 
Turnover rate 19 SEK 68 SEK 
Vacancies 0 SEK 0 SEK 
Outdoor maintenance 12 SEK 23 SEK 
Refuse disposal 3 SEK 12 SEK 
Cleaning 23 SEK 30 SEK 
Total costs 57 SEK 133 SEK 
Yearly savings 133 SEK – 57 SEK = 76 SEK 

Apartment	  turnover	  
According to Blomé (2010), an average apartment turnover in a million home living 
environment can be related to costs of about 15k SEK. In 2006, before the renovation 
project, the turnover rate was around 20% in Herrgården and developed until 2010 in the 
area parts, which did not get renovated to 35% due to the dramatic downswing of the 
overall Rosengård area. However, the turnover rate in the apartments that got renovated by 
the housing company MKB, the turnover rate developed from 2006 to 2010 from 20% to 
10%. There is a 25% turnover difference between MKB’s apartments and the rest of 
Herrgården, which can be assigned to the better living quality there. Cost savings for this 
lower turnover rate amounts yearly to 39 SEK /apartment square meter. 

Vacancies	  
Due to the overall shortage of rental apartments in Sweden, neither in MKB’s apartments, 
nor in the rest of Herrgården did vacancies exist. 

Outdoor	  maintenance	  
The housing company had to spend fewer efforts into the caretaking process of the outer 
environment. The tenants themselves valued their living area after the renovation project 
much more and took themselves initiative in keeping facilities in a good shape. 

Refuse	  disposal	  
Costs associated with waste problems were significantly reduced for the housing company. 
Tenants showed after the renovation project a higher responsibility in keeping the area clean 
and waste facilities and routines were improved (Blomé, 2010), as the tenants requested this 
for having a higher living standard. 

Cleaning	  costs	  
The cleaning costs contained the external contractor’s fee. Although the cleaning frequency 
was vastly increased, costs for this effort went down, as it increased the satisfaction of 
tenants (Blomé, 2010). Cleaning problems were dealt with immediately instead of leaving it 
and having to deal then with the even bigger consequences of a bad cleaning effort. 
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Costs for the housing company 
 
In order to provide a considerable improvement of living quality to the tenants, the housing 
company MKB saw it as a crucial activity, to have a dialogue with the tenants in order to 
find out what their key requests are (Blomé, 2010). Furthermore, tenants were actively 
involved in the decision making process of important renovation aspects, Blomé (2010) 
refers to the selection of materials, colour and design elements indoors as well as in the 
outer environment. The involvement of the tenants was realized by projects in cooperation 
with the construction company, which represented additional costs to the renovation project, 
represented in Table 41. 
 
Table 41: Additional costs by focusing on living quality (Blomé, 2010). 

Year Tenants involvement costs 
2006 13,5 SEK 
2007 13,5 SEK 
2008 7,5 SEK 
2009 7,5 SEK 
Cost Sum 42 SEK 
Project duration Much longer than without involvement 

 
Outgoing from Blome (2010), the costs for identifying tenants’ needs in joint development 
projects, the project costs were calculated as a half of the total social costs of the renovation 
project. As an estimation, these costs were split equally into living quality and the before 
treated social development process. The total costs per square meter for involving the 
tenants therefore amounts to 42 SEK per tenants, or 1M SEK in total. 
 
The housing company describes the project progress as a very time-consuming process, but 
on the other hand as a necessity, as both company staff and tenants were satisfied in the end 
with the result of the renovation project. The long project time can be seen though as 
inefficiency that implies further project costs (Blomé, 2010). Table 42 summarizes key 
needs of the tenants that were taken care of, under the renovation project. 
 
Table 42: Tenant needs taken care of under the renovation project (Blomé, 2010) 

Need for outdoor security 
Need for new outdoor qualities 
Solving the problem of littering in the area  
Renewal of stairs, hallways, escalators 
Condition of kitchen and bathroom 
Condition of walls, doors and floors 

 
Outgoing from what the tenants saw as an improvement in living quality, one prioritization 
under the renovation project was, as displayed in Table 42, towards the redesign of the outer 
environment. A new concept of lighting was implemented in order to avoid dark corners. 
Parking spots were reconstructed into private areas in order to get the tenants to feel save 
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when using them. The outdoor environment was completely redesigned, beginning with 
gardens of flowers, followed by to the construction of benches, ballgame areas, barbecue 
areas and playgrounds.  
 
The focus towards the outdoor environment of the housing district proved to be a 
considerable contributor to the tenants and visitors perception of the area, according to the 
housing company MKB (Blomé, 2010). It increased the attractiveness of the area and 
impacted safety levels considerably. This focus on the environment of the actual buildings 
can be seen as an additional cost, compared to a traditional building renovation. In order for 
a housing company to capture the above described monetary value in living quality, an 
additional investment into the renovation of the whole area in Herrgården was necessary. A 
certain share of the total investment per apartment of 280k SEK went hence into specific 
and additional actions in the housing environment in order to achieve a living quality of the 
tenants. 

Öster, Gävle 

Benefit for society 

Customer	  satisfaction	  level	  development	  
The housing company measured before and after the project different indications about how 
high the living quality in the area is perceived by the tenants. Table 43 contains a summary 
outgoing from Öresjö, Blomé and Petersson (2012). 
 
Table 43: Living quality in Öster (Öresjö, Blomé and Petersson (2012). 

Customer satisfaction 2004 2011 
Area safety 54% 77% 
Apartment/ car safety 50% 75% 
Cleanness 62% 77% 
Area attractiveness 78% 90% 

 
All the indicators for living quality in the area from 2004 to 2011 indicate that the area 
experienced under the renovation period an upswing. This upswing results in a change in 
the cost structure of the housing company Gävlegårderna. 

Benefit for the housing company 
 
Öresjö, Blomé and Petersson (2012) list in their operations and maintenance cost 
comparison of the housing company Gävlegårderna between 2001 and 2010 different cost 
drivers. Some of these cost drivers can be connected to the improved living quality after the 
renovation project. The given costs are displayed below in Table 44. The costs are given per 
square meter apartment, with the consideration that the apartment size in Öster is in average 
60 square meters instead of the industry wide typical size of around 77 square meters. 
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Table 44: Benefit in O&M cost savings in Öster (Öresjö, Blomé and Petersson, 2012). 

Cost driver Year 2001 (before renovation) Year 2010 (after renovation) 
Turnover rate 68 SEK 20 SEK 
Vacancies/ unpaid rents 70 SEK 22 SEK 
Outdoor maintenance 6 SEK 2 SEK 
Refuse disposal 6 SEK 2 SEK 
Cleaning 22 SEK 11 SEK 
Total costs 172 SEK 57 SEK 
Yearly benefit 172 SEK – 57 SEK = 115 SEK 

 

Turnover	  rate	  
Outgoing from the renovation project, the turnover rate developed from 2001 to 2010 from 
38% to 22%. Calculating with the average cost for a turnover of 15k SEK (Blome, 2010), 
the benefit per square meter after the renovation project amounts to 48 SEK. 

Vacancies	  
The rate of vacancies in Öster before the renovation project was at around 10% of the total 
amount of the 735 apartments and developed to 0% vacancies after the renovation project. 
The increased living quality due to the renovation project raised the attractiveness of the 
area and thereby increased demand of tenants for these apartments. There are still cases of 
unpaid rents that bring yearly costs of 22 SEK per square meter with them. The benefit in 
reducing vacancies results therefore in 48 SEK/m2. 

Indoor	  and	  outdoor	  qualities	  (maintenance,	  refusal,	  cleaning)	  
The raised standard led towards decreased costs in handling disposal, cleaning and 
caretaking of equipment. 17 SEK per square meter are yearly reduced in costs for the 
housing company. 

Costs for the housing company 
 
In order to identify, how the living quality can be improved from a standpoint of the 
tenants, projects in which the housing company worked together with tenants were carried 
out. In these projects, the two stakeholders worked together on renovation solutions and 
identified desired new qualities in the area. Table 45 contains the costs for the total 
investment per apartment square meter and the share of it that accounts for the projects with 
tenants in order to improve living quality outgoing from the report of Öresjö, Blomé and 
Petersson (2012). 
 
Table 45: Cost of tenant inclusion compared to total investment cost (Öresjö, Blomé and Petersson 
2012). 

Total investment per apartment 3000 SEK 
Investment in tenant inclusion 67 SEK = 2% 
Living quality projects 33,5 SEK = 1% 
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A 1% share of the total investment was dedicated towards projects with tenants in order to 
increase living quality. In total, this results in an investment of around 1,5M SEK. 
Table 46 summarizes the measures that were necessary to implement the findings from 
these tenant projects in order to increase their living quality.  
 
Table 46: Measures that impact tenant satisfaction (Öresjö, Blomé and Petersson, 2012). 

Safety and security 
Attractive environment 
Free time opportunities  
Infrastructure 

Safety	  and	  security	  
This area was highly prioritized by the tenants and required comprehensive changes in the 
area. The entre parts of the houses, storages and garages were reconstructed and designed 
more open. Furthermore, the outside environment was changed towards a better lighting 
and the avoidance of dark corners in order to provide a better safety standard.  

Attractive	  environment	  
In the first meetings with the tenants, the frustration level was high, as the tenants felt 
highly unsatisfied about how the environment looks like. The actions in order to change this 
dissatisfaction focused early on heavily on a refreshment of the houses, changes of colour 
elements and a higher garden quality. The main goal was to make the environment look 
nice and attractive. 

Free	  time	  activities	  
The campaign “An active Öster” led towards activities for all population groups in Öster 
and involved directly in the campaign 12.000 h of involvement of the tenants. 

Infrastructure	  
The concerns of the renovation project towards a better living quality involved the 
connection of public transportation towards the city centre and schools. The whole way 
from the housing environment to the school facilities was revised and concepts where 
worked out towards how the district could be integrated into the city. Here lies a big and 
still unsolved challenged, which seems to continuously affect segregation and social 
isolation. 
 
Overall, as Table 47 shows, these identified fields for providing living quality, led the focus 
away from renovating the actual apartments and houses and focusing instead as a second 
focus on measures affecting the whole area. 
 
Table 47: Overall investment distribution 

Investment in houses and apartments 3000 SEK = 57% 
Investment in other measures 2263 SEK = 43% 
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Affären Gårdsten - Göteborg 

Benefit for the housing company 
 
Table 48: Cost development at Gårdsten (Larsson and Seglert, 2011) 

Cost driver Year 1996 (before renovation) Year 2011 (after renovation) 
Turnover rate 43 SEK 25 SEK 
Vacancies 201 SEK 0 SEK 
Rent increase factor 12 SEK 0 SEK 
Sum 256 SEK 25 SEK 
Monetary value 256 SEK – 25 SEK = 231 SEK 

Turnover	  rate	  
According to Larsson and Seglert (2011), the turnover rate before the renovation project can 
be defined as extremely high, as Gårdsten back then was somewhat of a switchboard. 
Tenants were moving in and quickly out again. In 2011, the relocation degree of 13% in the 
housing estate is described as a low amount and at the level of the overall corporate 
turnover rate of Gårdstensbostäder. A relocation rate of 13% results in yearly square meter 
costs of 25 SEK, when calculating with the industry standard of 15k SEK per turnover. 

Vacancies	  
According Larsson and Seglert (2011), of the 2700 apartments that were renovated by the 
housing company Gårdstensbostäder, 823 apartments stood empty in 1996, before the 
renovation project. A vacancy rate of almost 30% in the housing area resulted in a missed 
rent income of yearly 41,8M SEK or 201 SEK per total apartment square meter when 
calculating with the rental income of 659 SEK from 1996. 

Rent	  increase	  factor	  
An additional 12 SEK for renting out these before vacant apartments at a higher rent than in 
1996 due to the renovation project can be considered as an additional value creation. 

 
Fisksätra, Stockholm 
 
In Fisksätra, the housing company Stena Fastigheter works with “relationship 
administration” since 2006. Although this project does not involve a big renovation activity, 
the idea is to provide increased living quality by working closely together with the tenants 
and following up their demands to an as high extend as possible (Winkler, 2013). 
According to Winkler (2013), this way of administration impacts both the satisfaction level 
of the tenants and the cost distribution of the housing company. In order to assess this 
statement, reports from Blomé (2010) about the area and police reports (Brå, 2011) were 
assessed. 
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Benefit for society 

Local police reports (Brå, 2011) measure the quality of living in the housing district of 
Fisksätra by assessing different key indicators, which are represented in Table 49 on a scale 
from 0% (best) to 100% (worst). 
 
Table 49: Measures for quality of living (Brå, 2011) 

 Fisksätra (2006) Fisksätra (2010) Tensta (reference) 
Housebreaking 20% 10% 53% 
Garage safety 23% 9% 41% 
 Hässelby gård 
Damaging 22% 11% 28% 
Mugging, assault 12% 4% 20% 

 
In all the different indicators for living quality, Fisksätra develops within the period of 
having “relationship administration”. In fact, Fisksätra represents the best values for all the 
compared areas and leads the investigation. 

Benefit for the housing company 
 
Blomé (2010) researches the benefit for the housing company Stena Fastigheter by working 
with “relationship administration”. The cost drivers that are affected by the prevalent living 
quality are listed in Table 50 and compared to a reference project of the same estate level, in 
order to draw an impact of the “relationship administration”. 
 
Table 50: Impact of relationship administration (Blomé, 2010). 

Cost driver Fisksätra 2008 Reference 2008 
Turnover rate 22 SEK 28 SEK 
Vacancies/ unpaid rents 3 SEK 7 SEK 
Outdoor maintenance 1 SEK 7 SEK 
Refuse disposal 1 SEK 7 SEK 
Cleaning 8 SEK 12 SEK 
Total costs 35 SEK 61 SEK 
Yearly benefit 61 SEK – 35 SEK = 26 SEK 

 
The findings of Table 50 show that by changing the administration towards a focus on 
tenants’ relations, there can be achieved a value creation for a housing company without an 
actual renovation project. In this example in Fisksätra, the housing company Stena 
Fastigheter saves 26 SEK per square meter compared to a regular administration in a 
reference project by working with their relationship administration. 
 

Järvalyftet, Stockholm 

Benefit for society 
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In order to measure, how the tenants perceived the change in living quality over the 
renovation project, Svenska Bostöder processed their own study on customer satisfaction 
index (NKI) during the for the different housing districts over the renovation years. The 
Index reaches from 0 as worst, to 100 as best. Table 51 summarizes the results of the three 
drivers that Svenska Bostäder was focusing their efforts on and summarizes them with the 
values from Stockholm’s inner city as a comparable. 
 
Table 51: NKI results of Järvalyftet project 

District Safety Apartments Service 
 2007 2011 2007 2011 2007 2011 
Inner City 83 79 74,5 73,5 80 77,5 
Järva 
Lyftet 

61.5 72 68 73,5 68 77,5 

Akalla 66 68 74 68 78 76 
Husby 57 71 66 73 63 77 
Rinkeby 59 81 67 77 68 84 

 

Costs for the housing company 
 
Before beginning with the renovation project Järvalyftet, there were comprehensive studies 
carried out towards what the tenants want to have improved, or in other words, where the 
tenants see the potential to have living quality increased. In the following section, 
summaries of comprehensive data collections are presented for two specific areas of Järva: 
Akalla and Husby. The purpose of the data presentation is to show the main strength and 
weaknesses in living before the renovation project and how the tenants’ evaluation of their 
area changed after the renovation project. 
 
Table 52 shows a summary of the five most named categories that tenants of Akalla and 
Husby mentioned as strengths and as weaknesses of the area. 
 
Table 52: The five most named categories of the Järva dialogue 

Category - positive Share of 2541 Category - negative Share of 2117 
Nature, free time 41% Social environment 21% 
Social environment 15% Centre, malls, meeting places 20% 
Administration, Apartments 13% Administration, Apartments 17% 
Public Transportation 10% Nature, free time 12% 
Centre, malls, meeting places 9% Traffic, infrastructure 11% 

 
Table 52 gives an overview, in which areas the tenants of Akalla and Husby see their needs 
on the one side fulfilled and on the other side the biggest need for improvement in their 
living quality. The collected information of the Järva dialog can hence be utilized in order 
to assess, where a renovation project could improve the living quality of the tenants the 
most and which measures would have little effect. Therefore, the five categories for positive 
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and negative qualities of the living conditions in the Million Programme environments in 
Akalla and Husby are broken down and evaluated. This is done in detail in appendix.  

Measures	  to	  provide	  living	  quality	  
As a result of the dialog with tenants, further evaluated in appendix, Svenska Bostäder 
formed main goals for a renovation project: 
 

-‐ Providing safety: The biggest part of all negative comments (around 10%) 
expressed concerns in safety. 
 

Therefore, Svenska Bostäder undertook during the renovation project a number of actions to 
increase safety provision for their tenants. Barlow (2013) described the moving of laundry 
machines from the basement into rooms with windows, so that other tenants could see the 
activity in the room. Furthermore, new locks were installed that decreased the possibility of 
burglary. In order to meet the challenge of youth gangs and criminals, the housing company 
also aimed for providing a better perspective to their tenants by offering jobs under and 
after the renovation project. To offer work implied that tenants did not have the incentive 
and time anymore to threaten others out of desperation or to secure their living standard by 
criminal actions. 
 

-‐ Apartment and outdoor modernization and administration 
 

Barlow (2013) described the refreshment of the company’s apartments and the exteriors as a 
crucial activity in providing living quality to the tenants. According to her, the design and 
that everything looks new was more important than technical details or to some extent 
functionality. Houses and apartments got therefore painted and equipped with new 
furniture. Another key action in order to provide living quality was the internal changes at 
Svenska bostäder towards a better way of administration. According to Barlow (2013), the 
effort to kept the whole housing complex clean and in shape by a better administration 
service got considerably increased. According to her, Svenska Bostäder changed in some 
way their working culture from providing apartments towards seeing the tenants as 
customers. Here the housing company tried to communicate much more with the people 
from the area, listen to their needs and provide an attractive, clean and safe living 
environment by a continuous administration effort in the area. 
 

-‐ Cultural opportunities 
 

Cultural opportunities were to some extend implemented under the renovation project. In 
Husby, the so-called Husbyträff was built, were people could gather and clubs or 
associations could arrange meetings. Also, the variety of available shops was complemented 
with food stores, as a number of tenants had critique towards product offerings in the centre. 
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4.6.4. Analysis 
 
Within the investigated renovation projects, the factor of an improved tenant satisfaction 
can be quantified by three different decisive factors: the vacancy rate before and after the 
project, the turnover rate of apartments or in other words how often tenants move and the 
impact of an improved living quality on the operations and maintenance costs of a housing 
company. The findings from the investigated projects above are summarized according to 
these decisive factors in Table 53.  
 
Table 53: Benefit in tenant satisfaction 

Value side Herrgården Öster Gårdsten Järvalyftet Fisksätra Kvarngärdet 
Vacancies 
Before 
% 0 10 30 0 0 0 
SEK/m2 0 70 201 0 0 0  
After 
% 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SEK/m2 0 22 0 0 0 0 
Saving 
SEK/m2 0 48 201 0 0 0 
Turnover rate 
Before 
% 35 38 22 high  10 
SEK/m2 68 74 43  28 20 
After 
% 10 22 13 13  20 
SEK/m2 20 43 25 25 22 39 
Saving 
SEK/m2 48 31 18  6 -19 
Area caretaking O&M costs 
Before 
SEK/m2 65 34   33  
After 
SEK/m2 38 15   22  
Saving 
SEK/m2 27 19   11  

 
The summary according to Table 53 shows, that a renovation project has the potential to 
impact all the three costs that are influenced by the degree of living quality in the area. 
However, it also shows that in some cases, a cost driver could not be improved, as it was 
already on an ideal level, as with vacations. Furthermore, a renovation project can even 
influence the costs for a company in a negative way, as shown in the Kvarngärdet project, 
where the turnover rate after the renovation projects doubles. 
 
In order to be able to analyse the impact of tenant living quality on a more general level, the 
results of Table 53 are plotted in Figure 22. Here, yearly square meter costs for vacancies, 
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apartment turnover and operation and maintenance costs are related to the rent level of all 
the apartments. The rent level stands for the level of tenant satisfaction, because the rent in 
Sweden is set after the user value, which is closely related to the tenant satisfaction. An 
alternative for the graph would be, to use the direct measuring of customer satisfaction in 
the areas, as presented in some of the projects above. These measuring though were not 
available for the majority of projects and are furthermore difficult to compare between 
different projects, as these measuring do not follow a standardized approach. 
 

 
Figure 22: Costs in living quality 

The cost development of vacancies, turnover rate and additional O&M costs can be divided 
according to Figure 22 into three different stages over an increasing rent level. 
 

1. Low tenant satisfaction = monthly rent less than 4800 SEK 
-‐ High apartment turnover rate, average = 32%, average costs = 62 SEK/m2 
-‐ High additional O&M costs, average = 40 SEK/m2 
-‐ Partly vacancy rates, mostly no vacancies, up to 201 SEK/m2 

 
From interviews with Barlow (2013) and Berg (2013) and reports from Öresjö, Blomé and 
Petersson (2012) and Blomé (2010) it can be summarized that in areas with a low living 
quality, tenants are showing little self responsibility towards the area and often have little 
ambitions to stay for a long period. In few areas, which were deprived to a too high degree, 
apartments even stood empty (Öresjö, Blomé and Petersson, 2012). Overall, due to the 
shortage of apartments in the Swedish rental housing market, vacancies though are very 
unusual and can be found very case specific only. 
 
Total costs that are related to providing a low tenant satisfaction can be summed up from 
the three identified contributors to 102 SEK/m2 and considerable additional costs for 
potential vacancies (up to 201 SEK/m2) 
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2. Reasonable living quality = monthly rent 4800 – 6400 SEK  
-‐ Low apartment turnover rate, average = 14%, average costs = 27 SEK/m2 
-‐ Low additional O&M costs, average = 25 SEK/m2 
-‐ No vacations 

 
In a well-functioning, solid living area, which satisfies the tenants’ basic needs, the turnover 
rate gets significantly lowered due to less incentive for the tenants to move. Furthermore, 
they themselves take better care of the area, as they value their living conditions (Flykt, 
2013, pers. comm.; Barlow, 2013, pers. comm.; Blomé, 2010). In none of the investigated 
projects, vacancies existed. 
 
Total costs for providing a decent living quality are in average at 52 SEK/ m2. 
 

3. Competitive living quality = monthly rent higher than 6400 SEK 
-‐ Increasing apartment turnover rate, towards ~20%, average costs = 40 SEK/m2 
-‐ Low additional O&M costs, average = 25 SEK/m2 
-‐ No vacations 

 
In a competitive living environment, tenants with higher requirements and buying power are 
located. According to Winkler (2013 pers. comm.), Jonsson (pers. comm.) and Blomé 
(2010), these tenants are screening the housing market to a higher degree and are willing to 
move, if they find a better option. 
 
Due to this higher turnover rate, the company costs in a competitive living environment are 
at 65 SEK/m2. 
 
If a housing district, which characterized by a low living quality (rent level below 4800 
SEK/month), there is a cost saving potential by increasing living quality of 50 SEK/m2 for 
a reduction in vacancies and additional O&M costs. Furthermore, in case of vacancies, 
considerable additional costs up to 200 SEK/m2 can be saved by a renovation project. 
 
In case that the housing area is characterized by a stable living quality (rent level ~6000 
SEK/month), there is no high potential of value creation by enhancing living quality, as the 
environment gets more and more competitive. Vacancies do not exist anymore; O&M costs 
and apartment turnover are already on the lowest level and rather tend to increase with 
further increasing living quality towards 65 SEK/m2. 

Measures to take 
In order to capture the value of living quality when increasing the living standard under a 
renovation project, the investigated projects suggest two different key activities 
 

1. Active involvement of the tenants 
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All the renovation projects indicated that an active involvement of the tenants in some way 
is a necessity for a comprehensive renovation project. 
 

-‐ Power of the tenants 
Two projects showed that tenants have the power to prevent a planned renovation project 
from happening. Barlow (2013 pers. comm) described a first and failed approach, in which 
Svenska Bostäder tried to renovate the first building of Järvalyftet in an ignorant and 
deciding approach towards the tenants, which resulted in large scaled demonstrations and an 
aggressive atmosphere in the environment and finally led to reconsideration towards a 
project with an extensive tenant involvement. One project part in Gårdsten, where the 
housing company acted to decisive also led to resource consuming demonstrations. 
 

-‐ Prevention of unnecessary renovation activities 
In the interviews, insights were gained towards that an active tenant could circumvent 
expensive and as necessary considered renovation actions. In the Sigma project, Jonsson 
(2013) describes that they planned to extensively renovate a narrow tunnel, as the housing 
company considered it as a safety-limiting factor in the area. A dialogue with the tenants 
resulted in reducing these actions to an improved lighting system in the tunnel, as the 
tenants did not consider the tunnel as a dangerous spot. Barlow (2013 pers. comm) explains 
in general that she made the experience that small changes in the appearance of the housing 
environment that the tenants like, can have a significant impact on the perception of living 
quality. It is a win-win situation for the company, to find these demanded changes. 
According to Flyckt (2013 pers. comm), the rent negotiations also get simplified, when the 
renovation is done in line with the expectations of the tenants. They show a willingness to 
contribute their share in terms of higher rents. 
 
According to the collected data, additional costs for involving the tenants mainly focus on 
the personnel in order to create a tenant dialogue. Project leaders and construction 
coordinators are required, who are capable of speaking with the local people (Flyckt, 2013 
pers. comm.; Barlow, 2013 pers. comm.; Berg, 2013 pers. comm.). According to three 
different projects in Herrgården, Öster and Fisksätra, costs for active tenants involvement 
lie at around 1% of the total investment per square meter. The onetime cost over the whole 
renovation period was hence about 40 SEK/ m2. The project Fisksätra, in which 
“relationship administration” is utilized even suggest that on-going social projects after the 
renovation with costs of 6 SEK/ m2 could be reasonable in order to keep the state of 
improved living quality. 
 

2. Renovation towards living quality 
 
Outgoing from the conducted interviews, two different focuses in a renovation project can 
be pointed out in order to provide living quality. 
 

-‐ Safety increasing measures 
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All projects involved extensive discussions around increasing safety standards in the areas. 
Key improvement areas were the avoidance of dark corners by an improved lighting 
(Jonsson, 2013 pers. comm.; Berg, 2013 pers. comm.; Ida Larsson & Therése Seglert, 
2011), safe garages and apartments by private areas and improved locking systems (Winkler 
2013 pers. comm.; Blomé, 2010) and safe ways to private transportation. Winkler (2013 
pers. comm.) even indicates that in this area, cooperation with the municipality is possible, 
as there are often interfaces. 
 

-‐ Attractivity of the area 
The majority of project sources indicate that an improvement of the actual appearance of 
the living area has to be prioritized when having the objective to improve living quality 
(Larsson & Seglert, 2011; Barlow, Jonsson). In Gårdsten, investments targeted a creation of 
“human scale” (Larsson & Seglert, 2011), the area got much lighter, more colourful and 
inviting for tenants and guests. Barlow (2013 pers. comm) describes parts of the renovation 
project as having the purpose that everything gets nice and fresh and focuses on gardens and 
more appealing buildings from the outer side.  
 
The costs for providing safety and appearance improvements are included in the investment 
for the whole project within the first part of the report. It has to be considered that other 
competencies than construction skills are required, towards social, design and safety 
capabilities. 

4.6.5. Summary 
 
The area social development was defined under the case study at the construction company 
as one of the five areas, as a Million Homes Programme is often characterized by a high 
degree of segregation and difficult social conditions. The idea was that a renovation of the 
areas might have the potential to improve these social challenges and thereby create value 
for a housing company and society. 
The investigated projects and conducted interviews firstly made it possible to understand, 
which the decisive factors are that determine how big the potential benefit in social 
development in a Million Homes Programme is. The decisive factors are shown inTable 37. 
 
Table 54: Decisive factors for tenant satisfaction 
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Investigating the decisive factors in a Million Homes area gives indication, how high the 
improvement potential in tenant satisfaction in the area is. This gives indications on the 
benefit potential of improving tenant satisfaction in an area. In an area that has a high 
vacancy and turnover rate and that faces challenges in keeping the area clean, has a high 
benefit potential in improving tenant satisfaction. Furthermore, the housing company’s 
capabilities in involving the tenant in renovation processes and decisions need to be 
considered, as this proved to be a crucial in the investigation. 
 
The analysis of project and empirical data sets in the analysis showed that tenant 
satisfaction in a Million Homes program can be lifted onto two different levels, depending 
on if the intention of the renovation project as a whole is to deliver value to a housing 
company or to the tenants.  
 

Value proposition for a housing company 
 
Table 55: Value potential of tenant satisfaction desired by a housing company 

Attractive value proposition for a housing company Impact on stakeholders 

Value Element	   Value for housing company	   Housing	  
company	  

Tenants	   Society	  
~ Benefit ~ Cost 	  

Tenant satisfaction 27 
SEK/m2 

35 
SEK/m2	   K 	   L 	   K 	  

 
Gain for the housing company: The value proposition to the housing company, as shown in 
Table 55, implies that the level of tenant satisfaction gets increased considerably, 
corresponding in the Swedish user value system into a high rent increase. The vacancy rate 
and degree of littering in the area gets improved, resulting in a value for the housing 
company of 37 SEK/m2, while the turnover rate does only decrease insignificantly, as the 
tenants are willing to move and think competitively about apartment options. 
 
Pain for the tenants: Especially in the Million Homes areas, the buying power of most 
tenants is limited and a high customer satisfaction increase in this scenario results for the 
most tenants in having to move away, as the premium living quality is not affordable. 
Hence there is for the current tenants no benefit in increasing the tenant satisfaction to a 
high degree. 
 

Value proposition for tenants and society 
 

Table 56: Value potential of tenant satisfaction desired by tenants and society 

Attractive value proposition for tenants and society Impact on stakeholders 
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Value Element	   Value for housing company	   Housing	  
company	  

Tenants	   Society	  
~ Benefit ~ Cost 	  

Social development 50 
SEK/m2 

35 
SEK/m2	   J 	   J 	   K 	  

 
Gain for the housing company: In the value proposition to tenants and society, as shown in 

Table 56, the intention is to satisfy the needs of the tenants that are currently living there, 
which enhances their identification with the area and motivates them to take care of the in- 
and outdoor environment. This value proposition removes according to project data 
potential vacancies and lowers the turnover rate and the degree of littering considerably and 
results in a benefit of around 50 SEK/m2. 
 
Pain for the housing company: Although this scenario even increases the benefit in tenant 
satisfaction for a housing company from around 37 SEK/m2 to 50 SEK/m2, compared to 
raising the standard even more, it also limits the potential of increasing the rents, as it is 
directly connected to the living standard. 
 
Gain for the tenants: As project data suggests, the satisfaction level of tenants, often 
measured in terms of safety perception and satisfaction with apartments, service and 
outdoor environment, can be improved considerably. Renovation projects in Järva and 
Fisksätra, which followed this approach, indicate that tenants identified with the area much 
more after the renovation project and it felt for them like it was their “home place”. 
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4.7. The Partnering Concept 

4.7.1. Introduction 
In the Swedish construction industry the client, consultants, entrepreneur and other key 
stakeholders have traditionally worked separately in classical turnkey projects. The 
stereotype of such a project is that one party orders something to be built and that the other 
party delivers a final product without any cooperation between the parties (Karlsson & 
Lindfors, 1999). As all players have been working with different parts they have been trying 
to make the best out of own interests and seek to maximize their own profit (Rhodin, 2012). 
This working method has lead to certain distrust of each other’s reliability and to project 
inefficiency (Karlsson & Lindfors, 1999). During recent years, however, a working concept 
called partnering has evolved in the construction industry that implies a closer collaboration 
with all stakeholders of a project. The idea is that by bringing together all parties involved 
that would create trust and a better end result as all not only focus on maximizing own 
profits but consider the success of the whole project. This chapter aim to evaluate the value 
of the partnering concept and explore its application and possibility to reduce waste and 
improve project efficiency in a renovation project.   

4.7.2. Literature Study 
Improving Project Efficiency 
In order to identify how partnering can make a project more efficient, it needs to be 
determined what efficiency is and what improvement opportunities there are in a 
construction project. In terms of efficiency in a project, previous literature has proposed 
methodologies for solving the time-cost trade-off (Siemens, 1971;Moselhi, 1993). As an 
example of the time-cost trade-off, more expensive resources in terms of equipment and 
more workers would save time but also raise costs. On the other hand, a reduction of time or 
cost could also lead to low quality of the construction project (Ganguly, Sahoo & Das, 
2013). As mentioned by Avots (1984), once a project has been completed the cost trade-off 
is no longer an issue but the quality or performance of the job that was done in the project. 
Therefore, evaluating the efficiency of a construction project consist of an optimal 
combination of minimal time and costs with maximum quality or performance, referred to 
as time-cost-quality trade-off (Ganguly, Sahoo & Das, 2013)  
 
In order to improve project efficiency, literature takes up that there is plenty of scope for 
taking waste out of construction (Egan, 1998; Josephson & Saukkoriipi, 2007). Josephson 
and Saukkoriipi (2007) argue that costs of construction could be reduced by 30-35 % 
through reducing waste in most processes and for most products. Similarly, research by 
Prifloat AB suggest that there is a potential to make projects in the building sector 35 % 
more efficient by reducing waste (Magnusson, T, pers. comm., 2013). Waste is further 
defined in Figure 23: 
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Figure 23: Efficiency in a construction project (Magnusson, T, pers. comm., 2013) 

Definitions: 
1. Visible and hidden defects, inspections, insurance, theft and vandalism 
2. Rework, waiting, idle time and breaks for workers 
3. Other inefficiencies, stationary machines and material waste 
4. Work-related injuries and illnesses, rehabilitation and retirement 
5. Lengthy detailed process, procurement process, documentation 

According to the same research 77 % of the presented waste can be explained by the 
following factors: leadership, collaboration, improvement culture, project resources, job 
satisfaction, communication, cost- and risk awareness 

The Partnering Concept 
As mentioned, the partnering concept is a concept that implies a closer collaboration with 
all stakeholders of a project. The main idea behind the concept is that it should create 
mutual trust that will lead to a better project in terms of a more favourable time-cost-quality 
trade-off. The concept of partnering has been further expanded to long-term commitment 
between partners across several projects. This has potentially extended the trust even more 
and also brings advantages of the “experience curve” into the projects as materials and 
methods can be reused (Karlsson & Lindfors, 1999; Rhodin, 2012). This concept is called 
strategic partnering and is as earlier mentioned also the way many big constructing 
companies go with within the field of apartment renovations.  

Strategic partnering 
Strategic partnering is a work form usually associated with long-term relationships between 
partners across several projects. This can be distinguished from project partnering in which 
a single project is involved and the focus is on short-term benefits (Bygballe, Jahre & 
Swärd, 2010). In literature, partnering is generally defined as a working relationship 
between stakeholders based on respect, trust, teamwork, commitment, and shared goals. 
Such a relationship is often relying on good faith rather than a formal contract (Lu & Yan, 
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2007). Strategic partnering is not only based on these principles but also with the additional 
values of sharing of resources, knowledge, risks and profits or losses. According to 
Karlsson and Lindfors (1999), trust is the most important precondition for strategic 
partnering, which is many times challenging to establish due to the normal way of doing 
business in the industry. Furthermore Karlsson and Lindfors (1999) states that the main aim 
behind strategic partnering is to take advantage of the experience curve in the project to 
improve and to co-develop projects with suppliers.  
 
Rhodin (2012) explains partnering by referring to the difference in collaboration compared 
to a traditional construction project. In traditional construction project cooperation is 
normally at the operational level while a strategic partnership also deals with issues on a 
tactical and strategic level (See Figure 24). The operational level is explained to be about 
"doing things right" with minimal resources. When you get higher up the pyramid, it is to a 
greater extent about "doing the right things," set the right course forward and consider the 
customer perceived value. In contrast to a traditional collaboration, a strategic partnering 
project make it possible to focus on long-term development and continuous improvements. 
 

 
Figure 24: traditional collaboration and strategic partnering collaboration (Rhodin, 2012) 

In terms of the benefit of using partnering in construction projects researchers generally 
agree that partnering is beneficial in a number of dimensions, however there are different 
opinions about the magnitude or nature of the benefits (Beach, Webster & Cambell, 2005). 
Most researchers and empirical studies show that the concept can benefit all stakeholders 
involved in a project mainly due to its ability improve attitude between parties (Lu & Yan, 
2007). On the other hand there are also examples where partnering was not successful. As 
an example, some researchers point out that some projects using the partnering concept 
don't achieve its target (Bresnen & Marshall, 2000) or that it is not efficient due to the lack 
of honest communication, unwillingness to compromise and other collaboration difficulties 
(Ng, Rose & Mak, 2002) This together suggest that partnering has many advantages but 
also that the concept is not applicable in all situations 

When strategic partnering is applicable 
According to Karlsson and Lindfors, (1999), strategic partnering is appropriate when there 
is some kind of similarity between the sub-projects. A client who has many similar projects 
can group them and thereby reduce the number of procurements. A typically grouping is 1: 
by nature of the projects, for instance according to if it is a renovation project or new 

Strategic level 

Tactical level 

Operational level 

Traditional partnering Strategic partnering 
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construction project; 2: by the type of object, for instance if the objects are a school or a 
house; 3: by geographical region. Strategic partnering is also suitable for defined 
development projects of different kind. Cross functional project teams that can work 
together in several different projects have a great potential to follow up their working 
methods and develop their way of working. Furthermore, strategic partnering is seen as 
favourable when a client has a series of projects to be built within a limited timeframe. This 
is because the concept has the potential to reduce time between sub projects and also 
improve overall efficiency in projects due to an improved learning curve for sub projects.   

Success factors 
With the right preconditions for the use of partnering concept there seem to be some success 
actors regarding its use (Black, Akintoye & Fitzgerald, 2000) On a general level in order for 
all stakeholders to create greater confidence and trust in each other, three measures are seen 
as very important in the common project team, that is common goals, a joint organization 
and that all parties have a shared economy (Karlsson and Lindfors, 1999). Beach, Webster 
and Cambell (2005), have summarized a variety of studies on partnering that together 
provide a window on the developing theory and practice in partnering and the common 
critical success elements. The elements of successful partnering can be seen in Table 57 
with explanations to the most critical factors under the table. 
 

Table 57: Elements of successful partnering (Beach, Webster and Cambell, 2005). 

Element	  
Baden-‐
Hellard	  

Bennett	  
and	  
Jayes	  

Black	  
et	  al.	  

CII	  1991	  
Lenard	  
et	  al.	  

Scott	  
Sui	  

Pheng	  
Thomas	  
et	  al.	  	  

Frequ
ency	  

Management	  commitment	   X	   X	   X	  
	  

X	   X	   X	   X	   7	  
Equity	   X	   X	  

	  
X	   X	   X	  

	  
X	   6	  

Mutual	  vision,	  goals	  and	  objectives	   X	   X	  
	  

X	   X	  
	  

X	   X	   6	  
Trust	   X	  

	  
X	   X	   X	   X	  

	  
X	   6	  

Continuous	  evaluation/improvement	  of	  performance	   X	   X	   X	  
	  

X	  
	   	  

X	   5	  

Good	  communication	  
	   	  

X	  
	  

X	   X	  
	  

X	   4	  
Conflict	  resolution	  processes	  

	  
X	  

	   	  
X	  

	   	  
X	   3	  

Early	  implementation	  of	  the	  partnering	  
arrangement/involvement	  of	  key	  participants	   	   	   	   	  

X	   X	  
	  

X	   3	  

Education,	  training	  and	  preparation	  
	   	   	   	   	   	  

X	   X	   2	  
Innovation	  

	   	   	   	  
X	   X	  

	   	  
2	  

Long-‐term	  commitment	  
	  

X	  
	  

X	  
	   	   	   	  

2	  
Partnering	  workshop	  

	   	   	   	  
X	  

	  
X	  

	  
2	  

Mutual	  rewards	  and	  benefits	  
	   	   	  

X	  
	  

X	  
	   	  

2	  
Shared	  risk	  

	  
X	  

	  
X	  

	   	   	   	  
2	  

Integrated	  team	  
	   	   	   	   	  

X	  
	   	  

1	  
Investment	  

	   	   	  
X	  

	   	   	   	  
1	  

Learning	  culture/exchange	  of	  knowledge	  
	   	   	   	  

X	  
	   	   	  

1	  

 
 
The sample literature discussed in Beach, Webster and Cambell (2005), support that 
management commitment is crucial for a successful partnering project. Similarly it is 
important that a win-win relationship is created and not a traditional win-loose relationship. 
Furthermore research show that it is important that a mutual trust is created and that the 
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project team set up mutual visions and goals. Also, communication between stakeholders is 
essential especially considered by contractors. Therefore it is important that a partnering 
project consider what information that needs to be shared and how and when this should be 
done in the most effective way. Although good communication is established, conflicts will 
occur at some stage during a project and the purpose of any resolution process should be to 
resolve them quickly and at as low level in the organisation as possible. Another important 
factor is that the partnering process is continuously evaluated in order to ensure that projects 
develop according to plan. Included in the evolution is to use feedback to capture any 
improvements and lessons learned to stimulate the continuous improvement from project to 
project. 

4.7.3. Interview Data 
The interview data will present respondents opinions about what they see as important 
factors in a renovation project as well as their view on the partnering concept. 

Important in a renovation project 
All interviewed housing companies mentioned that a high quality of the end product is very 
important in a renovation project. Barlow (2013) value quality as the most important   
factor, even as more important than too fully follow time plan and budget. She argues that a 
higher quality will lead to a lower cost for future years due to less maintenance in the 
apartments and less disruption towards tenants. Jonsson (2013) also valued quality of the 
end product as very important whereas Winkler (2013) considered quality and following the 
time plan to a 100 % as equally important factors. Moreover, Jonsson (2013), Barlow 
(2013) and Flyckt (2013) claim that construction companies need to improve their way of 
taking care of the tenants during a project. As an unhappy tenant will complain to the 
housing company and not the construction company this was seen as extra important from 
the perspective of the housing companies. A major problem in projects was according to 
Amra (2013) and Jonsson (2013) that construction workers lack professional appearance 
when they work with people in their homes. As examples of bad behaviour Jonsson (2013) 
mentioned workers that failed in key routines such as being on time to apartments, locking 
doors, and cleaning. Similarly, Amra (2013) argued that there is a need for workers to adapt 
their way of working in people’s homes. In addition many respondents saw a big potential 
for housing companies to improve their communication to tenants, further discussed in the 
next sub-chapter.  

The value of communicating to the tenants 
According to different experts in the area of renovations, there are certain guidelines, which 
can differentiate from company to company, for how communication to the tenants gets 
successful. Furthermore, the experts argue for the consequences of having a good 
communication to tenants towards value creation under a renovation project. 
  
All experts agree on establishing structures, by which the communication channels reach to 
the lowest level of a tenant hierarchy, the individuals that are living there. 
Berg (2013) from SABO argues that there is no alternative to the instalment of 
reconstruction coordinators. She describes these communication specialists as the 
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connection between the tenants and the construction company. In this way, she sees 
communication happening in a personal, effective way in small corridor meetings, in which 
the consequences of the renovation project get communicated to the individuals. On the 
other hand, she doubts that meetings in too big groups are equally effective. Berg (2013) 
sees the advantages of having a good level of communication to the tenants in a better 
renovation project execution. She refers to an example, in which an individual refused to 
leave the apartment when the project was supposed to start and the construction company 
forgot to also get allowance for entering the living areas and not only for renovating. A 
lawsuit like this implies a project delay of three month according to her. Winkler (2013) 
from the private housing company Stena Fastigheter however describes the process of 
getting the allowance for renovating an apartment as less complicated and puts hence less 
focus on communication efforts. He argues that if a renovation does not aim for providing 
luxury standard afterwards, a housing company gets direct approval for carrying out a 
renovation project. However, he also reflects over a complicated and costly process of 
raising the rent after a renovation project due to disagreement of tenants, which might be 
caused partly by a lack of communication under the project. Here he says that for one 
project, the trial took four years and although the rent is getting paid retroactively except of 
the first three month, the whole trial process consumes considerable resources. 
 
Väsbyhem’s Jonsson (2013) and Svenska Bostäder’s Barlow (2013) both describe the 
instalment of coordinators under a renovation project comparable to the description of Berg 
(2013). Both describe the creation of a representative project group that consists of tenants 
and members of Väsbyhem respectively the renovation coordinators as a measure to create 
trust and facilitate communication towards tenants to update them about progress and 
following actions. Both also agree in the point that a construction company has to work in 
the same way in their communications in order to successfully carry out the project. Barlow 
(2013) sees the need to have personnel that is capable in working together with people, 
Jonsson (2013) stresses the importance of having the knowledge of how to work in a 
renovation environment, not only at a management level of a construction company, but 
also at a practical, working level. He refers to an example, where communication worked 
out very badly: Although announced to the tenants, the construction company did not show 
up at the apartments on the promised day. The housing company then has to take the blame 
for the incapability of the construction company, resulting in a bad relation between them. 
Hence, he is eager to see a concept of how tenant communication is realized when a 
construction company offers project realization. 

 

Improving project efficiency 
In terms of improving project efficiency Samuelsson (2013) from IQ byggprocess was 
interviewed. According to him, the construction industry is less efficient than other 
industries and has a great potential for improvement. According to their research, 1/3 of a 
building project is waste, thus costs that generate no value. 77% of this waste, thus about 25 
% of a construction project in total can be explained by improvement potential with the 
following factors: leadership, collaboration, continuous improvement culture, project 
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resources, employee satisfaction, communication and cost and risk awareness. The idea is to 
measuring these parameters and implementing performance management to support 
continuous improvements to reduce the 25 % waste. (Samuelsson, 2013)    

 

The partnering concept 
A majority of the respondents believe in some kind of multi-stakeholder collaboration 
where everyone can benefit. However, two important issues were brought up with the 
current way of conducting a partnering project. Björling (2013) believed in the concept of 
partnering but referred to the obstacle that construction companies need to understand that 
housing companies have little knowledge and experience in working with partnering. 
Winkler (2013) was more critical towards the concept, stating that its current configuration 
leads to higher costs for a construction company. According to him the major issue with the 
concept is that risks are not shared equally between all partners. As the profitability of a 
project from the perspective of a housing company depend on the possibility to increase 
rents and decrease costs, he would only value a partnering model that share the risks of both 
factors. Winkler (2013) even sees the uncertainty regarding rent increases as the major risk 
with a project; hence he would value a risk-sharing model where a construction company 
shared this risk. Winkler (2013) estimated that the uncertainty about the rent is about +-10% 
for a renovating project.  
 

4.7.4. Project Data 
Efficiency of partnering 
There are some studies that are maid about the benefits of partnering that are based in a 
large amount of studied project examples. Larsson (1995) studied 280 construction projects 
to measure success related to alternative approaches. The results support the idea of 
partnering by its offering of better result in terms of costs, technical performance, customer 
need. However not difference was observed when it comes to time schedule and dispute 
avoidance.  
 
Table 58: Research results of Larsson (1995). 

	   Meeting	  
schedule	  

Controlling	  
costs	  

Technical	  
performanc

e	  

Customer	  
needs	  

Avoiding	  
litigation	  

Satisfaction	  of	  
participants	  

Overall	  
results	  

Adversarial	  
2,19	   1,99	   3,20	   2,95	   2,47	   1,91	   2,34	  

Guarded	  
Adversarial	  

2,86	   2,95	   3,75	   3,48	   3,56	   2,62	   3,15	  

Informal	  
partners	  

3,92	   3,50	   4,05	   3,90	   4,46	   3,66	   3,89	  

Partners	  
4,41	   4,17	   4,55	   4,57	   4,80	   4,28	   4,51	  
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A second study by Gransberg et al., (1999), analysed 408 project where about half was 
partnered projects and half non-partnered projects. The result shows that partnering project 
was favourable in all respects on 13 projects was greater than $ 5,000,000. When it comes 
to cost, time extension and number of days of downtime showed all partnering projects, a 
better result than non-partnering project. The results of 6 out of 14 parameters are shown 
below. 
 
Table 59: Research result of Gransberg et al.(1999). 

	   CONTRACT	  AMOUNT	  
0	  $	  -‐	  5	  000	  000	  $	   5	  000	  000	  $	  -‐	  40	  000	  000	  $	   Total:	  0	  $	  –	  40	  000	  000	  $	  

Project	  
parameters	  

Partnered	   Non-‐
partnered	  

Partnered	   Non-‐
partnered	  

Partnered	   Non-‐
partnered	  

Cost	  growth	   5,22	  %	   2,39	  %	   1,87	  %	   3,94	  %	   2,93	  %	   3,70%	  
Time	  growth	   -‐0,32	  %	   -‐9,16	  %	   -‐14,97	  %	   36,62	  %	   -‐4,70	  %	   10,04	  %	  
%	  of	  projects	  with	  
deducts	  

17,16	  %	   31,86	  %	   5,39	  %	   3,92	  %	   23,53	  %	   36,27	  %	  

Liquidated	  
Damages	  

11,76	  %	   11,27	  %	   1,96	   12,25	  %	   21,08	  %	   23,53	  %	  

Dispute	  cost	  %	  of	  
total	  costs	  (solved	  
on	  district	  level	  or	  
below)	  

13,04	  %	   5,61	  %	   0	  %	   1,15	  %	   0,33	  %	   0,61	  %	  

Claim	  cost	  %	  of	  
total	  cost	  (Solved	  
above	  district	  
level)	  

0,13	  %	   13,84	  %	   0	  %	   0,71	  %	   0,04	  %	   0,93	  %	  

 

4.7.5. Analysis 
What is considered to be a good project? 
A good project can be discussed in terms of project efficiency and other aspects that are 
more specific towards a renovation project. When it comes to project efficiency previous 
literature brings up a definition of efficiency as the optimal trade-off between cost, time and 
quality. From the interviewees some of the factors were given a higher focus. Barlow 
(2013) and Jonsson (2013) argued that quality should be given higher priority, whereas 
Winkler (2013) considered quality, time and cost as equal important. That Barlow (2013) 
and Jonsson (2013) argues for quality doesn't for that matter imply that cost and time are 
unimportant factors in a project, but that they are willing to let a project go a little bit longer 
and pay a little bit extra in order to get high quality.  
 
In terms of more specific activities important for a renovation project the majority of 
interviewees highlighted the importance for a construction company to become better at 
taking care of tenants during the project. Furthermore factors such as the constructing 
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worker’s behaviour and communication activities towards tenants were highlighted as 
improvement areas. Three interviewees even suggest that construction companies should 
have a specific coordinator, who only works with communication between workers and 
tenants. All aspects brought up in studied literature and interviews are summarized in Table 
60. 
 
Table 60: Summary of important element of a renovation project 

Element Literature Amra 
(2013) 

Jonsson 
(2013) 

Winkler 
(2013) 

Berg 
(2013) 

Flyckt 
(2013) 

Trade-off       
Cost X 2 2 1   
Time X 2 2 1   
Quality X 1 1 1   
Specific        
Concept to take care of tenants / 
Communicating with tenants	  

	   X	   X	   	   X	   X	  

Improve construction worker 
behaviour	  

	   X	   X	   	   	   	  

 

Can partnering improve efficiency?  
First of all, according to literature and interview with Samuelsson (2013), efficiency is 
considered to be low in construction project in general as compared to other industries. 
Waste is by two authors considered to be about 30 % of total project costs implying a big 
potential for improvement. Furthermore, there is no doubt in literature that partnering has 
the potential to improve efficiency in construction projects. However, the concept needs to 
be used for the right type of projects with regard to identified success factors. Literature 
mentions some preconditions for when partnering is appropriate. A typical renovation 
project qualifies for many of these conditions as it many times involves subprojects, which 
can be grouped and reduce the number of procurements and thereby save procurement 
costs. Furthermore the number of similar projects within renovation should make it possible 
for teams to follow up their work methods and improve their way of working.  
 
A majority among the interviewed companies and industry experts were positive towards 
the partnering concept. However, Winkler (2013) mentioned that the concept is a win-lose 
relationship for them. According to him, the major risk with a renovation project is the 
uncertain rent increase, which is a risk that is not shared among the participants in the 
partnering concept. In literature, a win-win relationship was brought up as one of the most 
important factors for a successful partnering project. As Stena Fastigheter does not see the 
win-win relationship with the partnering concept that shows that there are improvement 
potential with the current concept. 
 
In order to find how much the partnering concept could be worth previous projects have 
been studied. The study by Larsson (1995) showed a better result in partnering projects as 
compared to ordinary projects, in terms of cost, technical performance and customer 
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satisfaction. The study by Gransberg et al (1999) showed that partnering projects were 
favourable in terms of many aspects, especially when project size was over $ 5 000 000. 
The factors that were significantly better at this contract size were the factors: time growth, 
liquidated damages, dispute costs and claim costs. 

4.7.6. Summary  
From the investigation it was determined that project efficiency can bee seen as the tradeoff 
between quality, time, and costs and in terms of more specific actions such as caretaking for 
tenants and behavior of a construction worker. The partnering concept was also evaluated in 
terms of its applicability to a renovation project. The analysis of the concept indicates that 
partnering seems to be appropriate for the industry as renovation needs are often spread out 
over sub-projects. This means that there is a possibility to save costs for a housing company 
by limiting the number of procurements and that projects can utilize the possibility to learn 
between sub-projects in order to continuously improve efficiency and effectiveness. By 
studying previous projects that have used the partnering concept, it seems to improve 
construction projects in terms of quality, time and cost, especially if the project size is rather 
big as indicated by research by result of Gransberg et al.(1999). However, the concept needs 
to be adapted in the right way following the presented elements of successful partnering by 
Beach, Webster and Cambell (2005). Even though the current partnering practices seem to 
follow most of these elements, one potential issue was identified regarding the risk-sharing 
model, in which a construction company only share half of the risks with a project. If this 
issue is substantial among more housing companies, there might be a potential to improve 
the concept to provide more value by developing a new partnering concept that share risks 
equally. The chapter outcomes are summarized in Table 61. The decisive factors indicate 
what influence the monetary size or importance of the brought up values. It has not been 
possible to quantify the benefit or cost of a partnering concept. It seems to be a concept that 
can bring value to any kind of renovation project; no matter of the focus is to provide profits 
for the housing company or for society. 
 
Table 61: Partnering Summary 

PA
R

TN
ER

IN
G

 

Value element Decisive factors 

-‐	  Quality	  
-‐	  Time	  precision	  
-‐	  Cost	  reduction	  

-‐	  Possibility	  to	  learn	  from	  subproject	  
-‐	  Win-‐Win	  relationship	  among	  partners	  
-‐	  Projects	  ability	  to	  take	  care	  of	  tenants	  
-‐	  Projects	  ability	  to	  change	  worker	  behaviour 
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5. CONCLUSION 
The contribution of this study provides a deep understanding of value creation in renovation 
projects in response to the identified research gap. The modeling process of a value 
proposition, as described in main research contributions by Sorensen (2012), Osterwalder 
and Pigneur (2012) and Barnes, Blake and Pinder (2009), made it possible, to understand 
the value construction of a renovation project as a whole, by breaking down value in a 
renovation project into different areas and developing them towards the most important 
stakeholders: housing company and society / tenants. The modeling process of the value 
proposition’s areas and their quantification was shaped by both interviewing industry 
experts about the contribution of the five areas to the renovation project as a whole in order 
to understand the relations and value trade-offs, as well as researching areas individually. 
Hence, the findings of other researchers in the single areas were invaluable towards 
identifying the most important issues and structuring the five areas towards the most 
impactful drivers. This means that the modeling of the value proposition did not only create 
new knowledge in terms of expertise in the five areas, but also brought research that has 
been carried out in the areas together into the context of value creation for a renovation 
project. 
 
The following parts will present the findings of this master thesis in sub-chapters dedicated 
to the two research questions in the study.   

5.1. Values and decisive factors 
The first research question of this study reads: “How can a renovation project create value 
towards the stakeholders and what decisive factors influence the size of this value” In order 
to answer this research question, five investigation areas were developed during workshop 
sessions at a construction company, and afterwards the outcomes of the workshop was 
thoroughly investigated by a literature and empirical study. The analysis of these 
investigations provided a comprehensive view about what values are created, decisive 
factors that can influence their size in a renovation project. The result for each individual 
value element is presented in detail in the end of each analysis chapter of the report and 
summarized below in Table 62. 
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Table 62: Values and decisive factors 
 

5.2. Value Proposition 
The second research question reads: “What value proposition do the different stakeholders: 
housing company, tenants and society, desire for a renovation project in the Swedish 
Million Homes Programme?” In order to answer this research question a theoretical 
framework was developed in order to guide the development of a value proposition. As part 
of this framework and to answer research question one, the different values and decisive 
factors were identified. Based on the defined values and an investigation regarding how the 
different stakeholders: housing company, tenants and society perceived them, it was 

The 5 
Areas Value Elements Decisive Factors  
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- Rent increase - Rent negotiation 

- Housing area 
densification 

- Peoples will and possibility to pay high rents 
- Possibility to decrease building costs 
- Case dependent 

- Rebuilding apartments 
- Risk 
- Case dependent 
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- Energy savings 

- Price level of electricity 
- Price structure of electricity 
- Level of energy consumption before renovation 
- Environmental ambition vs. Profitability ambition 

- O&M cost savings - State of the renovation object before renovation 

TE
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A
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- Vacancy rate 
- Turnover rate 
- Refuse and littering 
- Tenant involvement 

SO
C

IA
L 

D
EV
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O

PM
EN

T 

- Crime rate 
- Workless rate 
- Education 

PA
R
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- Quality 
- Time precision 
- Cost reduction 

- Possibility to learn from subproject 
- Win-Win relationship among partners 
- Projects ability to take care of tenants 
- Projects ability to change worker behaviour 
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possible to fulfil step 4 in the framework and answer research question two by modelling 
two value propositions: one that is desired by a housing company and one that is desired by 
society and tenants.     
 
Table 63 shows a value proposition that is desired by a housing company. The table shows 
how other stakeholders perceive each value element when it is constructed to be attractive 
to a housing company. Each stakeholder’s view is brought up in the investigation of the five 
areas, here only the most important considerations will be brought up.  In this value 
proposition, the renovation focus is in the first three value elements as indicated by the grey 
filling in the table. Hence the focus in such project is on cost efficient activities that increase 
rents and decrease costs for a housing company. The focus on rent increasing activities 
implies extensive rent increases that would lead to unsatisfied tenants and possibly force a 
high degree of them to move out. Furthermore, as the marginal costs for energy investments 
get higher with lower energy consumption, rather few energy reduction activities would be 
carried out. As society at large is in need to reduce its carbon footprint to reach EU targets 
and to take care of our planet, this is not an optimal investment ambition in terms of that. 
Furthermore, lower energy consumption leads to lower energy costs for the tenant, who 
therefore would rather appreciate a more ambitious investment, especially if the project 
include the activity of installing individual measuring. This would transfer a larger share of 
the energy costs to the tenant, who could then decrease their own costs by optimizing 
electricity and water consumption. The value proposition neither focuses nor creates value 
in terms of social development or tenant satisfaction for society in the big picture. Instead, a 
housing company again would only capture a small fraction of the potential value, which is 
profitable for them. 
 
In total the value proposition provides values, which lead to a satisfied housing company 
but to unsatisfied tenants and low value for society.    
 
Table 63: Value proposition towards housing company and impact on stakeholders 

Attractive value proposition for a housing company Impact on stakeholders 

Value Element Value for housing company Housing	  
company	  

Tenant	   Society	  
~ Benefit ~ Cost  

Rent increase 450  
SEK/m2 

10 400  
SEK/m2 J 	   L 	   L 

Energy reduction 105 
SEK/m2 

2 600  
SEK /m2 J K 	   K 

Other cost savings 
140 SEK/m2 - J 	   K 	   K 

Social development 27 
SEK/m2 

35 
SEK/m2 J 	   L 	   L 	  
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Tenant satisfaction 27  
SEK/m2 

35 
SEK/m2 K 	   L 	   K 	  

Partnering 
  J 	   J 	   J 

Total	  
700 SEK/m2	   13 600 SEK/m2	   J 	   L 	   K 	  

 
Table 61 shows a value proposition that is attractive towards tenants and society. In this 
value proposition, the renovation focus is in the last two value elements as indicated by the 
grey filling in the table. Hence, the focus of such a project is to only increase rents to the 
extend to which the tenants are able to afford it and feel satisfaction in terms of not being 
forced to move out, but rather faced with a very moderate rent increase for a surrounding 
living quality improving renovation project. Additionally, the renovation aims for 
minimizing energy consumption, meaning that maximal value for tenants and society due to 
a cost saving and environmentally friendly development. Whereas this created happy 
tenants it is expensive for the housing company, as the marginal cost of investment gets 
higher with lower energy consumption. A focus lies on social projects to improve 
unemployment rates and the social welfare in the area, by turning around the area in a 
comprehensive fashion. As the value proposition in table 61 shows, a comprehensive 
benefit is created to society of roughly 100-200 SEK per apartment square meter. The 
impact of this value proposition on a housing company shows though that especially in 
terms of rent increases potential and social development, it creates a strong dissatisfaction 
for them. It would not be economically viable for a housing company, as the cost part that 
they are facing in this value proposition increases compared to the first value proposition, 
while the benefit potential stays in the best case the same. In total the value proposition 
provide values that lead to a satisfied tenants and society but to an unsatisfied housing 
company. 
 
Table 61: Value proposition for society and impact on stakeholders 
 

Attractive value proposition for society Impact on stakeholders 

Value Element	   Value for housing company	   Housing	  
company	  

Tenants	   Society	  
~ Benefit ~ Cost 	  

Rent increase 
150-250 
SEK/m2 

10 700 – 15 900 
SEK/m2 L 	   J 	   K 	  

Energy reduction 
86-126 
SEK/m2 

2 100 – 5 600  
SEK /m2 K 	   J 	   J 	  

Other cost savings 140 SEK/m2 - J 	   K 	   K 	  
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Social development 77 SEK/m2 High L 	   J 	  
J 	  

100-‐200	  
SEK/m2	  	  

Tenant satisfaction 50 SEK/m2 35 SEK/m2 J 	   J 	   K 	  

Partnering   J 	   J 	   J 

Total 553-793 
SEK/m2 

12 850 – 21 550 
SEK/m2 L 	   J 	   J 	  

 
 
The two value propositions that were developed in order to satisfy the different customers 
in the multi-stakeholder environment translate into two different ways, in which a 
renovation project could be carried out. 
 
In the first value proposition, a renovation project would be carried out the way that very 
cost efficient refurbishment activities lead to a maximal rent increase and a moderate, but 
not optimal improvement in energy consumption. Social challenges in the area would be 
taken up to the very limited extend, at which violent destruction and disturbances are 
avoided, but the project would not have an impact on the high unemployment, crime and 
segregation rate. Instead, problem households might be forced to move away and then cause 
social turmoil elsewhere in Sweden. Tenant satisfaction stays on a low level, as their 
described basic needs are not getting fulfilled. 
 
The first value proposition could be described as maintaining the Million Homes 
Programme for some additional years, without resolving the embedded social and 
environmental challenges to a high extend. However, a housing company will argue for 
carrying out a renovation project this way, as they see the highest value potential, as shown 
by benefit and cost indications in this report. 
 
In the second value proposition, a renovation project would be carried out in a surrounding 
fashion, focusing on healthy building refurbishments, which do not only guarantee 
functionality, but also focus on an area refreshment, appearance and atmosphere. 
Furthermore, the renovation would focus on optimizing the buildings energy performance, 
considering the need for a sustainable development in society and the tenants’ need for cost 
savings. The tenants’ limited available budget would be considered by increasing the rent 
only to a certain extent, so that they could stay afterwards. The project would invest 
substantially into social projects, improving opportunities for education, employment and 
self-satisfaction for the tenants. The second value proposition shows that substantial value 
can be generated for tenants and eventually for society as a whole. However, the value 
potential for a housing company in today’s regulatory conditions gets dramatically 
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decreased, meaning that a housing company is not willing to carry out a renovation project 
in the way that social and environmental challenges get resolved in the areas. 
 
This raises the need to discuss the findings of this report. Different stakeholders expect a 
renovation project to be carried out in different ways, in other words favor different value 
propositions. The challenge is to bring these different perspectives together and finding a 
value proposition that satisfies all the project’s stakeholders equally. 
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6. DISCUSSION 
Two main research contributions by Lind (2008) and Blomé (2010) summarize the 
challenge in understanding the market of renovating the Swedish Million Homes 
Programme in an apposite way. Lind (2008) concludes for the renovation project in 
Gårdsten – Göteborg that it was out of a housing company’s perspective a poor investment, 
while Blomé (2010) considered the renovation project in Herrgården, Malmö as profitable 
for the housing company. On the other hand, the renovation project in Gårdsten won 
numerous awards for its achievements, according to Larssen and Seglert (2011) besides 
others the World Habitat Award 2005 and Sea’s Solar Energy Prize 2003. 
 
The above-presented unclear connection between project profitability and project success 
indicates the complexity of the regulated Swedish rental housing market that faces 
transformation pressure due to the age of the buildings, energy efficiency policies and social 
distress in the areas. In the attempt, to bring light into the different values that can be 
created under a renovation project in the Million Homes Pogramme and how they look like, 
when looking on the project in its entirety, this report clarified the value that is in a 
renovation project and what this value depends on. Furthermore two value propositions are 
established, one desired by a housing company and one desired by tenants and society.  
 
The two developed value proposition desired by the different stakeholders along with 
research projects in Herrgården by Blomé (2010) show the potential of value creation in a 
renovation project. Moreover, it can explain why the renovation project in Gårdsten won 
awards for its efforts, instead of the project in Herrgården: The focus in the value 
proposition in Gårdsten was placed on creation a social value, which resulted in the 
employment of local workless people and the strengthening of the economy in the area and 
hence was a great example for a social development in a deprived area. This value creation 
though did not create profitability for the housing company, but for society as a whole, 
while a profit maximizing value proposition only solve social problems to a limited extent. 
The construction of the value proposition towards customer segments hence showed that 
there is a trade-off situation between different values for a renovation project and that it is 
close to impossible to have a renovation project that provides value for all stakeholders.  
 
Having clarified in the introduction that the holistic picture in Sweden points towards that 
surrounding renovation activities within the Million Homes Programme in Sweden are 
necessary, the above explained value proposition trade-off raises an important issue 
regarding how future renovation projects will be carried out and to whom value will be 
created. As was described in the introduction the majority of Million Homes Areas can be 
characterized by difficult social and living conditions (Blomé, 2011) where tenants suffer 
from a high degree of segregation, are often unemployed and have a low educational level. 
Hence, the upcoming renovation would be a great opportunity to improve this situation, and 
contribute to the solution of one of the most crucial social issues for Sweden as a country. 
However, as a housing company, even if owned by the municipality, is forced by law of 
business behavior (SKL, 2010), which states that projects would be carried out with the 
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determination to maximize housing company’s profits. Such projects would as indicated by 
this research create low value for tenants and society and even create more social problems 
as some tenants cannot afford their accommodation and therefore are forced to move. 
Altogether, this suggests that there are no current ways of carrying out a renovation project 
that are favorable for all stakeholders: On the one hand, a housing company that want to 
create values for tenants and society needs to neglect the businesslike principle and 
undertake projects that are not economical viable; On the other hand, a housing company 
that follow the businesslike principle creates low value for tenants and leads to that the great 
opportunity to solve social issues is neglected.  
 
In order to overcome this issue, a solution needs to be figured out in which a renovation 
project can co-create value for all stakeholders. In this context, the social value created in 
the business model towards tenants and society gives a possible idea of a direction in which 
the development can progress. As it was shown in the value proposition developed towards 
tenants and society, a substantial value is created from such a project towards society that is 
not shared with the housing company. This opens up the opportunity to find a solution in 
which the value that currently is created for society is shared with the housing company. If 
such a solution were developed, it would be possible for a housing company to act 
businesslike and still apply a value proposition that is desired by tenants and society. In 
other words, it would be possible to adapt a value proposition that co-create values for all 
main stakeholders.  
 
Concluding from this discussion on the contribution of the thesis to the knowledge of a 
renovation project in the Swedish Million Programme, it is to be said that the result of the 
value proposition modeling process brought new insights and has the potential to help 
facilitate renovation projects in the future. By having identified the critical underlying 
drivers of the five areas, which define the potential firstly of each of the five areas towards a 
potential renovation project and in addition by having all the values in relation to each 
other, the described complex environment in the Swedish housing market can be grasped in 
a comprehensive way. The values in a renovation project can be understood on a system 
perspective and the often described as case-specific environment of the Million Homes 
Programme is lifted onto a more general and standardized level. With these developed 
insights in mind, the thesis and conclusion furthermore identified challenges for future 
research brought up in sub-chapter 6.2. 
 

6.1. Practical Implications 
The results of the report allow a number of practical implications for the renovation 
industry within the Swedish Million Homes Programme and for the development of a value 
proposition in a multi-stakeholder environment in general. 
 
(1) The breakdown of a renovation projects into different areas of value creation for the 
stakeholders allows the understanding of the economics of a renovation project and can 
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complement own considerations of value creation with a wide range of ideas from experts 
and previous project accomplishments.  
 
(2) The report can be assessed in order to identify, how high the value creation potential for 
a specific renovation project within the Swedish Million Homes Programme is. The report 
identifies for example decisive factors in the geographical location or the social conditions 
in the area for value creation. 
 
(3) One gets an understanding of how the interest of the stakeholders differ and can thereby 
take different perspectives and carry out a renovation project in the way that either one 
specific stakeholder gets satisfied or in a consensus driven way between all the 
stakeholders. 
 
(4) The report can be utilized in order to foster discussions around value participation/ value 
sharing between the different stakeholders. The need to find a solution on how a housing 
company can participate in value creation for society, when carrying out the renovation 
project in a tenant and society oriented way is unfolded. Furthermore it is suggested in the 
further research section to intensify efforts in finding solutions for a monetary participation 
of a housing company for created social value and why it is seen as a necessary and 
reasonable research field. 
 
In an overall perspective, the renovation of the Million Homes Programme in Sweden 
currently represents one of the countries toughest challenges, as developed in the report’s 
introduction. The practical implication of this report on a higher perspective is to both cause 
an immediate increase of renovation projects within the Swedish Million Homes 
Programme and to furthermore make it clear, where future research is still necessary in the 
field. It is aimed for providing a practical guidance that can be utilized in order to draw the 
economics of a specific potential renovation project and to create a higher degree of 
certainty about the financial outcome of the project. 
 

6.2. Future Research 
A suggestion for further research is to further test and validate the findings of this thesis. It 
is necessary to further investigate the value creation in a renovation project to be able to 
provide more certain numbers regarding monetary benefits and costs of the different values.  
 
Furthermore, the establishment of a value proposition is only the first step towards a full 
business model for a housing company. Osterwalder and Pigneur’s (2012) business model 
generation model suggests that a value proposition towards a specific customer segment has 
to translate into the definition of key activities and key resources that have the potential to 
capture the identified value proposition. The business model as a final step of the business 
modelling process describes in more detail how value creation can happen in a project. 
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Investigating this question would further enhance the understanding of value creation in a 
renovation project.    
 
From a society point of view, the discussion around why a housing company should focus 
on making an effort towards promoting social welfare is reinforced with this report.  
Different studies indicate that especially in the Million Homes Programme, a social 
development is due to increased crime and unemployment of importance (Gromark, 2012; 
Öresjö, 2012). However, the only identified incentives for a housing company to show 
social initiative are marginal cost savings and a participation in the monetary value for 
society when employing a workless person. Therefore, a majority of measures towards 
social development are economically unprofitable for a housing company. Future research 
in the area of social development in the Million Homes Programme might lead to a 
participation for housing companies in a value creation for society by governmental 
changes and lead to a different approach, from which both society and housing companies 
can profit.  
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APPENDIX A – THE JÄRVA DIALOG 
Positive aspects 
 

-‐ Nature, free time 
41% of the positive feedback in the collection of opinions is based on the nature and 
possible free time activities. The comments focus on the beauty and closeness of the 
surrounding environment and the impact on the tenants’ state of well-being. People also 
value the possibility to undertake sport activities, such as basketball and football fields and 
the offering of playgrounds for children. 

-‐ Social environment 
Of the 15%, who evaluate the social environment as positive, every third mentions the 
people living in the areas as positive factors. The atmosphere is described overall in these 
comments as lively, diverse and safe.  

-‐ Administration, apartments 
13% of positive responses fall in the actual apartment and administration rating. Almost 
half of the comments focuses on expressing satisfaction with Svenska Bostäder as housing 
company. A quarter of the responses describe that life in the apartments can be enjoyed. An 
eight of the comments describes that the houses in general are good. 

-‐ Public transportation 
10% of the positive comments focus on public transportation, which is described in general 
as a good network to important places, such as Stockholm or Kista. A focus of the comment 
lies on the good communication of the public transportation, such as times and updates. 

-‐ Centre, malls, meeting places 
Of the 9% of total comments, the majority focuses on the diversity in shopping 
opportunities and on how close Akalla and Husby center are located to the apartments. 
 
Negative aspects 
 

-‐ Social environment 
With 21% of negative comments, the social environment received most negative feedback. 
Around 55% of the comments within this area criticize safety and crime related issues and 
feel unprotected in their living environment. More precisely, youth gangs and violence are 
mentioned as impacting factors in different comments. Furthermore, segregation is 
mentioned in 10% of the comments as well as another 10% for too high workless rate. In 
both areas, comments focus on the isolation from the overall social and working life outside 
the Million Programme environment. 

-‐ Centre, Malls, Meeting places 
20% of negative comments criticize the centre and public places in the living area. The vast 
majority of about 65% sees the area as littered and untidy. Another 15% mentions the 
lighting of the areas as insufficient or simply bad. 

-‐ Administration, apartments 
Of the in total 17%, about 45% focus on the own apartment. A third of the comments 
describe the apartment as in general in a bad shape. Another 20% describe their apartment 
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as too cold and badly isolated, which impacts the inner apartment climate. 15% show 
concern towards a renovation project, describing their worries towards a higher rent, the 
exhausting period under the renovation project and unnecessary renovation measures. 
The second main improvement area is the house in general, mentioned 40% of the times 
within this area. 30% of these comments describe the general conditions in the house as 
messy, mentioning urine, graffiti and littering. Furthermore, around 20% of these comments 
see the laundry system as bad, saying that the machines are old and finding a lack of 
cleaning. 

-‐ Nature, free time 
Within the 12% of commentaries, around 70% mention the high workless rate and missing 
opportunities for young people. There are even comments suggesting jobs for young people 
instead of the establishment of a police station. Consequences, such as youth gangs and a 
life without perspective are drawn. The lack of activities for children as well as missing 
meeting spots is also mentioned. 

-‐ Traffic, infrastructure 
Within the 11% of comments around traffic, about 25% see the utilization of cars and bikes 
in pedestrian zones as undesired and in general a too high traffic volume in the housing 
environment. One again, it is mentioned by 20% of these comments that there are dark 
corners in the street network of the areas that make people feel uncomfortable. It is also to 
notice that by the amount of negative comments, the traffic situation in Husby seems to 
represent a much better solution than in Akalla. Especially prohibited driving in the centre 
and pedestrian areas of Akalla seems to represent a challenge. 
 
Amra Barlow (2013, pers. comm) summarized the result of the dialog with the tenants as 
understanding their main demands regarding living quality and that there is a difference 
between what a housing company wants to achieve under a renovation project and what 
tenants perceive as an increase in living quality. She describes that from the perspective of a 
housing company, the goal is to have a technically working building in order to hold costs 
down and to provide high functionality. A tenant is on the other hand much more interested 
in the, what she calls “make-up” of the building. Tenants want to live in an attractive 
environment, with nice looking apartments and an appealing outside environment. 
 


